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Animation So Unique
You May Wonder Where Fantasy Ends...
and Reality Begins.

SHADOW WARRIOR OF DEATH

You become the "Master Ninja" on his
quest to recover the Magical Sword
in the Mysterious Emperor's Castle.
[

- **

Actual size of graphics—large,

^ \ smoothly animated ZV2" characters.
\

\

\
Jj&mum

1. Welcome to the adventure of a lifetime. Assume the identity of a

' 'proud ninja warrior and ready yourself to enter the castle of the

/evil Japanese Warload, Sanjo. Your quest is to regain a precious
""■p-^ magical sword that Sanjo has stolen from your ninja sect. Through
[the castle lun\powerful ninja warriors, Samurai guards, evil mysI

tic priests, and deadly tigers. You

**i

!

must work your way through the

many chambers of Sanjo's castle,

fight and kill his ninjas, battle his

black magic curses, overcome his

' traps and obstacles and recapture

f'-Jhe magic sword. No ninja has ever
/■

3.

I

iaurvived. Are you the one who can

finely battle the dark power and

bring truth and goodness back to
the land.? Are you the one who has

Game features include:
■■ 20
20 R<
Real-to-Life

Martial Arts Moves

Obsl.
Black
Black Magic, Hidden Traps, and Even Deadly Tigers
.■ Over
25 Combat Screens growing more and more

Obstacles including Hidden Ninja's, Evil Curses of

JjjJ
difficult
„.

Historic Ninja Weapons Including Knives, Blinding
pj*?
Powder, Throwing Stars, Blow Dart Guns, and Bow

and (
and Arrows \

''''

■ A Historic Story That Unfolds Like an Actual Ninja

*

E

Movie with Detail so Great That Even the Constel

' '!V|!

lations in the Sky are Accurate
Realistic
Rea"

Sound

no fear?'Are you the one that will

For the distributor
nearest you, call

Paragon's "MASTER NINJA" is the

m3
Master
Ninja "Hotline1'

game available today.

412-338-1166

be called a "MASTER NINJA"?

most realistic martial arts adventure

__
_

/\'t

.

or write:

Developed exclusively for the IBM PC/V

PCXT,® PCAP and IBM compatibles. Jl
IBM PC, PCXT and PCAT are registered trademarks ot International Business Machines, Inc.

Paragon Software, Inc.

PARAGON

Plymouth Center
521 Plymouth Street
Greensburg, Pennsylvania 15601

h The RightStuff"
•**

-NY Times (Aug. 25, mi)

Strap yourself into ChuckYeager's Advanced Flight Trainer
The only flight simulation co-designed by the greatest test
pilot ever. And with action so fast, even experienced pilots
'auger in! The right stuff is right here.
Test the limits of 14 different
aircraft using Yeager's own
evaluation checklist. From the
classicWWI SopwiLh Camel to
the mach-speed SR-71 Black
bird. Push the experimental
XPG -12 to the edge of space.

Fly formation on Yeager's wing
through Dead Man's Slalom.
Catch the breathtaking fear of
a Hammerhead stall, the
adrenaline rush of an aileron
roll, the thrill of your first
Cuban 8.

Race computer opponents
through white-Knuckle
courses. Bolt past obstacles
and run narrow gates. Skim
the ground at top speed, wingto-wing with your rival. View
the action from a chase plane
or the tower.

Seat-of-the-pants flying in
the only simulation with over

forty years of experience.
Yesger insisted on actual air
craft specs and his own flight
evaluation charts. Climb into
the cockpit and see if you've
got the'right stuff

HOW 10 ORDER: Visit your retailer or call BOO-

215-4525 for direct VISA or MasterCard orders

{in CA call 600-562-1112}. The direct order
pnce is $39 95 for the IBM version and $34.95
for the C6i version. Send a US. check or
money order to Electronic Ms Direct Sales.

PO. Box 7530. San Mateo. CA 94403. Add
J3 for shipping and handling ($5 Canadian).

Please allow 1-2 weeks for U S. delivery. Coming
for the Apple It. IBM is a registered trademark

of International Business Machines, Inc. C64 is
a registered trademark of Commodore

Electronics Limited. Software v 1987 Ned Lemer.
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PHOTO COURTESY NORTHROP AVIATION/ALLEN QUiN
Headline quote c 1987 by The New York Times Company
Reprinted by permission.

ELECTRONIC ARTS ®

THE EDITOR'S VIEW

With this issue of COMPUTED PC

to retype later. When the alarm

errors in Turbo Pascal, complete

Magazine, we are no longer includ

goes off, RoboKey takes over. It can

with sample procedures on the

ing a menu program on the maga

carry out DOS commands, run pro

magazine disk, ready to include in

zine disk. Although the disk menu

grams, and even download infor

your own programs.

does make it marginally easier for

mation over the phone lines while

novices to run our programs, com

you sleep.

patibility problems between the

If you don't want anyone to

hundreds of different IBM and MS-

interfere with your computer while

DOS computers prevented some

you're away, try "Keyboard Lock-

people from using the menu.

Out," another memory-resident

It's easy to run our programs

program in this issue. When you

without the menu, of course. In

activate it by pressing a hot-key

general, all you have to do is type

combination, it blanks the screen,

the filename of the program at the

locks the keyboard, and flashes an

DOS prompt. For example, on this

unmistakable message: COMPUTER

issue's disk is a program called

IN USE. Only someone who knows

ROBOKEY.COM. To run it, simply

the correct hot-key can unlock it.

type ROBOKEY. You don't even

You can change the hot-key combi

need to type the .COM extension.

nation if you want, too.

For more details, see the "How

Enjoy your magazine, and let
us know what you think.

Tom R. Halfhill, Editor

On the lighter side, we have

to Use the Disk" section elsewhere

three programs for entertainment

Attention PCjr Users

in the magazine. As always, we rec

and recreation. "Burger Blaster" is

A number of IBM PCjr users have

ommend reading the corresponding

an arcade-style action game written

inquired about the compatibility

magazine article before running a

in Turbo Pascal. The object is to

of programs in COMPUTEl's PC

program for the first time.

shoot down flying beef patties, to

Magazine. Some programs, includ

mato slices, pieces of lettuce, and

ing the disk menu in the first is

also conserves more than 50K of

sesame-seed buns in the right order

sue, won't work properly on the

disk space, which leaves us room to

to build a coherent hamburger.

Eliminating the menu program

bring you more high-quality pro

"Wrimage" is a nicely done

PCjr.
Ironically, the PCjr is proba
bly the least compatible PC com

grams. In this issue, for instance, is

word-guessing game for all ages. It

an outstanding package of DOS en

tests vocabulary skills on three dif

hancements called "EZDOS." It

ferent levels of difficulty, and we

adds more than 50 new DOS com

guarantee the hardest level will

mands to streamline your comput

challenge even the most astute lexi

ing. You can now back up an entire

cographer. Up to six people can

the PCjr reads the keyboard and

day's work with a single command

play at once, so it makes an ideal

other differences. Some of these

and perform dozens of other rou

party game. And, since you can

differences are shared by early

tine tasks much more efficiently.

feed your own word lists into the

Tandy 1000s.

Best of all, EZDOS is extremely

program, you can turn it into an

compact in relation to its power

educational tool for youngsters.

(about 26K).

PC-Art is our feature program

Another clever program is

in this issue's "Best of the Boards"

patible ever made. Some
commercial software packages

that are written to work on IBM
PCs, XTs, ATs, and true compati

bles have problems with the way

Since several hundred thou
sand of these computers were
sold and are still in use, we're
working to make all our pro
grams fully compatible. We ex

"RoboKey." It's like an alarm-

column. It's a colorful,

triggered robot that can enter any

drawing program v\ ith pop-up

series of keystrokes you want into

menus and other handy features.

your computer while you're gone.

You don't even need a mouse or a

not work on a PCjr, that infor

You simply set the alarm for any

joystick.

mation will be noted in the intro

time in the next 24 hours and type
the keystrokes you want RoboKey
2
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'asy-to-use

And for programmers, we have
a useful tutorial on trapping disk

pect the majority of our programs
will be compatible with the PCjr
from now on. If a program will

duction to the article.

SSb
Sb

VISA, MasterCard & COD orders call:

1-800-223-6925
{In Iowa 319/373-0224)

Here H is. You won't find software that's easier to use:

MONEY
COUNTS

• Requires no accounting knowledge

• Completely menu-driven with on-line help

• 93-page fully indexed tutorial manual (on disk)

Depl PC

A Proven Track Record. Hard to believe the $16 price? Don't

CedarRapids. IA 52402

worry. MoneyCounts* has been marketed for three years and
is continually receiving rave reviews. There's no catch. This is a

6925 Surrey Drive NE

$16 + S3 Shipping

MoneyCounts' requires IBM or compatible computer
with two disk drives [ora hard disk drive). 192k or more
memory. DOS 2 0 or later and printer

fully functional system that compares with products selling for
S99 and more.

Same-Day Shipping. Order today and own MoneyCounts® for
only S16! Add S3 shipping and handling (outside North America
add S7). Iowa residents please add 4% sales tax. Send check
or money order payable to Parsons Technology. VISA and
MasterCard orders welcome.
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WHY WAIT
UNTIL NOV
1988 TO FIND
OUT WHO WILL WIN
THE ELECTION WHEN
YOU CAN FIND OUT
RIGHT NOW?
APPLE*

C-64/1Z8 "
IBM

or

Compatible

ATARI STS

Who's going to win the wide-open
presidential race in 1988? Bush? Jesse
Jackson? Albert Gore? Pat Robertson?

Don't wait for the pundits and poll
sters to predict the outcome. You can
do a better job with PRESIDENT ELECT
1988 EDITION.

And you can do it right now.

This fun and fast game is a realistic
simulation of the upcoming election.
It's a perfect holiday gift for armchair
politicians of all ages, from the seasoned
campaign follower to the youngster just
learning about America's democratic
process.

Most current and potential candi
dates are included, all rated for their
socio-economic views, foreign policy
position, and charisma. You're free to
change these ratings or to create your
own candidates. By taking into account
various economic factors and world
events, you establish the political climate
of the election.
Then you hit the campaign trail,
managing and playing the candidate (s)
of your choice. Your fixed allocation of
Political Action Points must be spent
wisely; campaign stops, carefully planned
to avoid fatigue. If you choose to debate,
you'll be scored on your answers to such
hot issues as protectionism, Nicaragua,
and arms control.

After nine turns (each being a week),
the computer declares the winner.
The computer can also play a game
over and over again - with major param
eters changed each rime - so you can
quickly see how a particular election
might turn out.
If you predict the correct winner
with this game, you'll gain more than
satisfaction. You'll have the chance to
win up to S1988* in SSI's President Elect
Contest starting now. The sooner you
send in your prediction, the greater your
chance to win the whole $1988.
Look for this political crystal ball at
your local computer/software or game
store today. Ail SSI games carry a "14-day
satisfaction or your money back1' guaran
tee. Write or call for a free color catalog of
our jull line.

It there are no convenient stores near

you. VISA and MC holders can order
this $24.95 game by colling tollfree 800-443-0100, x335.

Or mail your check to SSI.
(CA residents, add applicable
salts tax.) Pleue specify
computer format and
add 52.00 for
shipping &.
handling.

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS. INC

1046 N. Rengstorff Avenue
Mountain View, CA 94043

(415) 964-1353
©1987 Strategic Simulations, Inc.

PC NEWS
8c NOTES
Microsoft Rolls On

an 80386-based portable that
weighs 15 pounds, plus a new laser

Bill Gates and company were on a

the Apple Macintosh—was released

nonstop roll this fall with a two-

for the PC, as well as new versions

printer. Toshiba also wants to en

tice several U.S. firms into licensing

for-one stock split and a flurry of

of the Microsoft Mouse, Microsoft

new technology that allows up to

hardware and software

Word, Microsoft Chart, and Micro

four megabytes of data to be stored

announcements.

soft Windows.

on a 3V2-inch microfloppy disk.

Microsoft's Mach 20 speed-up
card ($495) brings AT-cIass per
formance and memory capabilities

to older PCs. The card includes an
80286 microprocessor and a mouse
port, and will also support Micro

soft's generic version of the OS/2
operating system—when OS/2 be
comes available. Two optional

daughtercards can be added to the
Mach 20. The Memory Plus card

($395 for 512K) can provide up to
3.5 megabytes of expanded memo
ry. The Disk Plus card ($99) allows
use of high-density 5V4-inch and
3Vz-inch floppy disk drives.

Microsoft also shipped Book
shelf, a $295 system for CD-ROM
drives. (CD-ROM stands for Com
pact Disc Read Only Memory; it's a
read-only storage system based on

the same type of compact discs
used in audio.) Bookshelf allows us

ers to access the complete text of
ten major reference works from
within most popular word proces
sors. It includes the World Almanac,
American Heritage Dictionary,
Roget's Thesaurus, Bartlett's Familiar
Quotations, Houghton Mifflin Usage

Alert and Spelling Verifier, the U.S.
ZIP Code Directory, and several oth

er reference books.
Microsoft Works ($195)—a pop
ular integrated software package on

Arlan R. Levitan
6
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Run Silent,

The Rentware

Run Deep

Controversy

Toshiba is moving full-speed ahead

Colorado Congresswoman Pat

to introduce and promote new

Schroeder may have given up her

products, even though it still ap

bid for the Democratic presidential

pears to be on a collision course

nomination, but she hasn't given

with Congressional efforts to ban

up on H.R. 1743, a bill intended to

the sale of all Toshiba goods in the

halt the rental of computer

U.S. (See "Trouble for Toshiba,"

software.

November 1987.)
Sales of the new 6.4-pound

In recent years, some computer

stores have started software rental

T1000 laptop are extremely strong,

clubs, allowing members to rent

in spite of the negative publicity

programs for a flat fee. They work

surrounding a Toshiba subsidiary's

much like videotape rental clubs,

sale of manufacturing technology to

but Schroeder's camp maintains

the Soviet Union which makes it

that software rental is merely a

possible for the Russians to develop

cover for organized software piracy.

more advanced submarine propel

Proponents of software rentals ar

lers. For around $1,000, the To

gue that users need to find out if a

shiba T1000 laptop offers full PC

certain program will meet their

compatibility in a compact package

needs, and that entertainment pro

with 512K of RAM, a built-in 3Yzinch microfloppy drive, and quick-

grams are usually played for only a
few days before the user tires of

booting MS-DOS in ROM.

them.

In August, current owners of

Which side will win? There are

Toshiba laptops received a letter of

precedents to support both views.

apology from Toshiba concerning

Several years ago, the movie indus

the propeller deal. Meanwhile, To

try failed to push through a similar

shiba representatives have been

measure that would have banned

spending long hours on Capitol

videotape rentals. But a bill that

Hill, apologizing.

prohibits the rental of record al

Toshiba America, apparently
encouraged by the success of the

bums was passed in 1983, although

T1000, has announced the T5100,

record stores.

this law is openly flouted by some

Life In The Fast Lane
Compaq recently upped the ante in the high-speed
sweepstakes by announcing two new 80386-based
PC compatibles.
According to Compaq, the Deskpro 386/20,
equipped with a 20-megahertz 80386 microprocessor

FOR HOME AND OFFICE

and special Intel cache controller, is up to 50-percent

313-227-9401

FAX

313-227-1750

Minimum Order of $25.00

faster than most 80386-based systems running at 16

megahertz (including the IBM PS/2 Model 80). The
new Portable 386 packs the same processing power in
a shoebox-sized package. Both systems eschew the
3V2-inch disk drives used in the IBM PS/2 line;
they're sticking with 514-inch drives, at least for now.
Both systems also carry a hefty price to match

their prodigious performance. The Deskpro 386
ranges from $7,500 to $12,500, depending on config
uration. The Portable 386 is $10,000 when equipped
with a 100-megabyte hard drive. The budget-

conscious may opt for a 40-megabyte unit for only

$8,000.

Speed demons: The new Compaq Deskpro 386/20 and Portable
386 are among the fastest PCs available—and also among the
most expensive.

9 1/Z * 11 • Pnsm Part 25 ol Each Color.. S12.95
■SingleColor50/pack
S 3.9S
■ Also B M2 x 11 For Sheet Fed Purlers

•25 Single Color Envelopes

$1.95

Red • Yellow • Green • Hot Pint • Blue • Gold

2 - CLEAN EDGE SOFTONES ™"
9 1/2 x 11 -25 ol Each Color
•Smg'c Color 50/ Pack

S1D.95
S 3.25

"Also! 1/2x11 For Sheet Fed Printers

• 25 Single Coloi Envelopes

S 1.95

Yellow • Green • Lilac • Pink • Ivory • Blue

Lower Prices

For 80386 Upgrades
Intel has reduced the price of its Inboard 80386
accelerator board to $1,595, making the move up to

80386 processing even more attractive for current AT
and AT-compatible owners. The Inboard 386 simply
attaches to the AT motherboard.

Prospective purchasers, however, should not be
strangers to monkeying with the innards of their sys

tems and must verify that their present disk control
ler, display, and other expansion cards will work
properly with a 16-megahertz 80386 system.

Intel's move has lowered the street price of the
Inboard to about $1,000, making it a genuine bar

gain for computing in the fast lane.

3 - CERTIFICATES
9 1/2 x 11- Clean Edge Parchment Pack With Gold
Metallic Seals
■25 Sheets and 25 Seals

6x4- Prism Pack 50 of Each ol 6 Colors

SB.SS a pack
J2.9S a pack

5 - FILE CARDS
51 3 • Pnsm Patt 50 ol Each ol 6 Colors
•Color (300 cards)
S8.95 a part

• Single Color lOa'pack

SZ.75apack

S5.95 a pack
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• 2 Diskettes ol Eacn Color 12/ pack
■ 5 Diskettes Each. Any 2 Colors 10/pack
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S12 95
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■ 100 Sheets ol Any Single Color

S7.95
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110 Regular • 50 Single Color Classic Laid
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19.95 a pack
' Custom Printing Available, Minimum Quantities

250 Each Hem. Mosl LcHerhead Slock Available

11-SOFTWARE
aicer1" ■ $42.95
Includes Certificate Pack
-PnntShop""-S39.95"

■ CreateaCaIendarTU-SZ9-95*
• Greeting Card Maker" - S32.95*

• Wan Disney Card 5 Party Shop™ -127.95*

6 - LABELS

Includes Prism Pack 1 or 2

3 1/2 115/16 -Prism Pack 120 of Four Colors
• Plus White and Clear 720 Total . $ 7.95 a pack
■ Single Color and White 500/pack . ..J 3.95 a pack
■ 500 Labels Clear Polyester

....

8 - DISKETTES

■ 50 Single Color Classic Laid Continuous

4 - POST CARDS
■ Color (300 cards]
• Single Color 100'pack

9 1/2 x 11 • 100 3 Part Sets

While. Canary, Pink

J12.95 a pack

12 -PLAIN COMPUTER PAPER
201 Clean Edge
S2- 95 .:,-:! ii

Custom Crafted Computer Specialty Products
Dealer Inquiries Invited
VISA, MasterCard and COD Add $3.00 Delivery Charge
Michigan Residents Add 4% Sales Tax

The Experts • PO Box 928 • Brighton, Ml 48116

Blue Sues
IBM is flexing its muscle in the
courts over trademark rights. Big

Blue recently filed suit against sev
eral expansion-card manufacturers

THE
EAR

who referred to their products in
tended for use in IBM's new com

puter line as PS/2 expansion cards,
and even jumped on companies

that used the characters /2 in prod
uct names. Can IBM make it stick?
Could be. Earlier this year, IBM

won a ruling in U.S. District Court

News, rumors, and gossip
heard around the PC
community.

Chomping On The Bit
Some owners of systems based on Intel's 80386 processor chip may
be in for a surprise when they attempt to run 32-bit software. Intel

sells several types of 80386 chips, including a low-cost version that
has failed 32-bit tests and is intended for use only with 16-bit soft
ware. A few bargain-basement clone suppliers are said to be ship
ping units equipped with the offending chips, which are marked 16
BIT S/W ONLY on the chip surface. Manufacturers place part of the
blame on chip distributors, who, they claim, fill their orders for 32bit chips with the low-grade 80386s. Distributors, in turn, charge
that some manufacturers knowingly order the 16-bit chips due to
their lower cost and a temporary shortage of 32-bit 80386s. Intel has
stated it will not assume responsibility for replacing the 16-bit
80386s with fully capable versions, although a number of manufac

that prohibited a clone manufac
turer from using the terms AT or
XT in its product names.

Hard Disk inflation
While most of us are still foolin'

with floppies, 20- and 30-megabyte
hard drives may become passe
among the power user set by the
end of 1988. Several hard drive
manufacturers are said to have de
veloped low-cost 3V2-inch hard

disks with thin-film media that store
at least 100 megabytes. Prices may
list for less than $500. Prototypes
were supposed to be shown at the
Spring COMDEX trade show held

in Las Vegas in early November.

turers say they'll eat the cost of updating any systems they've sold
with 16-bitters.

And Now Epson, Too
Epson is adding to the PC Convert

Breaking The Radio Shackles
Tandy is again rumored to be bandying about the idea of marketing
its computers in venues other than Radio Shack outlets. (Similar
rumors a few years ago during the home computer wars came to

naught.) Although dealers resist the idea, Tandy has been reducing

the number of Radio Shack Computer Centers and is test-marketing
the distribution of some software products through normal retail
channels. Some Tandy board members are rumored to feel that the

company's penetration into the business market is hampered by the
home consumer association with the Radio Shack logo. Two names
that keep popping up as potential "limited" distributors of Tandy
products are Businessland and Entre. Under one possible distribu
tion arrangement, these chains might be allowed to sell Tandy prod
ucts directly to corporate accounts, but would not be allowed to
display them in public showrooms.

ible's woes by jumping into the
burgeoning computing-on-the-run
market with its first PC-compatible
laptop. Although Epson was a pio
neer in laptop computing, its HX-20

and PX-8 systems weren't compati
ble with MS-DOS and never caught
on. The new 12-pound Epson Eq
uity LT may turn out to be another
story, however. It's available in

multiple configurations, with backlit or supertwist LCD screens, two
3V2-inch drives, and 640K of RAM

($1,895), or with a 20-megabyte
hard drive ($2,995). Epson also re
leased the Equity II+ , an AT com
patible with a base price of $1,595.
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Nobody's Perfect

Spreadsheet Sharks Are Circling

At least three glitches have sur

Lotus Development, one of the last holdouts for copy protection, has

faced in IBM's Personal System/2

announced that Version 3 of Lotus 1-2-3 will not be copy-protected.

line of computers. Dealers have

Industry analysts believe the announcement (and Lotus's recent di

been reporting a higher than nor

versification of its product line) were prompted by the expectation of

mal failure rate for the Model 8513

fierce competition from new nonprotected spreadsheet programs by

12-inch color monitor due to bad

Borland International and Microsoft. Many Fortune 500 power users

power supplies. Defective units

are said to be ready to jump the Lotus ship for Microsoft's jackrabbit-

typically fail immediately upon

quick Excel spreadsheet, newly available on the PC. And then there's

powerup. The PS/2 Model 30, the

Borland's Quattro spreadsheet. Early beta-testers report that the $195

low-end model in the line, has

program is file- and macro-compatible with Lotus 1-2-3 Version 2.01,

power-supply problems of another

is much faster, and more feature-laden. Quattro also is said to have

ilk. When outfitted with IBM's

outstanding graphics capabilities.

laser-printer adapter card, the Mod
el 30's small power supply is likely

to be overtaxed by the addition of

IBM Portable/PC-RT Dejd Vu

other expansion cards. And the

Sales of the IBM Convertible continue to lag far behind the popular

PS/2 Model 60's BIOS chip is said

NEC, Zenith, and Toshiba laptop computers. The Convertible, which

to be responsible for erroneous
error codes 162 and 163 during
system startup and incorrect date/
time settings. The problem will re

portedly be corrected with a DOS
patch late this fall. Until then, IBM
advises Model 60 owners who en
counter the problem to set the cor
rect date and time from DOS

has undergone two major overhauls in its brief life, is still signifi
cantly slower, heavier, and more expensive than its competitors. And
things aren't getting any easier with Tandy, Olivetti, Sharp,

Hewlett-Packard, Ricoh, and Datavue leaping into the fray. Rumor
has it that the Convertible may be quietly "withdrawn from active
marketing" after the end of 1987. Is there a replacement in the
wings? Watch for a U.S.-manufactured derivative of IBM-Japan's
hard disk-equipped Model 5535 in late spring of '88.

immediately before shutting down
their machines.

Hard To Imagine
Although IBM's latest PS/2 system, the Model 25, is not available

Good Old-Fashioned
Paper Mail
Word from Washington has it that
the Federal Communications Com
mission (FCC) may "reconsider the

timing" of its decision to impose lo
cal telephone system access charges

on commercial information services
in January 1988. The FCC has been

deluged with protests opposing
the surcharges. According to Tym
net, a packet-switching service, 3964
letters on the controversy were filed

with a hard disk, we've verified that it does work with slender hard
disk cards such as Plus System's HardCard. Installing the 20-mega-

byte HardCard was a tight squeeze, but the Model 25 can boot from
and access the hard drive with no problems. This does, however,
crimp the expandability of the Model 25, leaving only one of the
system's two slots open. Also, opening and closing the Model 25 is

decidedly more difficult than working on any other machine we've
seen and should not be attempted by novices. It's easy to damage
the system by exerting too much force on parts of the system chas
sis. The presence of a hard drive connector socket on the Model 25's

motherboard indicates that IBM may someday offer a hard disk for
this machine that doesn't eat up an expansion slot, mounting in the

space now used for a second 3V2-inch microfloppy drive.

by September 14—and all but five
opposed the FCC ruling.

Tumblin1 Price
Plunging PC prices hit the no-name clone market this fall, resulting

Whisper To The Ear
Got something you want to get off
your chest? The Ear wants to hear.
Mail missives to The Ear, c/o COMPUTE!'s PC Magazine, P.O. Box 5406,

Greensboro, NC 27403. All sources
treated confidentially.

in record-low system prices for hobbyists who elect to slap their
own PC compatibles together out of separate components. By Sep
tember, all of the components required for an XT-compatible system
with 20-megabyte hard disk drive and monochrome graphics could
be had for less than $600, and complete AT-compatible systems

dipped under $1,000. The price of 80386-based motherboards contin
ued to drop as well, prompting many insiders to predict $1,500 80386
clones by early spring of '88.
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When you want to talk computers..
ATARI COMPUTERS

COMMODORE COMPUTERS

Atari Computers
800 XL 64K Computer

Call

65XE 64K Computer
130XE 132K Computer

87.99
139.00

520ST Monochrome System

499.00

520ST Color System

659.00

iS/DOS SYSTEMS
AT&T 6300
from $1299.00
Compaq
from 1699.00
IBM-PS-2 Model 30
Call
IBM-AT Enhanced
Call
Leading Edge
from 999.00
PC-TOO 512K AT-Compat.from 999.00
Toshiba 1000 Lap Top
from 999.00

Amiga 500 System

Includes: Amiga 500 CPU, 1 MB, 1080
RGB Monitor, Amiga DOS, Mouse,

Kaleidoscope
Commodore 128
Commodore 128D

Atari 1040

Color System

S859

Includes: 1040ST, 1 mb RAM with 3Vfe"
drive built-in, 192K ROM with TOS, Basic,
ST language and color monitor.
New 520ST FM is in stock
Call

WM1ATARI

259.00
529.00

Commodore 64C
179.00
64C, 1541C, 1802C Package...599.00
128, 1571, 2002 Package

759.00

128D, 2002 Package

829.00

(ea.) 28.99

Leaderboard Golf

24.99

The Print Shop
The Toy Shop

Accolade
Fight Night

19.99

Textcraft w/Graphic Craft

59.99

Assembler

79.99

Enhancer DOS 1.2

14.99

Music Studio

34.99

Antic

Discovery Software

Cad 3-D

32.99

Batteries Included

39.99
48.99

Infocom

Zork Trilogy

Marauder Back-up

32.99

Electronic Arts

Paperclip w/Spellpack
Degas Elite

44.99

Deluxe Paint II
Deluxe Print
Instant Music
Deluxe Video 1.2

97.99
74.99
34.99
97.99

Infocom

Microprose

Top Gunner
Silent Service

19.99
24.99

Optimized Systems

Personal Pascal
Ultima 4 XUXE

Hitchhiker's Guide
Micro Illusions
Dynamic-Cad

47.99

Mindscape

39.99

Halley Project
SAT Prep

Origin Systems
Paradox

27.99

Psygnosis

Deep Space

34.99

Analyze Version 2.0
Scribble
On-Line/Comm

Wordwriter ST

48.99

Flight

Simulator

144.00

V.I.P. Professional

159.00

209.00

Fifth Generation

Logical Connection 256K

299.00

Quadram

Silver Quadboard

119.00

Video 7

EGA Video Deluxe

319.00

Zuckerboard

Color Card w/Parallel

El

89.99

/DOS SOFTWARE

Ashton-Tate

399.00

5th Generation

89.99

IMSI

99.99

Lotus

Lotus

1-2-3

329.00

MicroPro

119.00
66.99
46.99

Professional 4.0 w/GL Demo
Microstuf
Crosstalk XVI

239.00
89.99

P.F.S.

31.99

V.I.P.
(GEM)

Color Card

Graphics Card Plus

Optimouse w/Dr. Halo
34.99
51.99

129.00

Hercules

Fastback Utility
349.00

Subloglc

Timeworks

Six Pak Plus PC/XT

d-Base III +
28.99

Micro Systems

Wanderer (3-D)

VIP
Professional

29.99
39.99

Commodore

Activision

Multispeed Computer51499
AST

Broderbund

Access

NEC

*4*J11 "K*^*J j li f-'t
Activision

Gamestar Series

SOFTWARE

Oft 11

First Choice (Premium)

119.00

Word Perfect Corp.

112.00

Word Perfect 4.2

COMPUTER MAIL ORDER

209.00

When you want to talk price.
DRIVES
Atari

AA314 DS/DD Disk (ST)

$209.00

AA354 SS/DD Disk (ST)

129.00

SHD204 20 Mb ST Hard Drive..579.00

Anchor

Atari

Volksmodem 1200
$99.99
6480 C64/128 1200 Baud
119.00
VM520 ST520/1040 1200 Baud.129.00

1020 XL/XE Plotter

$31.99

XDM121 Letter Quality

199.00

XMM801 XL/XE Dot Matrix

189.00

XMM804ST Dot Matrix

179.00

189.00

Atari
XM301 300 Baud

Amiga 1010 3W

219.00

Best

1541C

179.00

1200 Baud External

1571

239.00

Commodore

1581 3V2" External

229.00

Amiga 1680-1200 BPS

Commodore
Amiga

PRINTERS

MODEMS

1020

42.99

119.00

CBM 1670 & C-128)

CSI
10 mb (64-128)

1099.00

179.00

Microbotics

20 mb Hard Drive (Amiga)

1299.00

Racore

99.99

Everex

Evercom 1200 Baud Internal

Indus

GT Disk Drive Atari XL/XE

169.00

109.00

Hayes
Smartmodem 300
Smartmodem 1200 External

Brother

M-1109 100 cps, 9 pin

199.00

M-1409 180 cps, 9 pin

319.00

Citizen

MSP-10 160 cps, 80-Column

279.00

Premier 35 cps Daisywheel

489.00

C.ltoh

315P 132 Column Prowriter

449.00

129.00
289.00

Novation

Jr. Expansion Chassis

299.00

Seagate

20 mb ST-225 Hard Drive Kit....339.00
Supra
20 Meg Hard Drive (ST)

559.00

Xebec

20 mb (Amiga)

899.00

Parrot 1200

119.00

Practical Peripherals

1200 BPS External

159.00

Supra

MPP-1064 AD/AA C64
1200AT 1200 Baud Atari

69.99
139.00

Epson LQ-1000

24 Wire, 180 cps $559

MONITORS

Epson

Amdek

Video 300 Amber Composite

139.00

Commodore
Commodore 2002

319.00

Amiga 1080 Hi-Res Color

299.00

*__-

Free Tractor (limited offer)

LX-800 150 cps, 80-column

Call

FX-86E 240 cps, 80-column
FX286E 240 cps, 132-column
EX-1000 300 cps, 132-column
LQ-850, LQ-1050, 24 Pin

Call
Call
Call
Call

Hewlett Packard

U.S. RobOtiCS
Direct 1200 Ext.
U.S. Robotics
2400 Baud Internal

■M
Magnavox

*--~

8502 Composite * 179
Magnavox

8505 RGB/Composite

199.00

NEC

12" TTL Green or Amber

99.99

189.00

Maxell

9.99

MD2-DM DS/DD 5Va"
MF1-DDM SS/DD 3W

10.99
12.99

MF2-DDM DS/DD 3Vfe"

21.99

Sony

8.99

MD2D DS/DD 5Va"

10.99

13.99
20.99

549.00

MAX-12 12" Amber TTL

149.00

MFD-100 SS/DD 3V2"
MFD-200 DS/DD 3V2"

119.00

Hewlett-Packard Calculators
28C Scientific Pro

199.99

18C Business Consultant
12C Slim Financial

139.95
74.99

Model 124 12" Amber
Zenith

ZVM 1220/1230

(ea.) 99.99

319.00

Pinwriter 660 24 Wire
Pinwriter 760 24 Wire

459.00
679.00

Okimate 20 Color Printer

129.00

ML-182 120 cps, 80-column

239.00

ML-192+ 200 cps, 80-column...329.00
ML-193+ 200 cps, 132-column.479.00
Panasonic
KX-1080i 144 cps, 80-column....169.00
KX-109H 194 cps, 80-column....189.00

MD1D SS/DD 5V4"

JC-1401P3A Multi-Sync
Princeton Graphics
Taxan

379.00

NEC
Pinwriter 2200 24 Wire

Okidata

DISKETTES

MD1-M SS/DD 5V4"

Thinkjet

KX-P3131 22 cps Daisywheel....289.00
Star Micronics
NX-10 120 cps, 80-column

159.00

NX-10C 120 cps, C64 Interface.199.00
NX-15 120 cps, 132-column

329.00

Toshiba
P-321 SL 216 cps, 24-Pin

539.00

P-351 II 300 cps, 24-Pin

889.00

In the U.S.A. and in Canada

Call toll-free: 1-800-233-8950.
Outside the U.S.A. call 717-327-9575

Telex 5106017898

Fax 717-327-1217

Educational, Governmental and Corporate Organizations call toll-free 1-800-221-4283
CMO. 477 East Third Street, Dept. A6, Williamsport, PA 17701
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED.

POLICY: Add 3% (minimum S7.00) shipping and handling. Larger shipments may require additional charges. Personal and company checks require 3 weeks

to clear. For (aster delivery use your credit card or send cashier's check or bank money order. Pennsylvania residents add 6% sales tax. All prices are U.S.A.
prices and are subject to change and all items are subject to availability. Defective software will be replaced with the same item only. Hardware will be replaced
or repaired at our discretion within the terms and limits of the manufacturer's warranty. We cannot guarantee compatibility. All sales are final and returned shipments

are subject to a restocking lee.
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Submarine Simulation In The World!
CRITICALLY ACCLAIMED
"A superior product" (compute)
"By far the best submarine simulation" (analog)
"Another masterpiece from MicroProse"
(COMMODORE MAGAZINE)

"Realistic action... outstanding graphics" (run)
"Complex and absorbing... a thoroughly
enjoyable game" (A+)
"One of the best simulations I've ever seen"
(COMPUTER GAMING WORLD)

"You can almost smell diesel oil and feel the deck
rolling beneath your feet" (antic)

INTERNATIONAL

AWARD WINNER
USA: "BEST SIMULATOR"

(Critics' Choice Award, Family Computing)

USA: "BEST ADVENTURE GAME FOR THE HOME
COMPUTER" (Charles Roberts Award For Outstanding

Achievement, Academy of Adventure Gaming Arts & Designs)

ENGLAND: "BEST SIMULATION"

(Oscar Award, Commodore Computing International)

FRANCE: "BEST SIMULATION"
(Golden Tilt Award, Tilt Magazine)

GERMANY: "SIMULATION OF THE YEAR"

(Best Games Of The Year Awards, Happy Computer)

Available NOW From Your Favorite "Valued MicroPro!
Retailer" (VMR).
Call us for the VMR nearest you!

For ALL Popular Computers At A Suggested Retail Of

Only S34.95:

• Commodore 64/128

• IBM-PC & compatibles

• Atari XL/XE

(supports EGA 16-color graphics)

• Apple ll+/e/c (enhanced sound for Mockingboard
A, BorC).

And At A Suggested Retail Of Only $39.95
With Unique Machine-Specific Graphics and Sound
Enhancements For:

- Apple IIGS

Commodore. Am^e, Apple, IBM ind Alan ire registered trtdemirki of Commodore Becwonc! Ltd.. CommodoreAmiga Lid.. Apple Computer Inc., International Business Madtines me., and Atari Inc.. respectively.
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READERS' FEEDBACK

Do you have a question or a problem
about hardware or software? Or have you

.BAT file on the DOS disk.
To test the AUTOEXEC.BAT file,

discovered something that could help other

leave the DOS disk in drive A and press

PC users? If so, we want to hear from you.

the Ctrl, Alt, and Delete keys simulta

Write to PC Feedback, COMPUTES PC

neously to restart the computer. When the

Magazine, P.O. Box 5406, Greensboro, NC

computer has booted, you'll have your 80-

27403. We regret that we cannot provide

column screen without typing any com

personal replies to technical questions.

mands yourself, and you'll always have it
when you boot from this disk.
Note that any AUTOEXEC.BAT file

Starting An Auto

must be on the disk from which you boot

I have an IBM PCjr I use for word pro

the computer, and that in this case, the

cessing. When I boot from DOS, it

MODE program must be on the same

automatically starts in the 40-column

disk, too. (MODE is a program that you'll

screen format. I always have to type

find on your DOS disk.)

MODE 80 to get it to the 80-column
screen I use all the time. Is there any
way to end this nuisance?

For more information, see "Getting

Started with Batch Files" in the Novem
ber 1987 issue of COMPUTED PC

Herbert Baird

Magazine.

// there are any commands you always

load DOS from disk when the system is
switched on. Most IBM PCs and compati
bles begin by reading a small portion of
the DOS disk in drive A called the boot
sector. The instructions there tell the
computer where to find further instruc

tions on the DOS disk. When the com
puter finishes booting, it's ready to go to

work. So the computer "pulls itself up by
its own bootstraps" because it tells itself
where to find its own instructions.

For a long time, Commodore comput
ers were among the very few which con
tained DOS in ROM. But lately, some
IBM compatibles have adopted this ap

proach—such as the Tandy 1000 HX and
the Toshiba T1000 laptop. There are both
advantages and disadvantages to this. If
DOS is in ROM, you don't need a DOS
disk to start the computer, but there's also
no way to upgrade DOS without replac

enter when you start up a computer, let

By Your Own Bootstraps

an AUTOEXEC.BAT file do the typing for

I bought an IBM compatible just a few

version 1.0 and is now in version 3.3.

you. AUTOEXEC.BAT is a file of DOS

weeks ago. I learned that to make it

Upgrades are easier when all that's

commands which you prepare and store

run, I have to put the DOS disk in

needed is a new disk.

on your startup disk. When you boot the

drive A to "boot it up." Why.didn't I

computer with this disk, the computer

have to do this with my Commodore 64?

looks for an AUTOEXEC.BAT file on
drive A (or drive C if you have a hard
disk) and executes its commands just as if

you had entered them yourself at the
keyboard.
You can make an AUTOEXEC.BAT
file with any word processor or text editor
that can save files in ASCII format (that
is, plain text files, free of special format
ting codes). A faster way to make short
AUTOEXEC.BAT files is to use the COPY
CON command. This is a method of using
DOS to copy the commands you enter at
the keyboard into a disk file. (CON, for
CONsoie, is what IBM calls the keyboard/
screen combination.)

Here's an example. Put your DOS
disk in drive A and enter
COPY CON A:AUTOEXEC.BAT

After you press Enter/Return, the cursor
moves down a line. Now type
MODE 80

After pressing Enter/Return again, press
the F6 function key to end the AUTOEXEC

.BAT file. Now press Enter/Return one
more time; DOS writes the AUTOEXEC

ing a ROM chip. IBM DOS began with

A Little About Languages

The term boot up is derived from the ex

Which of the popular programming lan

pression "Pull yourself up by your own

guages today (BASIC, Pascal, C, Prolog,

bootstraps." Here's why.
For a computer to access a disk drive,
it needs a special program called a disk

operating system (DOS). DOS runs in the
background, so to speak, taking care of
routine disk functions so the computer is
free to run your application program.
When your application needs to access the

disk drive—to save a file, for instance—it
relies on DOS to get the job done.
The Commodore 64 is somewhat

Forth, COBOL, FORTRAN, and so on)
could best be used by a beginner?

Two of these languages, BASIC and Pas
cal, were originally designed to teach pro
gramming. BASIC (Beginner's All-purpose
Symbolic Instruction Code) was designed
at Dartmouth College in the early 1960s,

and Pascal was designed by Niklaus
Wirth in the late 1960s. Both languages,
however, have grown from instructional
languages to mature general-purpose lan

unique in that its disk operating system is

guages which can be used to write pro

built into read only memory (ROM) in

grams that range from games to database

the disk drive. ROM consists of special

managers.

memory chips that retain their data even

when the computer's power is shut off.

Which language is better for begin
ners? Any defi?iitive answer to this ques

The data is permanently stored in ROM

tion would only provoke outcries of

when the chips are manufactured. Since

protest from advocates in the opposite

the Commodore 64's DOS is stored in

camp. Some Pascal proponents claim

ROM, in effect it's an integral part of the

you'll handicap yourself if you begin with

computer system—instantly available

any language other than Pascal, while

when the computer is switched on.

proponents of BASIC insist that their lan

The vast majority of computers don't

keep DOS in ROM. Instead, they must

guage's unstructured simplicity is less in
timidating to beginners.
January 1988
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Two facts about languages are perti

nent. One is that (except for BASIC) all of
the languages listed above require an ex

formance. This gives you the best of both

ing BASIC programs, while PROGRAM

worlds.

.BAS could be the filename of a BASIC

These days you don't even have to

tra step to be performed before you can

learn a programming language to learn

test-run your program. The step is called

how to program. Another approach is to

compiling. In this step, your program in

use a high-level application program such

structions are translated into binary num

as Lotus 1-2-3 or Ashton-Tate's dBase

bers computers understand. Depending
upon the length of your program, the effi

III. These programs allow you to construct

complex macros and custom applications,

ciency of the language compiler, the speed

which are actually forms of programming.

of your computer, and whether or not you

Many colleges now offer courses in

have a hard disk drive, the compilation

spreadsheet and database programming.

step can take anywhere from a few sec
onds to several minutes.

The versions of BASIC that come
with most IBM PCs and compatibles (in

cluding PC-BASIC and GW-BASIC) don't
require this extra step. Known as BASIC
interpreters, they translate your program
instructions into binary and execute them

at the same time. Although interpreted
programs generally run more slowly than

lowing the manual's instructions, I
typed the following:

The compatible I use responded

computercide. How do I save programs

fects, and correct any errors immediately.

in BASIC?
John Thomas

This advantage has pro?npted the release

jnainframe computers), 20 minutes can

pass between the time you finish your
program and the moment you see it run—
your program must be compiled and run
along with perhaps dozens of others.
Another fact to consider—and an im
portant reason why BASIC has become so

widespread—is that almost every personal

It's a frustrating experience to lose hours
of work on a computer, and unfortunately
it happens to everyone—even experts—at

some point in their work with computers.
What happened in this case is that BASIC

expected a filename, but you inadvertent
ly gave it a directory name instead.
(Sometimes directory na?nes are referred
to as pathnames.)

BASIC uses the same file- and direc

You can think of a floppy or a hard

er or many drawers. You can put folders

containing information in each drawer. A
directory is like a drawer in the cabinet,
and a file is like a folder in a drawer. If

get it when you buy DOS, while any oth

you have a file to store, you must tell

er language is an extra expense. You can

DOS which drawer to put the file into.

Lately, some excellent compilers for

ter this command while in BASIC:
SAVE " \ PROGRAMS \ CARPAY"

Notice there are two backslashes in the
command above. It's necessary to sur
round the directory name with back
slashes to separate it from the filename
when used in this manner. DOS knows

the last name in such a command is al
ways a filename.

Note, without leaving BASIC, call a
disk directory with the FILES command.

Don't panic when your program, CARPAY,

GRAMS directory. To get a listing of this

and directory names.

read only memory (ROM), and sometimes

try another language if you like.

into a directory named PROGRAMS, en

on the screen. It's stored in the PRO

terpreter. Sometimes BASIC is built into

an experience you enjoy. Later, you can

the filename. For example, to save a

BASIC program with the filename CARPAY

BASIC. Here's a brief explanation of file

is stored. The cabinet can have one draw

experiment with the BASIC you already

DOS the directory name when you tell it

doesn't show up in the directory listing

disk as a filing cabinet where information

own and learn whether programming is

into a specific directory, you must tell

what follows applies to DOS as well as

compatibles) has come with a BASIC in

it comes on disk. Even if BASIC didn't

this point, you'll see your directory name

with <DIR> after it.

tory-naming conventions used by DOS, so

computer ever sold (including most PC

come with your PC, you almost always

When you press Enter/Return, DOS

store files in it. If you want to put a file

your program, test-run it, observe the ef

(which are ordinarily taught on college

and optional extension for dirname.ext.
And don't forget to type the backslash

Once a directory is created, you can

SAVE"\CARPAY"

program and was ready to commit

guages such as COBOL and FORTRAN

Substitute your own valid directory name

in the current drive. If you enter DIR at

save a copy of the program to disk. Fol

work. You can make a slight change in

In the case of some compiled lan

MD \dirname.ext

gram, and when I finished, I tried to

you can immediately see the fruits of your

Turbo Pascal) are still compilers.

rectory. At the DOS prompt (not the
BASIC prompt), type

makes the directory (drawer) on the disk

Many Files. Eventually, I lost the whole

guages (such as Borland International's

name. The comtnand is MD, for Make Di

I spent hours typing in a BASIC pro

with numerous error messages like Too

though the vast majority of Pascal lan

A simple DOS command lets you cre
ate a directory on a disk and give it a

character (\), not a forward slash (/).

What's In A Name?

compiled programs, the advantage is that

of a few Pascal interpreters recently, al

program stored in that directory.

Files have names, of course, but so do
drawers. Filenames and directory names
look very similar—each can be up to eight

characters long with an optional extension
of one to three characters following a peri-

directory, enter
FILES "\ PROGRAMS"

You'll see a new directory listing on the

screen with CARPAY.
You don't have to use directories, of
course. They're usually used with hard

drives when there are lots of files to keep
organized. You may not need to make di
rectories on a floppy disk, but you can if
you want to.

To save your BASIC program on disk

without putting it in a directory, enter
this command:
SAVE "CARPAY"

the BASIC language have become avail

od. Valid filenames and directory names

Without a leading backslash, BASIC as

able for IBM PCs and compatibles, such

include FILENAME.EXT, PROGRAM.BAS,

sumes that CARPAY is a filename and

as Borland's Turbo BASIC and Micro

TESTFILE, MYFILE.T, and CARPAY. To

saves it in the current directory, which is

soft's QuickBASIC. If you want, you can

tell DOS the difference between filenames

ordinarily the main directory, or root di

write your program with a BASIC inter

and directory names, you precede a direc

rectory, of the disk. To distinguish direc

preter for easy testing and debugging.

tory name with the backslash character

tories you create from the root directory,

Then, when you're satisfied it's finished,

(\). For example, \PROGRAMS.BAS

these extra directories are often called

you can compile it for maximum per-

could be the name of a directory for stor

subdirectories.
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IBM PCs and compatibles couldn't

DOS prompt has disappeared. You can re

use subdirectories until DOS 2.0, so they

store it by entering

aren't available if you're using an earlier

PROMPT

version of DOS. Some software written
before DOS 2.0 won't let you use subdirec

tories with filenames, either. Use caution
with older software, even though it other

wise works well under later DOS versions.

Note that nothing is appended to this
command. You'll always need to perform
this step when you use the PROMPT
command to set colors.

You can similarly set the background
color to white with the command

seen on the screen. That's because watch
dog ANSI.SYS removes its own commands
from the flow to the screen before you can
see them. In fact, a good way to deter
mine ivhether ANSI.SYS is properly in
stalled is to TYPE a file containing escape
sequences. If you can see the codes on the
screen, then ANSI.SYS isn't on board.
You'll save time if you include either
the PROMPT or TYPE command in your

Showing Your True Colors

PROMPT $e[47m

AUTOEXEC.BAT file. Be sure that both

I have ANSI.SYS installed in my

Or, you can combine the two commands

ANSI.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT arc on

CONFIG.SYS file. How can I use it to
change the default screen colors?
Phil Donovan
When ANSI.SYS is installed, it acts like a
watchdog that monitors everything enroute to the video display. (If you're unfa

miliar with ANSI.SYS or how to install it,
you'll find an explanation in "Readers'
Feedback" in the November 1987 issue.
You can also consult your DOS manual.)
ANSI.SYS watches for combinations of

characters called escape sequences. This
term derives from the fact that they al

ways begin with the Escape character—

the character generated when you press
the Esc key.
Following the Escape character in the
escape sequence is a left bracket ([),
When ANSI.SYS notices this particular
combination of characters, it considers
what follows to.be a command to perform
some action. Among other things, there's
a command to change the default screen
colors. Therefore, to change screen colors,

all you need to do is send the correct es
cape sequence to the screen.
You can't do this at the DOS prompt

and set both the text and background col
ors at once:

PROMPT Se[34m$e[47m

Notice that, in these examples, the se
quence ends with a lowercase m, which is

another part of the code. The m, like the

The following is a table of foreground
and background colors and their number

codes. The general escape sequence for
mula is <Esc> [ numbercode m (but

without spaces between the characters).
Color

Foreground

Background

Black

30

40

Red

31

41

32

42

processor or text editor that allows you to

Green
Yellow

33

43

enter the Esc character. (The DOS pro

Blue

34

44

Magenta

35

45

Cyan

36

46

White

37

47

e, must always be entered in lowercase.

To use the TYPE command to send
escape sequences, you must have a word

gram EDLIN is one of these.) Many text
editors display a left arrow (-) to show an
Escape character, but this isn't always the
case. EDLIN, for instance, shows it as 'V.
If your text editor doesn't print some kind
of character on the screen when you press
Esc, it probably won't enter the character.
Check your manual for more information.
Let's assume you can at least use
EDLIN to enter the Escape character.

After entering it, type the left bracket and
the rest of the sequence as shown above.

ANSI.SYS is capable of much more
than setting default screen colors. Unfor

tunately, the DOS manuals supplied with
most computers contain very little infor
mation about its capabilities. However,

there are several excellent DOS reference
books that contain this information. One
is Supercharging MS-DOS by Van Wolverton (Microsoft Press, 1986).

Save the sequence on disk. Then, at the
DOS prompt, enter

Copy Cats

TYPE filename

1 know I can copy all the files on drive

by pressing Esc and then typing the rest

Substitute the name of your file for file

of the sequence. (If you press Esc, you'll

name. When you TYPE this file, ANSI

merely see the cursor drop down a line.)

,SYS recognizes and acts upon the escape

DOS must be tricked into accepting the

sequence.

Escape character, and one trick is to use

the boot disk.

You can have more than one escape

A to drive B by typing COPY A:*.* B:. I
also know I can do the same thing by
typing D1SKCOPY A: B:. But what's the
difference? Is there any?

One important difference is that the

the DOS PROMPT command. Another is

sequence in a file. Enter them on separate

to use the DOS TYPE command to print a

lines, each line ended with a carriage re

to any files already on the destination

file that contains the escape seque?ices on

turn. The following example sets the text

disk. Therefore, the destination disk won't

the screen. Here's how to do both.

color to red and the background to white:

be an exact copy of the source disk—it

<Eso[31m

will contain all of the files from the

used to change the familiar DOS prompt

<Esc>[47m

source disk in addition to the files that al

to something different, but it can be used

where <Esc> represents the Escape char

ready existed on the destination disk.

to enter the Escape character, too. This is

acter entered with your text editor.

The PROMPT command is ordinarily

represented in the PROMPT command by

Another way to include more than

the characters $e. (Note that e fa alivays

one command in a file is to combine the

lowercase.) For instance, enter the follow

number codes, separating them by a

ing command at the DOS prompt to

semicolon:

change the default character color to blue:

<Esc>[31;47m

COPY command adds the source disk files

The DISKCOPY command produces a
mirror image of the source disk on the
destination disk. If you use DISKCOPY,

therefore, you'll ovenvrite any files al
ready on the destination disk. Another
difference is that COPY is an internal

DOS command—one that works without

PROMPT $e[34m

In this version, the Escape-left bracket

the DOS disk in the current drive. DISK-

When you press Enter/Return, you'll no

combination is entered only once at the

COPY is a separate program which must

tice the prompt appears in the new color.

beginning of the sequence, as is the con

be loaded from the DOS disk.

If you clear the screen with the CLS com

cluding m.

mand, any new text displayed afterward
is blue. You'll also notice that the familiar

You'll notice that when you TYPE
the file, the escape sequence itself can't be

Also, the COPY command copies

only the files that show in the directory
listing. Some files, however, don't appear
January 1988
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in the directory. When you format a disk

copy the disk to this directory. Then make

throughout this process, the only way

with the /S (for System) option, DOS puts

similar directories for later issues.

you'll know DEBUG has finished writing

three files on the new disk. One of these

The first two issues of COMPUTED

the file is to wait until the drive stops

is C0MMAND.COM. The others are

PC Magazine—dated September 1987 and

IBMBIOS.COM and 1BMDOS.COM (these

November 1987—included a disk menu

are sometimes called IO.SYS and

program. If you copy the contents of both

want, use the TYPE command or a text

MSDOS.SYS with MS-DOS compatibles).

of these disks into the same directory on

editor to view the output disk file. If you

Of these three, only C0MMAND.COM

the hard drive, you can't use the menu

made any typing errors in the commands

shows up in the directory—the other two

program to run the programs. The menu

you entered blindly, you'll find an error

are called hidden files. So the COPY

program on each disk is custom-tailored

message here.

command transfers only one of the three

for that disk alone. It calls special files

system files to another disk.

containing program names and descrip

way to avoid it. You can redirect DEBUG's

For this reason, you can't assume
that, because C0MMAND.COM appears

in a directory listing, the hidden system
files are also present. Likewise, you can't

assume that, because C0MMAND.COM
doesn't show, the hidden system files
aren't on the disk. If you try to boot a
computer from a disk without the hidden

files, you'll get an error message from
DOS. If you boot a computer with the

wrong system files, you might also en
counter strange bugs when using DOS

commands.
How can you tell if the hidden sys
tem files are on a disk? This is something
you need to know if you carry disks from

makes and versions of DOS. IBM's PCDOS doesn't provide a way to show
whether hidden files are on the disk. But
MS-DOS, shipped with most PC compati

bles, has a program called CHMOD

which makes hidden files show up in di
rectory listings. Some disk utility pro
grams (such as "EZDOS," found
elsewhere in this issue) also can reveal
hidden files.
If you must be certain whether or not
the system files are on a disk, it's best to
reformat the disk with or without the sys

tem files as you choose, and then copy

whatever other files you want onto the

input with the DOS input redirection com
mand (<) in the same way you redirect its

program into the same directory, the last

output. The input is another disk file con

menu files you copy will be the only ver

taining your DEBUG commands. You can

sion in the directory. It won't run pro

prepare it with a text editor or a word

grams from different issues.

processor before running DEBUG. Be sure

The disk menu program in past is

Q command that quits DEBUG. (If you

was never required to run the programs

don't include the Q command, DEBUG

on the disks. But because it confused some

will wait forever for a command it can

readers and also took up too much disk

never receive.) Then enter the following on

space, it has been eliminated with this is

the DOS command line:

sue. Instead, descriptions for the files on

DEBUG targetfile < inputfite > listfile

the magazine disk can be found in a
README file. For more details, see "How

to Use the Disk" elsewhere in this issue.

I am interested in assembly language,

disconcerting as sending output to a disk

and I wonder why none of the assem

file. Here, too, you can use redirected in

blers like DEBUG can create a disk file

put to send commands to DEBUG, as

that contains a disassembly or memory

shown in the previous example.

display. Is there a reason for this, or is
there a way to make such a disk file?
Doug Ludig

DEBUG has commands that can make
disk files, and you can also use the same
commands to send a disassembly or a

memory dump to a printer. The secret is

screen.

One difficulty is that once DEBUG is
loaded after entering this command, any
following commands you enter can't be

seen on the screen because they, too, are
sent to the disk file. You have to enter

the contents of the magazine disk to your

your DEBUG commands without seeing a

hard drive. You can copy every file with

response.

For example, let's suppose you want a

SlOO-byte-long dissassembly beginning at

you can issue separate commands to copy

3EA8:6lOO. After DEBUG loads, you'll see

only the files you want. If you want to

a blank screen. Blindly enter the DEBUG

copy the files into a special directory, you

command U3EA8:0100 L100 and press

can, for example, make a directory called

Enter/Return. DEBUG sends the listing to

PC-JAN88 for this issue and then simply

listfile. Since the screen remains blank
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when computers didn't have enough
memory to contain code for all of the
user-friendly accoutermeni we take for

granted in today's software.

On the DOS command line, type:

With this and subsequent issues, just copy

16

back to the earlier days of computing,

< Here's how.

specified by listfile instead of to the

your hard drive is installed as drive C), or

If you think this is all a bit crude,
you're right. Assemblers like DEBUG date

to use the DOS redirection symbols > and

Using Our Disk With A
Hard Drive

the command COPY A:*.* C: (assuming

DOS prompt, type DEBUG > LPT1. In
echoed on the printer, so it's not quite as

The DOS output redirection command (>)

Donald Redding

You can use the redirection symbol
(>) to seiid output to a printer, too. At the
this case, any commands you enter are

Redirecting DEBUG

sends DEBUG's output to the filename

drive?

the last line of your input file contains the

sues was included as a convenience; it

DEBUG targetfile > listfile

disk on a computer system with a hard

If you dislike typing blind, there's a

tions which are different on each disk. If

disk with the COPY command.

How do I use COMPUTERS PC Magazine

To see if you have the listing you

you copy several versions of the menu

one compatible to another—the system
files differ between different computer

running. Then type Q to quit DEBUG.

Wanted:
Outstanding Software
COMPUTED PC Magazine is
looking for the very best

original software to publish
on our disk. We pay $200 to
$2000 upon acceptance. Sub
mit programs on disk with
documentation to:

Submissions Reviewer
COMPUTED PC Magazine

P.O. Box 5406
Greensboro, NC 27403.
Or write for a free copy of
our Author's Guide.

PC

An extraordinary new publication for users of IBM PCs and compatibles:

COMPUTED
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containing all of the programs found in each issue.
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business community. But recently, something amazing
has been happening: Low-priced PC/MS-DOS
compatibles and clones are moving into homes, schools,
and small businesses as never before. According to sur
veys, they're being used for just about everything: tak

ing work home from the office, running small
businesses, word processing, spreadsheet budgeting,
telecommunications, education, and entertainment.

• New Products. Highlights of hundreds of new pro
grams, peripherals, expansion boards, and other prod

ucts that are released for PCs ever}' month.
• And more. Interviews with newsmakers, reports from
industry trade shows, and overviews of significant new
product introductions. Plus, in 1988, COMPUTEVs PC
Magazine will begin publishing the winning programs
from our $15,000 PC Programming Contest!
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new magazine specially designed for PC users: COM

PUTE!^ PC Magazine. It's a magazine for everyone—not
just corporate data-processing managers or Fortune 500
executives. Whether you've got an IBM PC, XT, AT, or
Model 30, a mid-priced compatible, or a low-cost im

COMPUTE!

ported clone, you'll find many valuable applications,
ideas, and entertaining programs in every issue of COM-
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PUTEI's PC Magazine:

• Top-quality programs. First and foremost, COMPUTEI's PC Magazine will bring you a disk full of orig
inal, previously unpublished software. Application
programs for home and business. Educational programs
for youngsters. Utilities. Games. And since all of the
programs are on disk, there are few limitations on
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• The best of the boards. In addition to original soft
ware, each disk also includes an outstanding program

picked from the thousands of files available on bulletin
board systems all over the nation. We make sure you
get the latest available revision, fully tested and veri
fied, with improved, easy-to-understand documentation,

COMPUTED PC Magazine is available on newsstands
nationwide for only $12.95 per copy, including a

• Source code. If you're a programmer—or would like
to be one—you'll appreciate the source code for our
programs included on every disk. You can examine

Subscribers even get a choice of receiving a standard
5Vi-inch disk or the new 3'/2-inch disk with their

valuable routines in a variety of languages, and even
customize our programs for your own use.
• Regular columns. Take a look at our "PC News &
Notes" section to learn about the major events through
out the PC community. Hear all the inside gossip and

rumors with "The Ear." Use your PC more efficiently
with help from our "Getting Down To Business" col
umn. And send your questions and hints to "Readers'

5 Vi -inch disk bound right into the magazine. Or it can
be delivered directly to your mailbox six times a year
for only $59.95—a savings of over 20 percent.

magazine.

To order, call TOLL FREE 1-800-727-6937. Or send
check or money order to:
COMPUTED PC Magazine

P.O. Box 10767
Des Moines, IA 50340
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• Reviews. You'll see honest evaluations of the most in
teresting software and hardware for PCs and
compatibles.
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GETTING
DOWN TO
BUSINESS
Everyone Should Have Keyboard Macros
Because keyboard macro programs

into the macro program falls short

are among the most powerful utili

of your needs, you can use almost

ties now available—and among my

any word processor to more easily

persona] favorites—they need a

create and modify your keystroke

much more detailed explanation

sequences.

than I had room for in last issue's
column on utility software.

A keyboard macro program al

Most of today's keyboard mac
ro packages offer additional capa
bilities. For example, some provide

lows you to assign a series of key

an automatic operation mode that

strokes (called a macro) to any key

makes it possible for a program to

or two-key sequence on your com

run itself via preestablished key

puter. When you press the key or

board macros. This feature is in

key combination that activates the

valuable for setting up sales or

macro, the macro enters the as

training demonstrations. Others of

signed series of keystrokes just as if

fer file encryption capabilities.

you had typed them yourself on

Many packages provide simplified

the keyboard. The series of key

access to DOS commands from

strokes may consist of as many as

within application software. With

several hundred numbers, words,

this feature, you can erase, copy, or

phrases, or commands. Frequently

rename files; remove and make

used phrases and difficult-to-

subdirectories; change paths; and

remember commands can be en

even run one application program

coded in macros to make your

from within another. Some of these

computer much easier to use. You

utilities also give you the ability to

can establish semipermanent mac

establish pull-down menus that

ros that remain available from one

control application software via

day to the next, and you can add

user-designed keyboard macros.

new macros whenever you need

Whether you're a "power
user" or a casual hobbyist, a good

them.

A typical keyboard macro pro
gram allows you to keep dozens of

keyboard macro program can be an
invaluable operating tool.

macros active in memory at a time.

A common approach is to use
the keyboard macro program to

build a set of pull-down menus

that offer the most frequent com
mand options for rapid and auto
matic execution. This is particularly
helpful in three situations: where
the application program normally

requires many keystrokes for each
command; where you use the ap
plication so rarely that you tend to

forget some of its more useful com
mand sequences; and where other

users, perhaps less knowledgeable
than you, need help to get the most
from a particular application.
In addition to these three situa
tions, keyboard macros can be

helpful in the most frequent activi
ties you perform with your various

applications.
For example, a common action
when working with almost any ap

plication is to save the current file
from time to time as you continue

working with it. WordStar requires a
sequence of six keystrokes to save a
text file and return you to your
place in the document. Reflex (a

powerful relational database) re
quires five keystrokes. Lotus 1-2-3
demands quite a few keystrokes for

this, as do many other popular ap
plications. With a keyboard macro
program, however, you can assign

all of the required keystrokes to a
single function key or Alt-function

key combination.
Another useful but frequently
repeated action is to add the cur

rent date to a note field in a record.
Some applications offer commands
to accomplish this, but many do
not. Some keyboard macro pro
grams recognize this need and offer

built-in date and time stamps. But

You can store additional sets of

Generic Macros

macros in disk files and bring them

One of the most important uses of

ware you choose does not have this

into memory as needed. These files

keyboard macro software is to
speed up and simplify your control
over the computer. You do this by

feature, you can write the date into
a keyboard macro once each day,
and then have it added to your

creating keyboard macros that re

note fields automatically.

duce frequent operations to singlekey or two-key commands.

Those who frequently work
with subdirectories will appreciate

are generally stored in standard

ASCII format, so if the editor built

Robert A. Moskowitz
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even if the keyboard macro soft

the ease and convenience of copy

ate macros that control start/stop

the most popular entries for copy

ing files from one location to an

toggles, such as those for underlin

ing any where you want to.

other by means of Keyboard

ing, boldface, italics, and other spe

Macros are also useful for scoot

cial functions. The macro toggles

ing around rapidly within a record or

vide simplified copy commands,

the function on and waits until you

among many records in a database.

picking up the filenames and paths

press another key, usually Return/

Instead of repeatedly pressing the

directly from disk so you don't

Enter, to toggle it back off.

next-field or next-record key, you

macros. Some macro programs pro

ro program allows you to build a

undo frequently repeated mistakes.

can just set up a macro to automati
cally trigger the key for you the re

system for entering a path and/or

For example, I often find myself

quired number of times.

filename just once and using it sev
eral times automatically as you is

typing letters in reverse order, such
as ytpe instead of type. So I created

sue copy commands.

a simple two-key macro that uses

macro capabilities built into the ap

have to type them in. But any mac

Another very useful task mac

You can also invent macros to

the word processor's block func

In spreadsheets, complicated
plications can be supplanted with
simpler, more powerful keyboard

ros can simplify is the repetitive

tions to transpose letters for me

changes you probably make to your

automatically. Macros can even

data files. For example, you may

eliminate errors before they occur.

want to add quotation marks
around each line of an address file
to make it more compatible with

automate your movement around
the spreadsheet and speed and sim

For instance, whenever you en

plify your entry of data and formu

counter a long or difficult-to-type

mail-merge operations. Or you may

gong or TCP/IP—you can immedi

want to move zip codes to separate

ately capture it as a macro and

las. At least one product available
for the PC—which uses a sophisti
cated and automatic macro selec

lines in the file. Or when convert

never have to type it in that file

ing data files for use with a new

again.

application, you often need to add

word or acronym—such as Wollon-

You can use keyboard macros

macros. Built correctly, they can

tion system based on the values in
specified screen locations—even
lets you attach explanatory notes to

or subtract hard carriage returns at

for very elaborate functions, too.

entries in critical cells.
Although macro utilities are

the end of each line and between

WordStar, for example, lets you in

relatively inexpensive, they are

paragraphs, change parentheses to

sert invisible markers in a docu

brackets, and so forth. Making doz

among the most powerful and flexi
ble additions you can make to your

ens or hundreds of these changes

ment to which you can instantly
jump later. I've written macros that

manually is time-consuming and

bring previously marked sentences

computer system. They can reduce
repetitive keystrokes by more than

prone to error. Doing it once as a

keyboard macro, though—and then

to a new location which may be far
away from the old one, and then

90 percent, thereby saving time,
eliminating errors, and reducing the

letting the computer repeat the pro

automatically reformat the text.

drudgery of manipulating complex

cess throughout the file—is more
elegant as well as more efficient.

Macros For
Word Processors
Word processors create opportuni
ties for other, more specialized key
board macros you can use in

addition to some or all of the ge
neric ones described above.
For example, with a single key

board macro that works with all
types of correspondence, you can

make the inside address in a letter

or memo print as the outside ad
dress on an envelope (assuming
your printer can handle envelopes,
of course).

Other macros simplify the use
of your word processor's com

mands, making it possible to block
words, phrases, lines, sentences,

paragraphs, and other logical text
units with a single keystroke. You
can apply the same principle to cre

applications.

Other Applications
By now, you're probably beginning

to see how flexible and useful a
keyboard macro utility can become.
A few more examples will demon
strate the broad range of
capabilities.
Some database programs are

As a general guide, you should
consider converting any three-key
or longer sequence you use more

than twice a day into a keyboard

macro. You'll be amazed by the dif
ference this makes in your ability to
accomplish work with your
computer.

(Note: In my previous column's

extremely simple and powerful, but
have sacrificed some of the ameni
ties so much appreciated by main
frame users. For example, when
entering large volumes of data, it's

discussion of unerase utilities, I for

nice to be able to repeat the same

pretty much a hopeless case.)

entry found in the corresponding

field of the previous record. Zip
codes, area codes, dates, and other
entries are often repeated across
many records. Keyboard macros
make this simple, either by auto

matically capturing each field's en
try for quick copying to the next

record, or by creating menus with

got to mention that there are new

programs that can recover data even

after a disk has been reformatted.
Until now, a reformatted disk was

Robert A. Moskowitz is a business

consultant based in Woodland Hills, Cali
fornia. His background includes numerous

articles published in a variety of national
magazines, and he is the developer of the
computerized Personal Productivity

Audit. Mail can be addressed to him in
care of COMPUTED PC Magazine, P.O. Box
5406, Greensboro, NC 27403.
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BEST
OF THE
BOARDS

Installing PC-ART
If the computer you're using doesn't
have a hard disk drive, you need

to find a blank floppy and
create a system disk for
PC-ART. To do this, follow
these steps:

1. Format the blank floppy disk

PC-ART

with the /S option of the FOR
MAT command (FORMAT /S).
This puts DOS files on the disk

"Best of the Boards" features out

BASIC by Mike Stone, PC-ART is a

standing programs gathered from bul

full-featured drawing program that

letin board systems throughout the

operates entirely from the key

country. Some of the programs are in

board. Among many other things,

the public domain; some are copy

it offers a freehand drawing option

righted "shareware" programs (freely

with five line widths, a paint brush

PC-ART.IMG, and DEMO.PIC.

distributed in return for voluntary do

that can paint in 15 patterns, line

3.

nations). In each case, COMPUTE'.'s PC

and box functions, two text fonts in

and want to make hardcopies of

Magazine obtains the program directly

ten sizes, automatic circle drawing,

your creations, copy the file

from the original author in return for

four line patterns, instant selection

GRAPHICS.COM or GRAPHICS

a publication fee. We then test the

of four drawing colors, and 16

.EXE from your DOS disk onto

program, rework the documentation,

background colors.

the PC-ART disk.

and present the polished package here.
This issue's featured program is PC-

ART by Mike Stone. It's a fullfeatured and easy-to-use drawing
program that requires neither a
mouse nor a joystick. It runs on any

IBM PC, PCjr,'XT, AT, or compatible
with at least 256K RAM; DOS 2.0 or
higher; a color/graphics adapter
(CGA), enhanced graphics adapter
(EGA), or equivalent hardware; and a
color monitor. An IBM Graphics
Printer or Epson-compatible dotmatrix printer is optional.

You can save or retrieve
screens with the touch of a key, or
save a portion of the screen in an

image library for later use. A snap
shot function lets you save part of a
screen image, placing it in different
locations on the screen with a sin

to-use drawing program for your PC

artwork you create with PC-ART on
a compatible dot-matrix printer.

PC-ART uses pop-up icon-

To run PC-ART, you need an

access memory (RAM), DOS 2.0 or

later, a color/graphics adapter
(CGA) or enhanced graphics adapt
er (EGA), and a color monitor.

tory \ART. Copy the files listed
above into this directory.

Using PC-ART
Before slarting PC-ART, decide

whether you'll want to print hardco

This loads the DOS utility for
sending screen dumps to the printer.

Next, to run PC-ART, enter this
command at the DOS prompt:
PCART

On hard disk systems, change
to the \ ART directory before start

hardware; check your computer

memory, you'll see a blank screen

Column By George Campbell

ics Printer or Epson-compatible
dot-matrix printer is optional.

January 1988

recommend naming the new direc

ing the program.

manual to be sure. An IBM Graph

COMPUTEI's PC Magazine

rectory for the PC-ART files. We

Some compatibles have the equiva
lent of a CGA card built into their

Program By Mike Stone
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If the system you're using has
a hard disk drive, create a new di

GRAPHICS

and most require a mouse or a joy

the outstanding PC-ART in this is

If you have a compatible printer

selection, the panel disappears,

cial drawing programs are expensive

sue. Written in Microsoft's Quick-

matted PC-ART disk: PCART.EXE,

pies of your artwork. If you do, enter
this command at the DOS prompt:

IBM PC, PCjr, XT, AT, or compati
ble with at least 256K of random

"Best of the Boards" presents

magazine disk onto your freshly for

lections. Once you make a

based menu panels for function se

has probably been futile. Commer

stick. But your search may be over.

2. Copy the following files from the

gle keystroke. You can print any

leaving your artwork undisturbed.

Until now, the search for an easy-

to make it self-booting.

Once PC-ART loads itself into
with a crayon in the center. At this
point, you're ready to begin creat
ing original artwork.

The magazine disk includes this sample

n calls up the mode menu, where you

screen under the filename DEMO.PIC.

can select the crayon, paintbrush, circle,

box, Hue, or text modes.

Selecting A Drawing Mode

number keys on the top row of the

Press the Fl function key, and a

keyboard. The 1 key is the default

menu panel pops up at the top of

and allows the crayon to move one

your screen. A set of icons allows

pixel at a time. The 5 key moves

you to choose the crayon, paint

the crayon five pixels at a time, and

brush, circle, box, line, or text

so forth up to 0, which moves ten

modes. Use the left and right cursor

pixels at a time.

keys to position the moving box

Vary the crayon's line width

over the icon of your choice and

with a combination of the Alt key

then press F10 to return to the

plus a number key. Alt-1 sets the

drawing screen.

crayon to draw a line one pixel

All menu panels operate the
same way. Use a cursor key to se
lect an option and then press F10

wide, while Alt-5, the maximum,
sets a five-pixel line width.
To set the line's color, press

to return to the drawing screen.

the F3 function key. This opens the

Some menu panels appear at the

color-selection panel. Choose one

sides of the screen. For these pan

of the four colors with the up and

els, use the up and down cursor

down cursor keys; then press F10

keys to make selections.
Now let's look at the drawing
modes, one at a time.

Press FS to display the color-selection
panel. The four colors available depend
on the palette selected.

To select a fill color for the paintbrush,
press F5.

to return to your drawing. This
color choice remains in effect until
changed.
To alter the background color,

Crayon Mode
This is the default drawing mode,
which allows you to draw freehand.
The icon representing this mode is

the outline of a crayon. You can
raise or lower this crayon to stop or

start drawing. Press the U key to
raise the crayon and move it with
out drawing a line, or press the D

press the F8 key. Each time you

press the key, the color changes, cy
cling through all 16 possible colors.
Two color palettes are avail

able. Press the F9 key to alternate
between them. As before, the pal
ette you select becomes the default,

Fifteen different fill patterns are available
from this menu when you press Fl.

and all colors on the screen change
to reflect the new palette.

key to lower it and start drawing.
Control the movement of the

Paintbrush Mode

crayon with the cursor keys; they

This mode, the second selection in

move the crayon one pixel (screen

the Fl menu, fills enclosed areas

dot) in the direction of the arrow.

with color. When you choose paint

The Home, Pg Up, End, and Pg Dn

brush mode, a paintbrush icon re

keys move the crayon diagonally. If

places the crayon on the screen.

you hold down the Ctrl key while

Move the paintbrush with the

pressing one of the diagonal-move

cursor keys, just as you do the

ment keys, the crayon moves to

crayon. The speed selections also

one of the corners of the screen.

work in this mode.

You can change the speed of

the crayon by pressing one of the

Choose a paint pattern by
pressing the F7 key. A menu ap-

PC-ART lets you lake a "snapshot" of a
portion of the screen and paste it back
down anywhere you want.
January 1988
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pears at the bottom of your screen,

and pressing C again. To indicate

allowing you to choose from 15

Using Text Mode

the center point of a new circle, re

The last selection in the mode

patterns. Use the cursor keys to se

locate the crayon and mark the

lect a pattern and then press F10 to

menu, represented by the letter T,

center by pressing P again.

allows you to place text anywhere

return to the drawing.

on the screen.

You can also select a color for
the paint function. Press the F5 key

to pop up the paint-color selection
window. Choose a color and then
press F10 to return. The paint color

can be different from the drawing
color.
Now move the paintbrush icon

to the area to be painted. All paint
ing begins at the very tip of the
brush. To fill an area with the paint
pattern, press the P key. The pat

tern flows from the tip of the brush
and spreads until it contacts the en
closing line.
Use the paintbrush with cau

tion. If you try to paint an area that
is not completely enclosed with the
current drawing color from the F3
menu, the pattern will fill the entire
screen. Also, if the figure you want

to paint was drawn with anything
but a solid line, the fill pattern can
leak out.
Similarly, if a space is outlined
in a color other than the one cur
rently in effect, the paint pattern
doesn't recognize the border and
fills the entire screen.

Drawing Boxes
When you select box mode—repre
sented by a small box on the Fl
mode menu—you can draw boxes

at any location on the screen. The
crayon appears on the screen when
you enter box mode.

Position the crayon to indicate
the upper left corner of the desired
box. Press the P key to mark this
spot. Now move the crayon to indi

cate the lower right corner of the
box. Press the B key to draw the
box in the current drawing color.
You can select four line pat

terns in box mode. Press F6 to
open the line pattern menu and
then select a pattern. As always,
F10 returns you to the drawing.
As in circle mode, the point you

select with the P key remains in ef
fect as the upper left comer until you
change it. This allows you to draw
several boxes with the same corner.
To select a new comer, move the

menu allows you to quickly and
easily draw circles on the screen.
The menu represents this mode
with a small circle.
When you select circle mode,

the crayon appears at the center of
the screen. Crayon speed choices re
main in effect, and can be changed
as described above. Point the crayon
to the desired center point of the
circle and press the P key.
Now, using the cursor keys,

Drawing Lines

the Fl mode menu. Choose this
mode to draw lines in the current
drawing color between any two
points on the screen.
When you press F10 to return
to the drawing, move the crayon to
the beginning point of your line.
Press P to mark the point and then

move to the end of the line. Press L

draw from point to point easily.

press the C key, PC-ART draws the

another beginning point, move the

circle in the current drawing color.

crayon and press P.

You can select any of the line

colors before making the circle, if

patterns from the F6 menu, chang

you wish.

ing patterns with each segment if

COMPUTEI's PC Magazine
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the Alt key while pressing a num

ber key. Alt-1 selects the smallest
font size, while Alt-0 selects the
largest size.

Point the crayon to where you
want the center of the letter to ap
pear; then type the letter of your
choice. Following letters are spaced

appropriately.
Normal text-editing keys, such

as Ins, Del, and Backspace, don't
work in this mode. Also, while in
text mode, the crayon moves only
one pixel at a time.

If you make a mistake with PCART, you can correct it in several
ways. Each method is used for dif
ferent purposes.

The first method is very simple
to use. Just repeat your mistake, but

use the background color. For ex
ample, if you just made a box in
box mode, press the F3 key, select
the background color from the
color menu, and draw an identical

box in the same position. Because

the old box. This method works in

to draw the next segment. To select

centric circles by moving the crayon

Each font is available in ten
sizes. Select a size by holding down

After you draw a line, the next
beginning point transfers to the end
of the last line, allowing you to
Just move the crayon and press L

22

ters with a pattern using the
paintbrush.

your new box appears in the back

er edge of your circle. When you

You can draw additional con

return to the drawing. If you like,
you can fill in the outlined font let

to draw the line.

move the crayon to the desired out

Of course, you can change drawing

that appears and then press F10 to

Erasing Mistakes

sented by a short diagonal line in

The third choice in the Fl mode

Choose between the two by press
ing F4. Select a font from the menu

crayon and press the P key again..

The line-drawing mode is repre

Running In Circles

PC-ART offers two text fonts: a
solid font and an outline font.

ground color, it effectively erases
all modes.

As an alternative, choose crayon
mode from the Fl mode menu. Once
again, open the F3 menu to choose

the background color. By choosing
various widths for the crayon, you
can move the crayon around like an
eraser, removing old lines.

Finally, PC-ART offers a meth

you wish. You can also draw lines

od for removing entire areas from

in any color from the F3 menu.

the screen. Hold down the Alt key

TEVEX Computer Software 1-800-554-1162
SSI

LIST
PRICE

OUR

PRICE

Battle of Antietam
50 Mission Crush
Gettysburg
Kampfgruppe
Kampfgruppe Seen. Disk

$50
$40
$60
$60
$20

S34
$28
$41
$41
$15

Mech Brigade

$40

$28

Knights of the Desert

$40

NEW

Operation Market Garden

Phantasie
President Elect "88
Rebel Charge

Rings of Ziltin

Roadwar 2000
Shiloh
Wizard's Crown

$50

$40
$25
$50

NEW

$40

$40
$40
$40

NEW

EPYX

LIST
PRICE

Destroyer

$40

Sub Battle
Summer Games II
Temple Apshai Trilogy
Winter Games

$40
$40
$20
$40

World Games

$40

BR0DERBUND PRICE
Ancient Art of War
AAW at Sea

$50
$45

NEW

Business Advantage NEW
Lode Runner

$50
$35

Print Shop

$60

Print Shop Companion
Prjnt Shop Library 1 or 2
Print Shop Holiday Disk

$50

$35
$25

Toy Shop
Where World Carmen?
Where U.S. Carmen?

LANCE HAFFNER

S50
$40
$45
LIST
PRICE

Fjnal 4 Basketball
Final 4 1985 Team Disk
Full Count Baseball
Pro Basketball

$40
$13

NEW

$40
$40

Pro Basketball 1985 TD
3 in 1 Football
3 in 1 1985 Team Disk

AVALONHILL

$13
$40
$13
LIST
PRICE

Mini Putt

OUR
PRICE

NEW

$40

NEW

$34
$28

I

Bjack Cauldron
King's Quest I
King's Quest II
King's Quest III
Space Quest

3-D Helicopter

$30
$30

Thexder
Hint Books

$13
$30
$13

$15
$28
$28

PRICE

$40
$40

$40

$28

$50

$34

$50

NEW
NEW

$50
$50
$50
$35
S8

ORDER

/t;

Baseball

$50

Flight Simulator

$50

" Stadium Disk

Football
Japan Scenery Disk
Jet Simulator

San Francisco Star Disk

Scenery Disks 1-7 (each)
Western Scenery Pack

$34
$34
$34

ouR

price

$24

$20
$100

Lurking Horror
Moonmist

$40
$40

S28
$28

$30
$40

NEW

OUR

PRICE

PRICE

S60

Balance of Power

Bridge Baron
Defender - Crown
Gato

$6

LIST

NEW

Infiltrator
NEW
Kobayashi Alternative
Lunar Explorer
Micro League Baseball

$34
$34
$28
S12
$21

$30
$40
$40
$25

$21
$28
$28
$18

$40

Orbiter
Promethean Prophecy

$50
$40

$34
$28

Starglider

$45
$45

$31
$31

Universe
Universe
Wizardry
Wizardry

I or II
Product Guide
I
II

World Class Leader Board

$60

of order. Shipping for all other foriegn orders is $10.00 or 15% of order.

All software is disk only. Prices subject to change

$41

$50

$34

$50
$45

$34
$31

$15
$60

Alt. Reality - The City
Beyond Zork

Might & Magic
NBA

Pirates
Rings of Zilfin

Shard of Spring
Starfleet II
Ultima IV

Georgia residents call 404-934-5059. ORDERING AND TERMS: C.O.D. orders
snipping and handling charge. Georgia residents add 4% sales tax. Shipping
for Canadian orders is $4.00 or 5% ot order. APO & FPO orders add $3.00 or 5%

SI 5

$100 $75
$60
$42

COMING SOON

Empire
Lord's of Conquest

by mail send money order. Include phone number. SHIPPING: Add $3-00 lor

$28

$20

NFL Challenge
Operation Overlord NEW

We ship every orderthe same day
it's placed. Just call before 3:30
and we'll ship your order via UPS.
U.S. Mail service also available.

welcome. When ordering by phone use VISA or MASTERCARD. When ordering

$41

$50
$50
$40
$15
$30

MLB 1986 Team Disk

Adventure Constr. Set

Write for FREE CATALOG
Open 9-8 Mon. - Fri. 10-5 Sat.

$47

$8

Same Day
Shipping

CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-554-1162

$28
$28
$28

$70

NEW

S15
$70

$28

$40
$40
$40

Tenth Frame

$17

$21
$28

$40

NEW

$34
S28
$17
$34

$34
OUR
PRICE

$28

NEW

$40
$24
$50

$34

$40

Space Max

$21

$34

Bureaucracy

$34

$30

$28
$12

$50

MLB Stat Compiler Disk

■

$24
$12

$50

MLB General Mngr's Disk

$24
$6

S41
$47

$50

APBA Baseball

$34

S34
S47
$28

$40
S15

LIST
PRICE

ETC.

J

$21

$35
$15

Invisiclues

$24
OUR
PRICE

S12

S31

$60
$70

NEW

Zork Trilogy

S28
S34

$35
LIST
PRICE

$15

$50
$70
$40

Robot Rascals
NEW
Seven Cities of Gold
Star Fleet I
Starflight

Plundered Hearts
Stationfall
Trinity

$28

$40
$50

S28

$30

One on One

Nord & Bert

$28
$28

$40

L|ST

534

541

PRICE

price

1

$2'J

OUR

Harvard BS
Marble Madness

$40
$45

Hitchhiker's Guide/Galaxy
Hollywood Hijinx

$34
S21

$50

Chessmaster 2000
Grand Slam Bridge

INFOCOM

OUR
PRICE

LIST

OUR

PRICE

World Tour Golf

$28

$40

SIERRA

S31

$20
$40
$40

I

$34

$50
$30

Champ Football
Hacker II
Music Studio
Shanghai

S18

$28

LIST
PRICE

Champ Basketball

S24

$40

$40

Champ Baseball

S34

$28

$50

ACTIVISION

S41

S21
$21
$24
$15

LIST

Ultima I
Ultima III

S34
S24

$24
S18

PRICE

Ogre

S34
S31

S34

£35
$25

LIST

PRICE

Chuck Yeager Flight Sim
Amnesia
Archon
Arcticfox
Bard's Tale
NEW
Business Simulator

$24

$50

Auto Duel

PRICE

$30
$30
$35
$20

NEW

ELEC. ARTS

$28

$35

ORIGIN SYS.

$28

Gulf Strike
Incunabula
Super Sunday
Super Sunday 1985 Disk

YOUR

Mean 18 Disk #2
Mean 18 Disk #3 & 4
Psi 5 Trading Co.

$28
S28
$15
$28

$18

$50

Dambusters

$40

Mean 18

$28

$25

$28

Ace of Aces

OUR
PRICE

OUR

$40

ACCOLADE

$28
$28
$28

PRICE

Decision in the Desert

Silent Service
Solo Flight

$28

$30
$13

$28

Gunship

$28
$18
$34

OUR

$40

F-15

$34

PRICE

Conflict in Vietnam
Crusade in Europe

$28

By Fire & Sword

Computer Diplomacy

1

MICROPROSE PS p™

TEVEX
4205 First Ave Suite 100
Tucker, GA 30084
404-934-5059

$12
$41

1

and press F8. Now, move the cray

on to the upper left corner of the

PC-ART Command Summary

area to be erased. Press F10 and

Key

Action

then move the crayon to the lower

Ft

Pops up the mode menu.

F3

Pops up the drawing-color menu.

F4

Pops up the text-font menu.

F5
F6

Pops up the paint-color menu.

F7

Pops up the paint-pattern menu.

F8

Changes background color.

F9

Changes the color palette.
Returns to screen from any menu

right corner of the desired area.
Press F10 again. Anything within
this imaginary box will disappear.
If you want to clear the entire

screen, just press the Alt-F7 combi
nation. PC-ART asks you to confirm

this action. Press Y to clear the
screen, or press N to abort the
function.

Taking Snapshots
PC-ART allows you to save a sec
tion of the screen as a snapshot at

Pops up the line-pattern menu.

F10

or marks areas for snapshots or erasing.

Alt-Fl
Alt-F2
Alt-F3
Alt-F4

Pastes a stored snapshot on screen.

AH-F5

Loads an image from image library.

AH-F6

Stores an image in image library.

AH-F7

Erases screen.

AH-F8

Erases portion of screen.

1-0

Change speed of drawing tool.

any time. To do this, press the Alt-

Alt-1

F4 combination. Move the crayon

to Alt-0

to the upper left corner of the de

sired area and press F10. Move the
crayon to the lower right corner

and press F10 once more. PC-ART
stores the selected area in memory.

To paste the snapshot back on

to Alt-5
P
C
B

L
Cursor keys

Home, End
PgUp, PgDn

the crayon to indicate the upper left

Ctrl-Home,

corner of the area where the snap

Ctrl-End,

press F10, the image appears on

the screen. You can repeat this op
eration as often as you wish.

Takes snapshot of area.

Change sizes of text characters.

Alt-1

the screen, press Alt-F3, then move

shot should appear. When you

Loads a screen from disk.
Saves a screen on disk.

Change width of crayon line.
Marks a point onscreen or paints in paintbrush mode.

Draws a circle.
Draws a box.
Draws a line.
Position drawing tool on screen.
Move drawing tool diagonally.

Ctrl-PgUp,

Ctrl-PgDn

Move drawing tool to corners of screen.

Now position the crayon at the

To load a PC-ART screen, press

upper left corner of the area where

Alt-Fl. When you enter the desired

you want the image to appear and

filename at the prompt and press

press F10. The retrieved image is

Enter/Return, PC-ART loads and

PC-ART also allows you to store

pasted down like a regular snap

displays the new screen. The exist

sections of screens in a permanent

shot. You can paste down the im

ing screen is replaced with the new

image library on disk. This library

age any number of times by using

one, so be sure to save your work

is contained in a file called PC-

the snapshot commands.

before loading a picture.

The Image Library

ART.IMG. The sample library file
on the magazine disk contains only
one image, a star. But you can add

your own images to the library as
you choose.

To store an image, take a snap
shot of it as described above. Then
press Alt-F6. PC-ART prompts you

to assign a name to the image; en
ter eight characters or less. When

you press Enter/Return, PC-ART
stores the image on disk in the cur
rent directory.

To retrieve an image from the

The magazine disk includes one

Saving And Retrieving

sample picture file, DEMO.PIC. It

Pictures

can be loaded as described above.

You can, of course, save and load
entire PC-ART screens as well as

snapshots. To save a screen, press

ing a major change to an important

Alt-F2. When PC-ART prompts you

picture. That way, if you make a

for a filename, enter up to eight

huge mistake, you can simply re

characters but do not include an ex

load the screen as it was before.

tension; PC-ART automatically ap

This is particularly handy when

pends the extension .PIC.

using the paintbrush function, since

By default, PC-ART always
stores picture files in the current

drive and directory. If you want to

library, press Alt-F5. PC-ART clears
store a file on another disk, include
the screen and displays a list of im
the drive name, like this:
ages stored in the library file. Select
B:FILENAME
the image you want to load. When
you press Enter/Return, your

However, this limits you to six

screen reappears undisturbed.

characters for the filename.
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It's a good idea to save screens

frequently, especially before mak

a tiny leak can result in the entire

screen being painted.
PC-ART stores screens in

BASIC BSAVE format. Each screen
uses 16K of disk space, so be care
ful not to overload a floppy disk
with files.
If you program in BASIC or

Microsoft QuickBASIC, you can

Be sure your printer is online

supported by its users. The author

even include PC-ART screens in

and loaded with paper before print

your own programs. This is an ide

ing. When you're ready to print a

which goes entirely to the author,

al way to create elaborate title

screen, hold down the Shift key

not to COMPUTED PC Magazine.

screens or game backgrounds. To

and press the PrtSc key.

requests a voluntary donation

If you use PC-ART regularly,

demonstrate this technique, we've

PC-ART prints the picture ex

written a short BASIC routine that

actly as it appears on the screen,

thor's shareware request and be

displays a PC-ART screen from

each picture taking about half a

come a registered user. If so, the

within any BASIC program. The

sheet of paper. Since the crayon or

author promises to send you a new

any other icons will print as well,

version of the program which was

hide the icon inside a filled area on

much too large to fit on our maga

the screen before printing.

zine disk. To register, send $25 to

file is named PICSHOW.BAS on
the magazine disk. You can include
this routine in your own programs,
modifying it to suit your needs.
PICSHOW.BAS runs in BASICA,

Mike Stone, 201 Heyden Dr., Eure

Exiting PC-ART

GW-BASIC, and QuickBASIC. The

When you're finished using PC-

sample program on the magazine

ART, simply press the Esc key to

disk displays the screen in

you may choose to honor the au

ka, MO 63025. Be sure to mention
COMPUTED PC Magazine when you
register.

PC

return to DOS. Be careful with this

DEMO.PIC.

command, however; PC-ART exits
immediately without requesting

Printing PC-ART Images

confirmation, so be sure to save

You can print PC-ART screens on

your work before pressing Esc. This

any IBM Graphics Printer or Epson-

abrupt exit is another good reason

compatible dot-matrix printer. Re

to save your work frequently.

member, though, that you must

Write to:
Readers' Feedback
COMPUTED PC Magazine

P.O. Box 5406

load the DOS utility GRAPHICS
.COM or GRAPHICS.EXE before

Have a question?
Have an answer?

A Note About Shareware

running PC-ART. (Review the in

Like many of the programs present

stallation instructions at the begin

ed in "Best of the Boards," PC-ART

ning of this column.)

is a shareware program which is

Greensboro, NC 27403.

SPORTS FANS...THE SPORTS SIMULATIONS YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR ARE HERE!

3 IN 1 FOOTBALL
• with Stats Compiler for each player and team • you choose from 14 offensive plays and 6 defensive formations • includes 180 college
teams, the 28 NFL teams and 12 '74 WFL teams from [he '86 season PLUS 174 great college and 189 great pro teams of the past

FINAL FOUR COLLEGE BASKETBALL & BASKETBALL: THE PRO GAME
each player contributes as they did in real life ■ Stats Compiler • you determine starting lineup, substitutions, shot selection, passing,
offensive and defensive styles of play and more ' the College game includes 292 teams from the '86-'87 season plus 70 all-time greats
• the Pro game features the 23 NBA teams from '86-'87 and more than 125 great teams of the past

FULL COUNT BASEBALL
• Includes alt 26 teams from the most recent and 52 great National and American League teams from the past • 29 man rosters • Bail
park effects • Stats Compiler automatically keeps all player and team stats as well as past schedule results. • Complete boxscore to
screen and/or printer after each game. • One player vs. computer manager, two-player, and auto-play options. • Input your own

teams, draft or trade players from teams already included. • You choose the starting lineups, batting order, relief pitchers, plus game
decisions like when to hit away, bunt for a hit, sacrifice, steal, hit & run, bring in the corners or the entire infield, take an extra base, DH
option and more!
OTHER PAST SEASONS' TEAMS DISKS AVAILABLE AND NEW SEASONS' READY PRIOR TO PLAYOFFS FOR ALL GAMES.

CHECK YOUR LOCAL DEALER
OR

Send check or money order for $39.99 each. Visa and MasterCard accepted on phone orders only.
Please add $2.00 for postage and handling.

P.O. Box 100594 • Nashville. TN • 37210 • 615/242-2617

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

EZDOS

W.C. Chambers, Jr.

This versatile program does almost everything
DOS should do, but doesn't. It provides more
than 50 new commands and enhancements to
make your computer more efficient and easier to
use—everything from a friendly command-line
editor to special backup commands for business
people and programmers. There are even some
hard drive housekeeping functions you won't
find in software specifically designed for that
purpose. Written ejitirely in machine language
for high speed and compactness, "EZDOS" runs
on any IBM PC, PCjr, XT, AT, or compatible
with at least 256K of memory and DOS 2.0 or
higher; printer optional. It has also been suc
cessfully tested on the IBM 3270-PC, 3270-

PC/G, hid GX; IBM PS/2 Models 30, 50, 60,
and 80; and on multitasking systems.

DOS has made a lot of progress since it first appeared
six years ago, but it still leaves a lot to be desired. The
command-line editing is clumsy, important labor-saving

commands are missing, and its floppy-oriented ances
try can be a pain when working with today's 20-

megabyte and larger hard disk drives.
We can't just get rid of DOS, of course. DOS
stands for Disk Operating System, and our systems
wouldn't be very operable without it. But we can im
prove it.

ly recall commands you've already entered. When you
display a directory listing, you can find out how much
disk space the files use without running CHKDSK—
and with only two keystrokes.

If the computer system you use is equipped with
a hard disk, you'll love EZDOS's disk-management

features. For example, you can remove every redun

dant COMMAND.COM file from every directory, or
you can move all of your BASIC or .DOC files into
one directory. You can back up all of the files on your
hard drive in a snap—and you won't have to buy an
expensive tape machine to do it.

Business people can rely on EZDOS to make their
daily or monthly backups, and programmers can

quickly back up a day's work on a floppy in case
things go wrong.
There's much more. EZDOS makes it easy to

move files from one directory to another in a single
step or to check time/date stamps before copying a

file. With a REPEAT command, you can execute
COPY, DELete, or any other command throughout
every hard drive directory and subdirectory—without

entering the CD command even once. Batch files can
offer menus of programs and automatically run the
user's choice.

Anyone from novice to expert will find EZDOS a
boon. You'll be surprised how much easier complex

tasks become. To top it off, EZDOS has built-in help
screens and a help file with a summary of commands.

That's the idea behind "EZDOS"—to make life
with DOS easier. Whether you've got a genuine IBM

EZDOS Requirements

PC, PCjr, XT, AT, or PS/2 with PC-DOS, or an IBM

EZDOS works on any IBM PC, PCjr, XT, AT or com

compatible with MS-DOS, you'll find EZDOS a

patible with at least 256K of random access memory

worthwhile addition.

(RAM) and DOS 2.0 or higher. It runs on both color

For example, take the DOS command-line editor.

and monochrome systems. EZDOS has also been suc

When you make a typing error, ordinarily you have to

cessfully tested on the following systems: IBM 3270-

backspace all the way to the mistake or reenter the

PC, 3270-PC/G, and GX and the new IBM PS/2

whole line. With EZDOS, you can use the cursor,

Models 30, 50, 60, and 80 with DOS 2.0 or higher. A

Backspace, Delete, and Insert keys to edit the DOS

printer is is useful but optional. EZDOS is well be

command line just as you'd edit a sentence with a

haved on multitasking systems, except for the DSTAT,

word processor. If you're tired of endlessly typing the

SCROLL, and color selection commands. (DSTAT

colons and asterisks that DOS requires, EZDOS will

works if it's run before the multitasking supervisor

help. If you think there should be an easier way to get

begins.)

a directory listing for drive B than typing DIR B:,

EZDOS doesn't replace DOS; it supplements it.
Therefore, EZDOS must always be able to find DOS

EZDOS agrees.
With EZDOS, you can define the function keys to

in order to operate. If you have a floppy drive system,

type anything for you with a single keystroke. Instead

or if you boot a hard drive system from a floppy, be

of typing the same commands over and over again,

sure there's a floppy disk in drive A with the file

you can call upon EZDOS's history feature to instant-

COMMAND.COM. If you boot the computer from a
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hard drive, C0MMAND.COM will be in the root di

won't search for a .DOC file beyond the current direc

rectory of the hard disk and accessible to EZDOS.

tory.) If EZDOS looks for the EZHELP.DOC file and

(C0MMAND.COM is the portion of DOS not stored

can't find it, you'll receive a File not found error mes

in the computer's memory; see the FORMAT com

sage. If you don't think you'll need the help file, we'll

mand in your DOS manual for more details about

describe later how to use the HELPOFF command to

preparing a floppy disk with C0MMAND.COM.)

tell EZDOS not to look for it.

If you use a ramdisk (a section of memory set

You can run EZDOS from the magazine menu

aside to emulate a disk drive), you can copy

program or directly from DOS. To run it from DOS,

C0MMAND.COM to the ramdisk and achieve better

simply enter EZ at the command prompt. When

performance when using EZDOS. First, copy
prompt, issue this command:

EZDOS is loaded, you'll see a copyright notice and a
new line at the bottom of the screen. This line shows
the commands that the function keys F1-F10 will print

SET COMSPEC=X:COMMAND.COM

on the screen when you press them. You'll also see a

C0MMAND.COM to the ramdisk. Then, at the DOS

where X is your ramdisk drive identifier.
This tells DOS to look for C0MMAND.COM on

the ramdisk, allowing EZDOS to link to external com
mands without any drive activity. This speeds up the
EZDOS commands. If you want, you can set up your
AUTOEXEC.BAT file to perform these steps for you
automatically each time you boot up. (See "Getting
Started with Batch Files," COMPUTED PC Magazine,
November 1987.)
While EZDOS is active, do not attempt to install
any memory-resident programs (these are also known
as TSR, or terminate-and-stay-resident, programs). Pro

modified DOS prompt. The EZDOS prompt displays
the current subdirectory (if any) and the system time.
EZDOS allows you to load multiple copies of it
self at once; you can type EZ on the EZDOS com
mand line and load another copy of EZDOS into
memory. However, this wastes memory and also may

cause EZDOS to behave in odd ways. If you think
you might have loaded EZDOS more than once, enter
the QUIT command. If the EZDOS prompt remains
on the screen, you had more than one copy in memo
ry. Keep entering the QUIT command until the stand
ard DOS prompt returns; then reload EZDOS just once.

grams that fall into the memory-resident category are
popular commercial packages such as Sidekick, as well
as "Keyboard Lock-Out" in this issue and DOS's own
PRINT, GRAPHICS, and MODE utilities. You can use

memory-resident programs with EZDOS; you just
can't install them while using EZDOS.
In other words, you must either install the memo
ry-resident programs before activating EZDOS (keep

this in mind if you load EZDOS in your AUTOEXEC
.BAT file), or else you must temporarily exit EZDOS,
install the memory resident programs, and then reen-

ter EZDOS. The reason for this is that EZDOS uses
memory above the program code for its data and can
overwrite any programs resident there.

Command-Line Editor
EZDOS has a flexible command-line editor that makes
entering commands as easy as typing with a word
processor. If you make a typo, you can move the cur
sor along the command line with the left- and rightarrow keys and enter your correction. The Backspace
key, as usual, erases the character to the left of the
cursor. The Delete key erases the character under the
cursor, and the Insert key allows you to enter new

characters at the cursor location. You'll see the cursor
change shape when you enter Insert mode.
The Home key moves the cursor to the start of
the command line, while the End key moves it to the
end. You can delete all characters from the cursor po

Starting EZDOS
EZDOS is found on the magazine disk with the file

name EZ.COM. Notice how relatively small it is
(about 26K) in comparison to its capabilities; the pro

gram is written completely in machine language for
maximum speed and minimum size.
As with all programs on the magazine disk, we
recommend making a backup copy and then using the
backup. Put EZ.COM on a floppy in drive A or on the
root directory of your hard disk. Thanks to its com

sition to the end of the command line by pressing
Ctrl-End (hold down the Ctrl key and press End).

For your convenience, EZDOS keeps a record of
the previous 16 commands you entered. You can view
any of these by pressing the up-arrow or down-arrow
key. The up-arrow key scrolls backward through the
commands, while the down-arrow key scrolls forward.

As each command is displayed, you can execute it by
pressing Enter/Return, edit it as described above, or
remove it altogether by pressing the Esc key.

pact size, it may well fit on your DOS disk.
The magazine disk also contains a file called
EZHELP.DOC. This is a help file that contains a sum
mary of EZDOS commands. This file is summoned by
the EZDOS HELP command, and it must be copied to

the same disk as EZDOS. It must also be copied into

Save Your Fingers
EZDOS also saves you time by allowing you to avoid
typing those endless shifted colons and asterisks re
quired by DOS. Consider this DOS command:

any subdirectories in which you want the help file to

COPY A:*.* B:*.TXT

be available. (This is due to a limitation of DOS; it

Notice it contains five shifted characters (* and :).
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With EZDOS to help, the same line can be typed like

Shift and Ctrl definitions, use the WRITEZ command;

this:

simply enter WRITEZ on the EZDOS command line.

COPY A;-.- B;-.TXT

This writes a new version of EZDOS with the new

This contains no shifted characters. EZDOS automati

definitions to the default disk drive.

cally translates semicolons into colons and minus
signs into asterisks. This makes one-finger typing a
near reality.
Occasionally, you may need to enter a semicolon
or minus sign on the command line that shouldn't be
translated. So EZDOS lets you defeat this feature by

appending the /A switch to the command. The trans
lation stops automatically, anyway, if a comma is en
countered on the command line. Any characters to the

right of a comma generally contain data which
shouldn't be changed.

Function-Key Tips
The F« command allows function-key definitions only
ten characters long for F1-F10. The SF and CF com

mands allow definitions as long as 20 characters.
There is, however, a way to define much longer
strings using SF and CF. To do this, you must first in
stall the ANSI.SYS device driver that came with your
DOS disk. (See your DOS manual for details.) Then

you must notify EZDOS that it's installed by issuing
the ANSI command; simply type ANSI on the EZDOS
.command line and press Enter/Return. Finally, press

Defining Function Keys
EZDOS lets you define the function keys to automati
cally type any command you want on the screen. This
eliminates the need to retype repetitive commands.
You can define function keys F1-F10, and also the

Shift-Function and Ctrl-Function key combinations. If
you include a carriage return at the end of a function
definition, the function key can type and execute a
command with just one keypress.
The keys F1-F10 are defined with the ¥n com

mand (where n is the key number). For example, to
define key Fl to print a directory listing for all the
files on drive B, enter

the K key and Enter/Return to send the function-key
information to ANSI.SYS. This procedure allows func

tion-key definitions up to the length of the ANSI.SYS
buffer (about 200 characters) and even lets you in

clude more than one carriage-return character (") in a
definition.

Another advantage of this procedure is that func
tion-key definitions (including the Shift-function key
and Ctrl-function key definitions) remain in effect
even if you end EZDOS with the QUIT or EXIT com
mands. You can use the function keys you defined

with EZDOS at the regular DOS command line or
even while running another program. This can make
it easier to enter repetitive data.

Fl T>IR B:'

and press Enter/Return. Notice how the definition is
enclosed between single quotation marks.
If you want to include a carriage return in the

definition so it will execute with a single keypress,
add a caret symbol ("), which represents a carriage re
turn. Put it at the end of the command, just before the
final single quotation mark. The caret is Shift-6 on
most PC-compatible keyboards.

EZDOS stores the function-key definitions in the
program itself. Moreover, when you define a function

key, EZDOS automatically writes a new copy of itself
on the default drive to preserve the new key defini
tions. This way, you can use the function keys with

out reentering the definitions each time you load
EZDOS. If you want, you can keep a different version
of EZDOS in each directory, with the function keys
defined for the task you regularly perform there.

Keys F11-F20 (Shifted F1-F10) are defined with
the SF (Shift-Function) command, not Yn. Otherwise,
the definition syntax is the same. If you need more

function-key sequences, you can define the Ctrl-func
tion key combinations with the CF command. Note,

however, that you can define only Ctrl-Fl through

Note that some programs (the BASIC interpreter

is one of them) disable ANSI.SYS key definitions; any
key definitions you've entered earlier are ignored. You
can find out if a program disables ANSI.SYS-defined
keys just by loading the program and trying it.

If you run another program from EZDOS without
QUITing or EXITing EZDOS, the Shift- and Ctrl-func
tion keys remain defined. But the unshifted function
keys (F1-F10) are turned off. This prevents interfer
ence with any unshifted function-key definitions set
by the program you're running.

To remind yourself of the new key definitions
while in EZDOS—or to display any other message—
you can customize the status line at the bottom of the
EZDOS screen. Simply enter L25 (for screen line 25)
and enter your own line when prompted. An easy

way to include function-key definitions in this line is
to enter a number representing the function key and

then press the function key itself to enter its data in
the display. However, don't use this method with
commands in which you've inserted a carriage return,

since the command will be executed as soon as you
press the key.

Ctrl-F6. The higher keys aren't usable.
Unlike the 7n command, the SF and CF com

Command Overview

mands don't write a new version of EZDOS to disk to

EZDOS adds many new commands to make your

preserve the key definitions. If you want to save the

time on the computer less frustrating. It also enhances
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standard DOS commands. The enhanced commands

this command along to DOS for execution. But DOS

(COPY, REName, and DELete) have the same names

wouldn't recognize the /Q EZDOS switch and would

as the DOS commands, but they work somewhat dif

respond with an Invalid Parameter error message.

ferently. The new commands as well as the enhance
ments are explained in more detail in "EZDOS

If you run DOS 3.0 or higher, there's a way to
use pathnames in EZDOS commands which disallow

Command Summary" accompanying this article. You

them. You can use the DOS SUBST command to sub

should refer to this summary often while you're learn

stitute a drive letter for the subdirectory. Since DOS

ing EZDOS.

versions below version 3.0 don't have the SUBST

If EZDOS can't execute a command for some rea

command, you must keep the pathname restriction in

son, it passes the command along to DOS for execu

mind when using earlier versions of DOS. (See the

tion. For example, the EZDOS COPY command does

section on using the SUBST command with EZDOS

not allow a path as part of a filename. If you enter

later in this article.)

COPY MYFILE.* C:\BASIC

at the EZDOS command line, EZDOS can't carry it

out, because it contains the pathname \ BASIC. But
EZDOS doesn't just reject the command and make
you type it over. Instead, it passes the command to
DOS, which executes it normally.

If you want to explicitly send a command to DOS
without leaving EZDOS, precede the command with
an X (for eXecute):
X COPY CON MYFILE.BAT

EZDOS immediately passes the command to DOS for
normal execution.

Like many DOS commands, EZDOS commands
allow you to append one or more switches to activate
certain options. Think of a switch as a minicommand
which can be added to the end of a main command to

modify its action in some way. A switch consists of a
forward slash character (/) immediately followed by
another character which defines the switch. The slash
should be separated from the main command by a
space. This is how switches work with DOS com
mands, too, so the arrangement should be familiar.
Here's an example of a switch appended to an
EZDOS command:
COPY MYFILE.* C: /Q

The switch is /Q, which stands for query. In this case,
it modifies the COPY command by telling EZDOS to
query you (request confirmation) before copying each

file. Otherwise, EZDOS would copy all of the files de
fined by MYFILE.* without requesting confirmation.
EZDOS has many switches, and some can be used in
combination with others. All of the possible EZDOS
switches are covered in more detail in the section en
titled "EZDOS Switches."
Observe one caution when using switches: You

EZ Disk Directories
Calling up a disk directory is one of the most common
functions performed with DOS. If we each had a dime
for every time we typed DIR, we'd probably be mil
lionaires by now. That's why EZDOS provides a
streamlined way to display disk directories.
Usually you can enter a directory command with

only one or two keys. For instance, if you want to dis
play the directory of default drive A, just enter D to
see an uncompressed listing, or F to see a compressed

listing. (In an uncompressed listing, EZDOS arranges
the filenames in two columns and shows the date/
time stamps and file sizes; in a compressed listing,
EZDOS arranges the filenames in four columns and
omits the date/time stamps,) To see the directory of

drive B, enter FB or DB; for drive C, enter FC or DC;
and so on.
The D and F commands both display directories
with the filenames sorted alphabetically. The files can
also be sorted by date or size if the the /D or /S

switches are added at the end of the command.
Examples:
D

/S

{uncompressed listing sorted by size)

F

/D

(compressed listing sorted by date)

If you don't want any sorting done, use the /O
switch.

Both the D and F commands show the amount of
disk space used by the files and how much disk space

remains free. This makes it easy to find out if the files
you want to copy to another disk will fit. If you use
the NAME command (see below) to add additional
identifying text to the disk, it's included in the directo
ry listing as well.

can use EZDOS switches with EZDOS commands,
and DOS switches with DOS commands, but you
can't use an EZDOS switch with a regular DOS com
mand or vice versa. Sometimes this happens by acci
dent when you enter an EZDOS command that is
passed along to DOS because EZDOS can't carry it
out. Consider this example:
COPY MYFILE.' C: \BASIC /Q

More New Commands
Another common function performed with DOS is
making backups—either copying individual files to
another disk or copying an entire disk to a backup
disk. EZDOS provides a special command to make
this much easier.

Let's say you've been working all day with an ap

Remember, the EZDOS COPY command doesn't

plication program on drive B. Now it's 5 p.m., and

allow paths such as \ BASIC, so EZDOS would pass

you want to back up your work before leaving for the
January 1988
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day. Simply enter this command:

The advantage of the EZDOS commands is that they

LOG A:

can be executed without forcing you to locate the

EZDOS copies all of files in the current drive or direc

tory which have been created or changed today onto
the disk in drive A.
Of course, you can use LOG to make backups on

any drive; see the "EZDOS Command Summary" for
more details. The summary also provides tips for
making backups with hard disks.
Another shortcut command in EZDOS is MOVE.

This performs in one step what DOS requires two
commands to do: It first copies a file to another disk

or directory and then deletes the original file. Normal
ly, DOS would require you to issue separate COPY
and DELete commands for this purpose.
Perhaps the most powerful new EZDOS com

mand is REPEAT. This command causes the com
mand following it to be carried out in the current
directory and every subdirectory within the directory.

As we'll see later, this is especially valuable on sys
tems with hard drives.

The SETCODE command makes it possible to
write batch files containing menus. The batch file can
display a menu with numbered items and then call

EZDOS. EZDOS prompts you for the selection, sets
the ERRORLEVEL code returned to DOS with the val

ue of the number you entered, and then exits. This al

DOS disk.
Many EZDOS commands can send output to a

printer instead of to the screen. Just add the /P (for
Print) switch to the end of the command. This makes
getting a hardcopy a snap.

If you use the /Q (query) switch, many EZDOS
commands will prompt you for confirmation before
the command is carried out. This permits safer dele
tion of files, for example.

There are some special features of the enhanced
EZDOS commands COPY, REName, and DELete.

When you delete or rename files, the name of each
file is displayed in turn. You can watch the effect of
the command, and you have time to recover from a

mistake.
The /D (for Date) switch tells the COPY com
mand to replace a file on the target disk only if the

source file has a more recent creation date. By com
bining the /D switch with the /B (for Backup) switch,
it's easy to copy a file to a disk only if it updates an
older copy of the same file.

If you copy a file that shows 1980 in the date

field, EZDOS assumes the system clock was not set
when the file was created. It corrects this by stamping
the file with the current date and time.

lows you to make a batch file that displays a menu,
accepts input, and then executes the selected function.
See the SETCODE entry in the command summary

for more details.
The REMOVE command makes it easy to clean
up a hard disk cluttered with redundant files. It re

moves all files from a drive or directory which have
the same name in another drive or directory. Com
bined with the enhanced COPY command, REMOVE

also makes it easier to back up a hard disk.
The T command types a text file on the screen,

just like the DOS TYPE command. But unlike TYPE, T

EZDOS Business Backups
The COPY command with the added power of the
EZDOS /T switch can make monthly and quarterly
backups a breeze. You can use this combination to
specify-a certain date (the first day of the month, for
example). Then, at the end of the month, you can
copy all files used in the course of the month to an
other drive. Here's how.

The /T switch ordinarily tells EZDOS to use to
day's files only, but if you enter it another way, it has

accepts wildcard characters to save you repetitive

a different meaning. If you enter it in the form

keystrokes.

/T = mm-dd-yy

Be sure to review the command summary while
experimenting with EZDOS commands. It contains the
command syntax as well as the list of compatible
switches.

(mm-dd-yy means month, day, and year), the COPY
command with the extended /T switch copies all files
having dates the same as or later than the date you
enter. For example, the command
COPY V A: /T=01-01-85

Enhanced Commands

copies all files dated on or later than January 1, 1985

Some EZDOS commands perform functions similar to

from the current directory to drive A. When you use

DOS programs which must be loaded from the DOS

the /T switch extended in this way, EZDOS won't

disk. For example, to reset the screen mode, normally

copy files dated earlier than the date you specify.

you must run the DOS MODE program, But the

EZDOS makes it easy to back up files for any pe

EZDOS CO80 and BW80 commands do much the

riod you wish. You can make quarterly backups, for

same thing. The same is true of the EZDOS HIDE and

instance. At the end of each quarter, enter the date of

UNHIDE commands, which reset the hidden-file attri
bute. (MS-DOS has a program called CHMOD to do

the first day in the quarter in the /T switch. Then use
the COPY command to copy all files used this quarter

this, but PC-DOS doesn't have the program at all.)

to another disk.

Like the DOS TREE program, the EZDOS MAPDISK

command lists the directory structure of a hard drive.
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You can tailor the backup to your needs by ap

pending more EZDOS switches to the COPY com-

mand. For example, if you add the /B (for Backup)

that drive E doesn't actually exist in the same way

switch to the command, files are copied only when

that drive A does. It's a drive letter only, not a drive.

the same filename already exists on the backup disk.
If you add the /P switch, files are copied to the same

The SUBST command temporarily makes the \DOS

directory on the backup disk, and so on.
The following example backs up only .DBF files

directory drive E. (The final command in this series
simply undefines the drive letter E.)
Here's another example. Suppose you want to use

in the \ DBASE subdirectory. It also copies only .DBF

the REMOVE command to delete all of the files in

files changed on or after April 1, 1987:

drive A which are duplicated in a directory called

\PGMS on drive C. Suppose you enter

C:
CDNDBASE

COPY '.DBF A: /B/S/T=04-01-87

Since the /B switch is added, EZDOS copies a
.DBF file only if an earlier version already exists on

drive A. Since the /S (Segment) switch is added,
EZDOS divides any file which is too long to fit on the
drive A disk into parts which can be put on more
than one disk. For more details on switch operations,
see "EZDOS Switches" included with this article.

When you design backup commands to suit your
needs, put them into a batch file. That way, you don't
have to retype the commands each time you use them.
Notice that each part of a date entry must contain
two digits. If the date entry has only one digit, pre
cede it with a zero. For example, /T= 1-1-85 is incor
rect; T = 01-01-85 is the correct way to enter the date.

Pathnames And The DOS SUBST Command
While you can use pathnames in some EZDOS com

REMOVE C:\PGMS \*.* A:

When EZDOS finds the pathname in the command, it
issues an error message. To execute the command

without errors, use SUBST to substitute drive E for the
directory \PGMS. If you enter
SUBST E: C:\PGMS
REMOVE E:V A:
SUBST E: /D

the REMOVE command does what you want it to. As
in the earlier example, the final command returns
drive E to normal.
See your DOS manual for more information on
the SUBST command, and also see the DOS LASTDRIVE command for information on the specification

of drive letters. When you use the SUBST command,
be sure that DOS can find a file called SUBST.EXE.

This file must be in the current directory, or else you
must specify a path to its location.

mands (MOVE, for example), you can't use them in

Customizing EZDOS

others, such as COPY, DELete, RENAME, REMOVE,

Some features of EZDOS—such as function-key defi

T, and P. (Pathnames are the same as directory names

nitions, the ANSI and HELPON/OFF settings, the

and are indicated by a backslash [ \] entered before a

prompt, and the line-25 display—can be made a per

name.)

manent part of the version of EZDOS on the default

If you run DOS 3.1 or higher, however, there's a

drive or directory. This allows you to customize a ver

way you can use pathnames in the EZDOS commands

sion of EZDOS so that the next time you run it, you

which disallow them. The newer versions of DOS

don't have to modify it again. Simply enter the

contain a command called SUBST (for SUBSTitute).

WRITEZ command to write a new version of EZDOS

You can use this command to substitute a drive letter

to the default drive. If you define an unShifted func

for a pathname.

tion key with the Fn command, a new version of EZ

Here's an example. Suppose you want to copy

some, but not all, of the programs in the C: \DOS
directory to drive A. The COPY command plus the

DOS is automatically written to disk with the current
settings.
You can also customize EZDOS to suit your tastes

EZDOS /Q (for Query) switch is ideal for the pur

when loading it from DOS. Enter this command at the

pose, because it prompts you before it copies each file.
This way you can copy only the files that you want to

DOS prompt:
EZ < E2DATA

copy and skip the rest. Suppose you enter

EZDOS loads and then reads the disk file EZDATA.

COPY C: \DOS V*,* A: /Q

This configuration file may contain any EZDOS com

EZDOS sends the command to DOS for execution.

mands. It's a convienient way to quickly define func
tion keys, the EZDOS prompt, and so on, without
entering everything at the EZDOS command line. You
can use any word processor or text editor that is capa
ble of saving plain ASCII text files to create an EZ

When DOS reads the /Q switch, it issues an error
message.

If you use the SUBST command to substitute

drive E for the \ DOS directory, however, EZDOS ex
ecutes the command.
SUBST E: C:\DOS
COPY E:\* A: /Q

DATA file. (Actually, you can use any filename for
the configuration file; just substitute it for EZDATA in

SUBST E: /D

the example above.)
Below is an example of an EZDOS configuration

These commands accomplish what you intend, but
provoke no error message from DOS or EZDOS. Note

file. Notice that it includes the WRITEZ command to
write a version of EZDOS containing the current setJanuary 1988
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tings on the disk. When the following file is executed,

tory called

the key definitions and prompt on line 25 will be as

C:

specified in the file.
Fl 'A:'

CD\
MD \ BASIC
REPEAT MOVE *.BAS C: \BASIC /Q

F3 'FA'

Again, this assumes the hard disk is installed as drive

CF1 'REPEAT

C and that a directory named \ BASIC doesn't al

SF1 'COPY-

\ BASIC:

ready exist. REPEAT goes through all directories on

ANSI
L25

drive C and moves every file with the .BAS extention

1-A: 2-B: 3-FA CF1-REPEAT SF1-COPY

to the newly created \ BASIC directory. You can simi

WRITEZ

QUIT

Important: An EZDO5 configuration file must end
with the QUIT command. Otherwise, the computer
will lock up.

A sample EZDOS configuration file is included on
the magazine disk under the filename EZDATA. You
can modify this file for your own needs.

Hard Drive Management
As mentioned above, the REPEAT command is in
valuable for hard drive housekeeping. It also works

with floppy drives, of course, but is more useful with
hard drives because of their complex directory struc
tures. Think of REPEAT as a sort of "super com
mand" that works across directory boundaries. It

executes the command following it in the current di
rectory and all of the directory's subdirectories. If the

larly move all .DOC files to one directory, and so on.
Note that the command following REPEAT can
be either an EZDOS command or a regular DOS com
mand. If it's an EZDOS command such as MOVE in
the example above, any switches which can be used
with the command are honored. If it's a DOS com
mand, EZDOS passes it along to DOS for execution.

Backing Up Hard Drives
Backing up and restoring a hard disk is much easier
with EZDOS than with regular DOS. Using EZDOS
commands, you can make quick backups of a hard
disk daily by copying only those files which have
changed during the course of the day. They can then
be easily restored, if necessary.
To quickly back up a day's work, you can run a

batch file called BYE.BAT ai the end of the day:

current directory is the root directory, the command

C:
CD\

following REPEAT is executed throughout every di

EZ REPEAT LOG B: /E/P/D

rectory on the drive.

This loads EZDOS, identifies all the files that were

Here's an example. COMMAND.COM—the file

changed today on drive C, and backs them up on

for PC-DOS or MS-DOS—is often present on floppy

drive B. Often it takes only a minute to run. If you fill

disks that are copied to a hard drive. Before long, the

the disk in drive B, EZDOS asks you to insert a new

hard drive is cluttered with redundant copies of

disk. Then it continues to copy.
If you've completely backed up a hard disk on

COMMAND.COM in nearly every directory. To de
lete all of them with one blow, first make sure a copy

floppies, it's easy to completely restore the hard disk

of COMMAND.COM is safely located on another

with EZDOS. To do this, you need a batch file such as

drive and that a COMSPEC command is issued to in

the one below, which we'll call UPDATE.BAT. This

form DOS of its location. (There are instructions for

batch file copies all of the files from the floppy back

placing C0MMAND.COM on a ramdisk earlier in this

up disks to their original subdirectories on the hard

article.) Then load EZDOS and enter the following

drive:

commands, assuming the hard drive is installed as

B:

drive C:

REPEAT COPY B:V C: /P/D
C:

C:
CD\
REPEAT DEL COMMAND.COM /Q

REPEAT moves through every directory on the hard

If you've filled several floppies with BYE.BAT, it will
be necessary to repeat this batch file for each of them.
This leaves only one problem. If you've deleted

drive and executes the DELete command. Since the

any files from the hard drive since the last backup,

/Q switch is appended, EZDOS queries you before

they're still present on the backup disks. When you

deleting each copy of COMMAND.COM.

run UPDATE.BAT, EZDOS puts them back on the

When all of the bothersome COMMAND.COMs
have been deleted, be sure to move one copy of

hard drive where you don't want them. The solution

C0MMAND.COM back into the root directory of the

wanted files from the hard drive after UPDATE.BAT

hard disk from its safe haven on another drive. (You

has been run.

can't boot the computer from the hard drive without it.)
Here's another example. With the following com
mands, you can quickly move all BASIC programs on

hard drive, use the COPY command with the /P

the hard drive—no matter where thev are—to a direc
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is to let the REMOVE command get rid of the un

Here's how. Before you delete a file from the

switch to copy the file to the same directory on a flop
py disk. Use a special floppy kept for this purpose.

This example assumes the floppy is in drive A:
COPY filename.ext A: /?

The special floppy will then have a copy of every pro
gram you've deleted from the hard drive.

Now, after you've run UPDATE.BAT, put the
special floppy in drive A and run a batch file called

CLEANUP.BAT which contains the following commands:
A:

EZ REPEAT REMOVE A:V C: /E/P
C:

This removes all files from the hard drive that are
found on the special floppy in drive A.

EZDOS Switches
Switches are like "minicommands" which can modify

COPY command (unlike DOS COPY) can copy hid

the operation of an EZDOS command in some way.

den files if this switch is used. If the /W switch is

Each consists of one letter preceded by a forward

specified, the hidden files are erased from the target

slash (/). There must be a space between the main

disk before the copy starts.

command and the first switch, but no spaces are

DELETE: Delete hidden files as well as normal files.

needed between following switches. Any number of

/L

switches can be combined following a command, but

RAM below 640K for disk status monitoring. This is

note that some switches have contrary effects and

necessary only if you have RAM in segments D and E

shouldn't be combined.

that has not been initialized before the DSTAT com

/A

As explained in the main article, EZDOS normal

mand is executed or if you're using some expanded

ly translates all semicolons (;) to colons (:) and minus

memory cards. This avoids parity check 2 errors or

Low-memory switch. It forces DSTAT to use

signs ( —) to asterisks (*) for easier typing. The /A

EMS conflicts.

switch stops this translation. Sometimes you need to

/N

enter a semicolon or minus sign on the command line,

switch. The source file is copied only if there is not a

and you can't if EZDOS is translating them into an

copy already on the target disk.

other character.

/P

/B

stead of to the video display. This is useful for making

Backup mode. The EZDOS COPY command

copies a file only if the same filename already exists

The new switch; it's the reverse of the /B backup

The printer switch. Output is sent to LPT1 in

hard copies of directory listings. Do not confuse with

on the target disk.

the other /P switch below.

/C

Clears the screen before displaying any output.

/P

The date or directory switch. It has the following

forces the files to be copied into the same directory on

/D

effects when used with the following commands:

COPY: Copies a file from one disk to another
only when the file on the source disk is newer than
the file on the target disk. This applies only to files
with the same name on both the source and target

disks, and takes into account only the date stamp, not
the time stamp.

F or D: The disk directory is sorted by the date
stamp.

RENAME: EZDOS renames subdirectories con

tained in the current directory instead of renaming
files.

/E End EZDOS after this command. You must al
ways append this switch to EZDOS commands in
batch files. Otherwise, you find yourself at the
EZDOS command line, and subsequent lines in the
batch file are not executed until you exit EZDOS.
Exception: The EZDOS SETCODE command does not
require /E.
/F

Form-feed switch. Send a form feed to the printer

after this command.
/H

Hidden switch. It has the following effects when

used with the following commands:

When used with COPY or LOG, this /P switch

the target drive where they were found on the source
drive. If this directory does not exist, it is created. This
is a good way to restore files without having to keep
track of what directory the files belong in.

/Q

The query switch. It asks for confirmation before

proceeding with each step of the command at hand.

For example, if you have a lot of files with the .BAS
extension on a disk, you can enter COPY *.BAS B:*.*

/Q. One by one, EZDOS displays each filename and
prompts COPY Yes/No/Cancel? This allows you to se

lectively copy the files without remembering and en

tering each filename. The /Q switch also works with
the RENAME and DELETE commands.

/R The remark switch. It prompts the user for a RE
MARK line to be included in the directory listing. This
is useful when printing directory listings.
/S

The segment switch. When backing up files from

high-capacity devices like hard drives or high-density

floppies, the /S switch allows the COPY command to
segment a file across multiple target disks. This allows
you to completely fill the target disk and back up very
large source filers. You must remember to reconstruct
the original file later by recombining the file segments

F or D: Include hidden files in directory listings.

into a single file.

COPY: Hidden files are copied and marked as

/T

hidden files on the target disk. Notice that the EZDOS

The today switch. It forces the command to use

files altered or created today only. Be sure the system
January 1988
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date and time are correct if you plan to use this

/T = 01-01-85 instead of /T =-1-1-85.

switch. To COPY, RENAME, MOVE, or DELETE files

/W

that were made or changed today, add the /T option

mand to delete all files from the target disk before any

to the command. For example, the command COPY
C:*.BAS A: /T copies all .BAS files that were altered
today from drive C to drive A. This makes it easy to
keep current backup copies of your data files without
copying them individually.

The /T switch has an additional function with

the COPY, DELETE, and RENAME commands. If the
command is entered in the form /T = mm-dd-yy (for

The wipeout switch. Use it with the COPY com

files are copied. This is useful when backing up a

hard disk subdirectory on floppies when all the files
won't fit on a single disk. Without the /W option, you

would first have to erase all files from all of the disks
before beginning the copy operation. If /H is also
specified, all hidden files are erased, including DOS, if
present.

/X

Exclude the file-count message after a COPY, RE

month-day-year), only files with dates the same or

NAME, MOVE, or DELETE. This makes BAT files run

later than the specified date are copied, deleted, or re

with no visible messages when you turn ECHO OFF.

named. When specifying the date, you must use lead

Also tells EZDOS directory routines not to pause

ing zeros with single digits {if any). For example, enter

when the screen is full.

EZDOS Command Summary
A summary of EZDOS commands follows. Some com

to 20 characters each. With ANSI.SYS installed, the

mands have a short form which is shown with upper

Shift- and Ctrl-function key strings are limited only

case letters. To execute an EZDOS command, you can

by the ANSI.SYS buffer size (about 200 characters)

enter either the short form or the entire commmand.
Optional parts of an EZDOS command are sur

and may contain several carriage-return characters.

rounded by square brackets ([ ]). Do not type the brack

of the function-key definitions put together, not the

ets. The part of an entry which must be supplied by the

limit for each individual definition.) ANSI.SYS will

user (a filename, for example) is shown in italics.

feed the keystrokes to the currently running program

The optional switches which can be appended to

(Note that the ANSI.SYS buffer size is the limit for all

as they are requested.

each command are also listed here. Each begins with

Any EZDOS command (such as Fn or WRITEZ)

a forward slash (/) and is followed by a single letter.

that writes a new copy of EZDOS to disk also saves

There must be a space between the main command

the ANSI settings, so you don't have to enter these

and the first switch, but subsequent switches may be

changes every time you run EZDOS. You can use the

combined without spaces between them. While any of

STATUS command (see below) to check if EZDOS

the switches listed may be used with a command,

knows that ANSI.SYS is installed.

they can't all be used together; note that some per

BEEP /C/E

form contrary tasks. For a complete explanation of

EZDOS switches, see the accompanying section, "EZ
DOS Switches."

This command merely sounds the speaker. You can

use it in batch files to alert the user that some opera
tion is required or has finished.

[NOJANSI /C/E

BLACK /C/E

This command tells EZDOS whether or not the ANSI

.SYS device driver is installed in the computer. (See
your DOS manual for more information on ANSI

BLUE /C/E
GREEN /C/E
RED /C/E

.SYS.) If you issue the ANSI command to notify

These four commands set the background and border

EZDOS that ANSI.SYS is installed, you can use the K

colors on a color monitor. Text appears in white.

command to send the current function-key definitions

EZDOS automatically returns you to DOS after any of

to ANSI.SYS. Then, when you leave EZDOS with the
QUIT or EXIT command, the function keys remain de

fined as they were when EZDOS was active. This
way, the function-key definitions may be used when

these commands are entered; you can reload EZDOS if
you wish, and the colors remain. If you issue any of

these commands again—assuming the computer hasn't
been rebooted—EZDOS doesn't return you to DOS,

running another program.

To tell EZDOS that ANSI.SYS is not installed, en

BOOT

ter the command NOANSI. That way, EZDOS won't

This handy command reboots the system. A power-on

attempt to pass function-key definitions to the nonex

self-test (POST) is performed, and a complete cold-

istent device driver. Otherwise, you'll see garbage

start is triggered. If the computer has an extended-

characters on the screen.

memory XMA card, it is reset. This command is

Without ANSI.SYS installed, definitions for the
Shift-function keys and Ctrl-function keys are limited

designed to work on all IBM-compatible computers; if
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you have an IBM, see the REBOOT command.

BW40 /C/E
BW80 /C/E

The BW40 command adjusts the system to the 40-

tension of the file you want to copy for source—filename.ext, and the optional new filename and optional
extension for target—filename.ext.

column monochrome (black-and-white) mode; BW80

Unlike the DOS COPY command, the EZDOS

adjusts to the 80-column monochrome mode. Both

COPY command does not allow a pathname. If you

commands are more convenient than the DOS MODE

include a pathname, EZDOS passes the command
along to DOS for regular processing. However, this
will result in an error message if you've appended any
of the EZDOS switches.
Following is an explanation of some of the
switches. See the accompanying section, "EZDOS
Switches," for more information.

command, which must be loaded from the DOS disk
in order to function. Unlike MODE, however, it won't
switch from color to monochrome when both types of
monitors are attached to the computer.
BYE /C/E

This command parks the heads of a hard disk drive.

/B

The file is copied only if that filename already ex

EZDOS consults the disk parameter table to find the
disk landing zone and then seeks that cylinder. This is

ists on the target disk.

safer than assuming the last cylinder is the landing

/D

zone. (If you change your mind after the heads are

name already exists on the target disk, and if the exist
ing file is older than the file being copied.

parked, press the Return key three times to restart the

Similar to /B. The file is copied only if that file

system.)

/N

CFm 'definition' /A/C/E

filename doesn't exist on the target disk.

As described earlier, the CF command defines the

/P Files are copied from the current subdirectory into
a subdirectory with the same name on the target
drive. If the subdirectory doesn't exist on the target
disk, EZDOS creates it. This switch makes it easier to
back up and restore hard disks, since you don't need

Ctrl-function key combinations. Only Ctrl-Fl through
Ctrl-F6 can be defined with the CF command; the
other Ctrl-function key combinations are inaccessible.
Substitute the number of the function key (1-6) for n.

The reverse of /B. The file is copied only if that

Example:

to keep track of which files belong in what directories.
Note that the /P switch doesn't make a new directory
for subdirectories within the current subdirectory, nor

CFl 'DB"

does it copy files from within the sub-subdirectory.

Substitute your function-key definition for definition;
be sure to surround it with single quotation marks.

This defines Ctrl-Fl to display an uncompressed disk

/Q

directory of drive B when pressed. Note the carriage-

before each file is copied. If there isn't enough room

return character (*).

left on the target disk to copy a file, EZDOS lets you

To make the assignment permanent, use the
WRITEZ command.

If the ANSI.SYS device driver is not installed in

EZDOS queries the user with Yes/No /Cancel

know. You can then either change the disk (or the
drive) to copy the file. If you don't make the change,
EZDOS skips the file that doesn't fit on the target disk

the computer, the CF definition is limited to 20 char

and tries to copy the next file; some of the files re

acters. Longer strings can be defined when ANSI.SYS

maining to be copied may be small enough to fit the

is installed and EZDOS has been notified of that fact

available space.

with the ANSI command. See above entry for the
ANSI command.
CO40 /C/E
CO80 /C/E

/S

Allows one source file to be put on several target

disks if the source file is too long to fit on one disk.
EZDOS copies the portion of the file that fits on the
target disk and then prompts you to insert a new tar

These commands are the counterparts to the BW40

get disk to hold the remainder. Before using a file di

and BW80 commands described above. They adjust

vided in this manner, you must remember to recombine

the system for either the 40- or 80-column color

the segments.

modes without using the DOS MODE command.
They are more convenient than using MODE, which
must be loaded from the DOS disk in order to func
tion. Some application programs (such as Lotus 1-2-3)
end in monochrome mode; CO40 and CO80 provide
an easy way to return to color mode.
COpy [resource—filename[.ext] [x:][target—filename][.ext]
/A/B/C/D/E/H/N/P/Q/S/T/W/X

/T

Only those files which contain today's system

date and time are copied. If the command is entered
in the form /T = mm-dd-yy (where mm-dd-yy is a
month-day-year), only files with dates the same as or
later than the specified date are copied. Note: You

must enter the date with leading zeros before single
digits. Example: /T = 01-02-86, not /T = l-2-86.

/W

All files are deleted from the target disk before

EZDOS's COPY command is similar to the regular

the first file is copied. EZDOS displays a warning first

DOS COPY, but has some important differences and

as a safety measure. If /H is also used, the hidden

enhancements. Its basic function, of course, is to copy
a source file to a target file. Substitute the appropriate

be used to remove DOS from a disk you're using for

drive identifiers for x;, the filename and optional ex

data storage only.

files are removed as well as the regular files. This can
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Many people are accustomed to using the DOS

ated. The disk space used by the selected files is

COPY command to create short batch files by copying

shown, along with the free space left on the disk. The

console input to a disk file—such as COPY CON

directory display automatically pauses and waits for a
keystroke if it won't fit on the screen. If you don't
want the display to pause, use the /X switch.

filename.bat. If you try this with EZDOS, the operation

terminates the first time you press Enter/Return. To
get around this, bypass EZDOS by using the X com
mand, as in X COPY CON filename.bat. This tempo

rarily passes control to DOS for the COPY.
D [x:][filettame][.ext] /A/C/D/E/F/H/P/R/S/T/O

DELete [x;]filcnttme[.ext] /A/C/E/Q/T

Like the DOS DEL command, this command deletes
the specified file. The optional switches, however,
make it more versatile. Also, it displays the filenames

This short command displays a directory for drive x:

as they're deleted. Unlike the DOS command, though,

with filenames sorted in alphabetical order. The drive

it cannot accept a path in the filename. If a pathname

identifier can be combined with the command to

is indicated by the presence of a backslash ( \), the

speed typing. For example, DA gives the directory list

command is passed to DOS for execution and the

ing for drive A, DB for drive B, and so on. To selec

EZDOS switches won't be recognized.

tively display certain files in the directory, substitute

With the /T switch, only those files which match

the appropriate characters for filename.ext. For in

the system date are deleted. With the /Q switch,

stance, the command DB *.DOC displays all the files

EZDOS prompts you before deleting each file.

on drive B ending with the extension .DOC.

DPARM /C/E

The /D switch sorts by date; /S sorts by file size;
/O switches off sorting altogether (like DOS).

Unlike the DOS DIR command, D cannot be used
to display a directory listing for a directory outside the
current directory. Use the DOS DIR command to read
outside directories.
The D directory list contains the disk's volume la

This command adjusts the timing parameters for flop
py disk drives to allow faster and quieter operation. It
should be used only on an IBM PC or XT but not on a

PCjr, PC AT, or compatible. If you're using DRIVER
.SYS to support 3V2-inch drives, do not use DPARM.
[NOJDRIVE /C/E

bel (if one was assigned when the disk was format

The DRIVE command includes the default-drive letter

ted), the path, drive, and the disk name (see NAME

in the EZDOS command-line prompt; NODRIVE ex

command). Each file is accompanied by the file size

cludes the drive identifier from the prompt.

and date/time stamp indicating when the file was cre

DSTAT /C/E/L

Everything you need to know about buying
an IBM PC, compatible, or portable—all in an easy-to-understand,
convenient format.
COMPUTEPs Buyer's Guide to IBM PCs, Compatibles,
and Portables
Robert Wolenik
ISBN 0-87455-123-4
$12.95
This comprehensive guide to PC compatibles and portables
includes all the information needed to make intelligent
decisions about the purchase of an IBM PC or compatible.
For each computer, we've included a concise review, and
discussions of the computer's background, features and poten
tial drawbacks, as well as technical data. The author of

COMPUTE! s Buyer's Guide to IBM PCs, Compatibles, and
Portables has authored or co-authored more than a dozen
computer books including the highly successful Buyer's Guide
to Home Computers.

To order COMPUTE! books, call toll free 1-800-346-6767 (in NY 212-887-8525) or write COMPUTE! Books,
Customer Service. P.O. Box 5038. F.D.R. Station, New York, NY 10150. Customer Service hours are 10:00 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. and 1:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. Eastern time Monday through Friday. Please add $2.00 per book U.S. and
surface mail or $5.00 air mail shipping and handling. NC residents add 5 percent sales tax and NY residents add
8.25 percent sales tax. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.
COMPUTE books arc available outside the I'nued Slates from

subsidiaries of McGraw-Hill International Book Company.

COMPUTE! Publicationsjnc®
Cnn-tal Cities/ABC
Dties/ARC: me
Inc. Company
Cnmrjanv
A CoO'toi

This installs a resident extension to DOS that handles

bined with the command to speed up typing. FA gives

disk input/output. If any disk errors occur, you'll see

the directory listing for drive A, FB for drive B, and so

a message in the upper right corner of the screen

on. Unlike the D command, the list produced by F is

which shows a summary of disk activity, including

compressed. It displays the filenames in four columns,

the track and sector of the last disk error. DSTAT is a

along with the disk name and label (if any), the path,

memory-resident (TSR) function, so installing it causes

the file sizes, the disk space used by the selected files,

EZDOS to terminate. Simply run EZDOS again.

and the free space on the disk.

When DSTAT is installed, details of any disk I/O
errors can be reviewed with the STATUS command.

If you use the /S switch, the list is sorted by file
size; /D sorts the list by date; /O displays an unsort-

ed list, like DOS. The screen display pauses and waits

DUMP [*:][ \path \]filename[.ext] /A/C/E/F/P

This displays the contents of the selected file in both
hexadecimal (base 16) numbers and ASCII (plain text)
in blocks of 128 bytes. The last block is padded with

zeros to make it easier to find the end of the file. Use
the /P (Print) switch to send the listing to your print
er. No wildcard characters may be used.

for a keystroke when the screen is full. If you don't
want the display to pause, use the /X switch.

Unlike the DOS DIR command, F cannot be used
to get a directory listing for a directory outside the
current directory. Use the DOS DIR command to read
outside directories.
Fm 'definition' /A/C/E

EXIT /c

This command ends EZDOS and returns to normal
DOS. There is another use for EXIT besides leaving
EZDOS. If you want to install a memory-resident

As described earlier, the Fn command defines the

function keys F1-F10. Substitute the number of the
function key for n; substitute your own definition for
definition. Remember to enclose it in single quotation

(TSR) program, you must EXIT to DOS, install the
program, and then rerun EZDOS. Memory-resident
programs cannot be installed from within EZDOS, but
they can be active while using EZDOS. A synonym
for EXIT is QUIT.

marks. To append a carriage-return character to a def
inition (this makes the function key execute with a
single keypress), type the caret character (").

Defining a function key with Fn automatically
saves a new copy of EZDOS in the current directory

F [x:][filemwte][.ext\ /A/C/D/E/F/H/O/P/R/S/T/X

with the filename EZ.COM. This makes it possible to

This command displays an abbreviated directory list,

have different versions of EZDOS on different disks or

sorted alphabetically. The drive identifier can be com

in different directories with function keys defined ap-

EXPLORE

I-N-S-I-D-E

IBM
PS2

the Power of the
New PS/2 Computers
from IBM

IBM PERSONAL

C

SYSTEM/2

Inside the IBM Personal System/2
Dennis L. Foster

ISBN 0-87455-129-3

SI 9.95

COMPUTEI's Inside the IBM Personal System/2 is the definitive book on

the new IBM personal computers. In clear, understandable prose, the book
covers everything from the entry-level Models 25 and 30 through the highpowered Model 80. Written by an expert on both IBM hardware and software. In
side the IBM Personal System/2 is an indispensable tutorial and reference guide for
software designers, data processing professionals, component engineers, and anyone

else interested in learning more about the Personal System/2 line of computers.
To order COMPUTE! books, call toll free 1-800-346-6767 (in NY 212-887-8525) or write COMPUTE' Books, Customer Service.
P.O. Box 5038, FD.R. Station. New York. NY 10150.

Customer Service hours are 10:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and 1:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. Eastern Time, Monday through Friday.

Please add S2.00 per book shipping and handling. NC residents add 5 percent sales tax and NY residents add 8.25
percent sales tax.

Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

COMPUTE1 books are avoiiable outside the Unites States from
subsidiaries Of McGraw-Hill International Book Company

COMPUTE! PublicationsJnc®
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propriately to a specific task.
Because the definitions are stored in the program,

That way, if you exit from EZDOS with the EXIT or

the string length of a definition is limited to ten char

QUIT commands, the function keys remain defined.
If you run an application program from EZDOS,

acters. If you want to use longer strings, define the

however, the un-Shifted function keys F1-F10 are re

Shift-function key and Ctrl-function key combina

turned to normal. This keeps them from interfering

tions. (See the SF and CF commands.)

with the application program's own function-key defi

The key definitions for F1-F10 are shut off when

nitions. The Shift-function key and Ctrl-function key

you run an application program from EZDOS. This is

combinations remain defined.

done to prevent interference with the application pro

L25 /A/C/E

gram's own function-key definitions. The Shift-func

This command prompts you to enter a new message

tion key and Ctrl-function key definitions are not shut
off, however, when ANSI.SYS is installed. This allows
you to define these keys for use in an application pro
gram. (See the ANSI command.)

If the Fh command is sometimes reluctant to ac
cept a definition, it may be because the ANSI.SYS de
vice driver is installed and you have not notified
EZDOS of this fact with the ANSI command. Use the

STATUS command to find out if the copy of EZDOS
you're using knows that ANSI.SYS is installed.

which is displayed in reverse video on line 25 (the
bottom line) of the screen. Just enter the text as you
want it to appear. If you want a space to appear in
normal video, enter a tilde (—). You can use this line
to display function-key reminders and so on.

When you use the L25 command, EZDOS auto
matically saves a new version of itself in the default

directory under the filename EZ.COM. The new line
25 then appears whenever you load this version.

An easy way to define a function-key reminder

Help /C/E/H/P/X

line is to type a number representing the function key

This command displays the EZDOS help screens (note

and then press the function key itself to display its

that you can type H or HELP). If there is a file named

string. Don't use this method, however, if the key

EZHELP.DOC in the current directory, it is displayed

definition includes a carriage return (indicated by a

or printed (see HELPON below). The help file can be

caret *). Otherwise, the function key is executed.

the EZDOS help file or a help file for some other pro

The reminder line is limited to 80 characters.

gram—simply rename your alternate help file EZHELP

Since the EZDOS program calls a standard DOS func

.DOC. The /H switch displays an extra screen that

tion to display the line, you can't use a dollar sign ($)

contains commands used less often.

in the text. (The dollar sign is the character DOS uses

HELPON /C

to recognize the end of a line.)

HELPOFF /C

Label x:\volumelabel] /A/E

HELPON (the default status) tells EZDOS to display

the file EZHELP.DOC after displaying the internal
help screens. Be sure EZHELP.DOC is in the current
directory or drive, or you'll receive an error message.

HELPOFF disables this action, but you'll still get the
internal help screens. After changing this setting, you
may use WRITEZ to preserve the selection.

With this command you can display the volume label
(if any) for the drive specified by %\, or specify a new
volumelabel of up to 11 characters. The label shows up
in directory listings. Note that the abbreviated form of
this command is L.
LOG [x:] /C/E/P/Q

The LOG command copies all files created or changed

HIDE [x:]filename[.ext] /C/E

today to the drive specified by X;. It is equivalent to

This hides the specified file or subdirectory. Hidden

the EZDOS command COPY *.* [*:] /D/T. LOG

files don't show in a directory listing, and the DOS

COPY command can't copy them. Use UNHIDE to
make the file or subdirectory visible again.
ID ON text
IDOFF

These commands affect the EZDOS command-line
prompt. IDON text allows you to define up to 24

characters in the prompt to add identifying text or
comments. For instance, the command IDON

WINDOW = A adds the text WINDOW = A to the
prompt. IDOFF removes the text from the prompt.
K/C/E

copies today's files only once, so subsequent changes
in today's files made today won't be sent to the speci

fied disk. If you don't specify a drive, EZDOS copies
the files to the drive you specified in the previous
LOG command. If you never specified a drive, EZDOS
copies the files to drive A. If you change the target

drive with LOG and want to make the change perma
nent, use the WRITEZ command to save a new copy
of EZDOS on disk. You can find out which drive is
the default LOG drive with the STATUS command.
If the target drive has a subdirectory with the
same name as the current subdirectory on the source
drive, EZDOS copies the files to that subdirectory. For

This command turns on the function-key settings for

instance, suppose you're working in the ASMDISK di

keys F1-F10 and displays the line-25 text (as defined

rectory on drive C, and you type LOG D. If there is a

by the L25 command). If ANSI.SYS is installed and

directory called ASMDISK on drive D, EZDOS copies

you've notified EZDOS of that fact with the ANSI

the files changed today into D: \ ASMDISK. Other
wise, EZDOS copies them into the current directory

command, the stored key strings are passed as well.
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on D.

The /P switch tells EZDO5 to create a subdirec
tory on the target drive with the same name as the
current directory on the source drive. This allows you
to LOG files with the same name, but from different
subdirectories. Then it's easier to sort them out later,
when they're needed.
Since the LOG command reads the system date
to determine which files to copy, be sure the data is

correct before using the command.
MAPDISK [.r:] /C/E/F/H/P

can print several files.
PATH

This shows the current DOS PATH settings. Unlike
the DOS PATH command, however, the EZDOS
PATH command cannot be used to change the PATH
settings. EZDOS uses only the environment it inherits
when it loads, so the PATH must be set before EZDOS
is loaded.
PATHON /C/E

PATHOFF /C/E

This includes or excludes the current directory name

This command displays the directory and subdirectory

in the system prompt.

structure on the specified drive. This is similar to the

PDS /C/E

DOS TREE program, but you don't have to load it

from the DOS disk.
MOVE [source—path]source—filename\.ext\ [target—path]
/A/C/E/Q/T/X

This command moves a file from the specified directo
ry to the target directory on the same drive. It is a
more convenient alternative to copying the file into
the target directory and then deleting the original

from the source directory.
If you don't specify the source directory, EZDOS
assumes the file is in the current directory. If you
don't specify the target directory, EZDOS moves the
file to the current directory.
With the /T switch, only files with alteration
dates matching the current system date are moved.

With /Q, files aren't moved until you confirm your
action by pressing a key.
Keep in mind that MOVE can't be used to move

files to or from directories on another drive; it is for
use on the current drive only.
Name x:[netv name]

The 11-character volume labels permitted by DOS
sometimes aren't enough to adequately identify your
disks. The EZDOS Name command (abbreviated N)

allows you to specify as many as 60 characters for a
disk name. EZDOS displays the name when you list
disk directories with the D or F commands, but not

the DOS DIR command. The Name command works
only with double-sided 5V4-inch disks.
NK /C/E

This command turns off the F1-F10 function-key defi
nitions as defined with the Fn command, and it also
turns off the line-25 display. (See the K command,
which turns these features back on.)
NONUMLK /C/E

This turns off the Num Lock key. It's useful to include
this command in an AUTOEXEC.BAT file if you have
an AT-style enhanced keyboard. These computers irri-

tatingly boot up with the Num Lock key turned on.
P [x:]filename[.ext] /C/E/F/X

This sets an IBM Graphics Printer or compatible to
double-strike mode.
P3 /C/E
P6 /C/E
P8 /C/E

These commands are for configuring an IBM Graphics
Printer or compatible. P3 specifies 3 lines per inch
and 30 lines per page (double-spacing). P6 selects 6
lines per inch and 60 lines per page (single-spacing).

P8 selects 8 lines per inch and 80 lines per page. If
you use P8, also set the printer to 132 columns with
the P132 command. Otherwise, the lines might overlap.
P132 /C/E
PP132 /C/E

Both of these commands set an IBM Graphics Printer

or compatible for compressed print mode, 8 lines per
inch, and 80 lines per page. P132 should be used for
unformatted documents (no embedded form feeds),
while PP132 should be used for documents that are
already formatted (have form feeds).
PTINY /C/E
PPTINY /C/E

These commands configure an IBM Graphics Printer
or compatible for very small print (15 lines per inch,

132 columns). PTINY also sets the printer to skip the
page perforations for unformatted files. The PPTINY
command is for use with files that include form feeds.
If your printer overlaps lines, use the P3 command to

set double-spacing before executing this command.
Quit

This command (abbreviated form: Q) ends EZDOS
and returns you to normal DOS. Identical to the EXIT
command.
REBOOT /C/X

Use this command only with IBM PCs and XTs—not

with ATs or compatibles. If your system has a non
maskable interrupt (NMI) switch installed, this com
mand reboots the system when you activate the

switch. REBOOT installs a small keyboard routine that
causes a fast boot when the Ctrl-Alt-Del keys are

The P command prints the specified files on the print

pressed simultaneously. To trigger a cold start, press

er. With the /F switch appended, EZDOS sends a

the Ctrl-Alt-Ins combination instead of Ctrl-Alt-Del.

form feed to the printer after printing each file. The

filename can include wildcards, so a single command

Note: This should be the first command in an

AUTOEXEC.BAT file that loads EZDOS, since it saves
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Lyco Computer
Marketing & Consultants

PC SOFTWARE

Lyco Means Total Service.
Access:

Wld. Cl. Leader Board . $27.95
10th Frame

$27.95

Activision

Pebble Beach Golf ...... S22.95

Champ. Baseball

£22.95

Champ. Basketball

$22.95

Zork Trilogy

$39.95

Leather Goddesses . . $22.95
Moonmist

$22.95

Broderbund:

Mark

'Mac" Bowser, Sales Mr.nager

1 would personally like lo thank all of our past customers for helping lo
make Lyco Computer one of the largest mail order companies and a
leader in the industry. Also, I would like lo exiena my personal invitation lo
all computer enlnusiasts who have noi e«per<enced the services thai we pro

vide Please call our trained sales stall ai our toll-free number 10 inquire
aboul our diverse product line and weekly specials

First and foremost our philosophy is to keep abreast ol the changing
market so that we can provide you with not only factory-fresh merchandise
but also the newest models oliered by tne manulacturers al the absolute besl
possible prices We oiler ine wiaest selection ol computer nardware. soft

ware and accessories

Ancienl Aft ol War

S25.95

PrinlSnop

S32.95

Prim Shop Compan

$31.95

Graphic Lib. I or II

$19.95

Karateka

$19.95

Toy Shop

$22.95

Bank SI. Writer +

$44.95

Epyx:

Apshai Tnlogy

TO ORDER, CALL TOLL-FREE: 1-800-233-8760

New PA Wats: 1-800-233-8760
Outside Continental US Call: 1-717-494-1030

Prinl Master ( + )

,, $29.95

M«roleag. Baseball .... S22.95

Fords & Borders

. $1795

General Manager

$16.95

Stat Dis*

$13.95

'86 Team Disk

$11.95

Micro prose:

T [mo works:

Swiftcalc

$39.95

Wordwrrter

$34 95

Conflict in Vietnam

$22.95

St ra teg 1 c S i m u 1 at f on a:

Crusade in Europe

$22.95

Road War 2000

Decision m Desert

$22.95

Kamplgruppe

$22.95
. $33.95

F-15 Stnke Eagle

$22.95

Shard of Spring

Sfleni Service

$22.95

Battle of Ante tie m

Gunship

$27.95

Computer Baseball ... .... $7.95

Origin:

Ultima I

$22.95

Ultima Ml

$22.95

Ultima IV

$33.95

$22.95
.. $33.95

Gettysburg

£33.95

Wizards Crown

$22.95

Chickamauga

$33.95

¥

Printer

$11.95

Scenery Japan

$17.95

Rogue

$16.95

Scenery San Fran

$17.95

200 sheel laser

. $9 95

St. Sports Basketball... $22.95

Scenery #1-#6

$64.95

1000 sheet laser

$19 r:

Sub Battle Simulator ... S22.95

Flight Simulator

$34.95

150shee! ivory. 201b ... . S9.95

$31.49

w

Paper

i_

WE STOCK OVER
■R
5000 SOFTWARE TITLES!
TLES!
THOMSONS

Monitors

4120 Monitor
14" RGBI video

Thomson:

230 Amber TTL'12"

$85

450 Amber TTL'15"

S149

980 White TTL/20"

$695

4120 CGA

$225.95

4160 CGA

$289

4460 EGA

$359

composite analog

Compahble with IBM
and Commodore
RGB tfaia cable

included

$225 95

Zenith:

ZVM 1220

$89

ZVU 1230

$89

Modems

For Customer Service, call 1-717-494-1670

■

9AM to 5PM. Mon. - Fn

•Co.-

Blue Chip:

Or wnfe Lyco Ccmpuier. Inc
PO. Box 5088. Jersey Shore, pa 17740
Hlak-Frn Policy

• Mi r

• p"ce» snow is casn o-

■ nlwnatonji

jm 15 s ui

Lu <<,-u»

F>*

r

Movie Monster

ty. or prices

in-stock invenlory. besl price, service thai can'i be beat—we'vo 901 il all here

Micro Isagua:

Subloglc:

10 your quesnons aboul me status of an order, warrantees, produci availabilr-

I can'i see why anyone would shop anywhere else Selection from our huge

$49.95

Jet Simulator

Once you've placed your order with Lyco. we don't lorget about you.
Our friendly, professional customer service representatives will find answers

at Lyco Compute'

News Master

$15.95

trained sales stall is knowledgeable about all t*e products we stock ana is
happy to answer any gues:icns you may nave We will do our besl 10 make
sure that the product you select will fit your application We also have Satur
day hours — one more reason to call us for all your computer needs

deposit required on C.O.D. orders. Air freight or UPS Blue/Red Label shipping
is available, too And all products carry the lull manufaclurers' warranties

$14.95

$25.95

$22 95

Our

within 24 hours. Free shipping on prepaid orders over $50, and there is no

Art Gallery 2

Guild of Thieves

Destroyer

companies have a toll-free number for ordering, but if you just want 10 ask a

Lyco Computer stocks a multlmillon dollar Inventory of factory-fresh
merchandise. Chances are we have exactly what you want right in our ware
house. And that means you'll get it fast. In lact, orders are normally shipped

Unison World:
$25.95

Create A Calendar

Feel free to call Lyco if you want to know more about a particular item. I
can't slress enough lhat our toll-free number is not |us! lor o'ders Many
question aboul a product, you have 10 make a toll call Not at Lyco

$11.95

Firebird:

Slarglider

BCM 12" Green TTL

$79

BCM 12" Amber TTL

$89

BCM 14"Cofor

$259.95

• we crwc* hM CTftQrT ca

NEC:

Multisync

$549

Avttex:
1200i PC Card
1200hc Modem

$89.95
$95.95

2400

S209.95

2400i PC Card

5199 95

Hayes:

Smanmodem 300

$125

Compare & Savo $24.00

Smartmodem 1200

$369

Thorn son 4375 Ultra Scan $525.95

Smartmodem 2400

$559

1-800-233-8760

PRINTERS
EPSON

Panasonic

IO8O1 Model II

$157.95

1091i Model II

S179.95

1092i

$295

NP-10

S134.95

1592

$379

NX-10

S149.95

1595

$419

NX-10C w/interface

S165.95

3131

$259

NL-10

$199.95

3151

$399

NX-15

S289.95

SCALL

ND-10

S259.95

S549.95

ND-15

$375.95

NR-15

S409.95

NB-15 24 Pin

S699.95

NB24-10 24 Ptn

$409.95

NB24-15 24 Pin

$549.95

KXP 4450 User

1524 24 Pin

SILVER REED

EXP 420P
EXP 60OP

$199
$499

EXP 8O0P

$649

321SL

$489

$175.95

3P 180AJ

S124.95

FX86E

J289.95

SP 180VC

$124.95

FX286E

$429.95

SP 10O0VC

$135.95

EX800

$374.95

SP 1200VC

$144.95

EX1000

$489.95

SP 1200Ai

$155.95

LQ800

$369.95

SP 120OASRS232

$155.95

LO1000

$549.95

SLBOAi

$295.95

LQ2500

$649.95

MP1300Ai

$269.95

$LOW

MP5300Ai

$375.95

LQ850

S499.95

8P5420Ai

SS7S.95

LQ1050

$679.95

SP Series Ribbon

GQ3500

OKIPAB

Toshiba

#CITIZEN

SEIKOSHA

LX800

Okimate 20

$179.95

120

$189.95

180

$219.95

182

$229.95

192+

$289.95

193+

S429.95

I20D

S159.95

341 SL

$659

HSP-10

$259.95

P351 Model II

$899

MSP-20

$289.95

MSP-15

$324.95

MSP-25

S389.95

MSP-50

$375

025

$499.95

292 vv'interface

$409.95

MSP-55

SCALL

535

$779.95

293 w/inlerface

$549.95

294 w/intertace

$789.95

393

$939.95

Premiere 35

$464.95

Tribute 224

S624.95

IL

DIABLO

120 cps Draft

NX-10

Selection

100 cps draft

NLQ Mode

20 cps NLQ

$429

BROTHER
M11O9

$195

M1409

$299

M1509

$365

M1709

$475

Twinwriter 6 Do! & Daisy

$899

M1724L

$625

HH20

$339

HR40

$569

HR60

$709.95

Panasonic

SEIKOSHA

EZ Front Panel

$349

SK3005 Ai
$119

Okimate 20 w/cart

$7.95

SK3000 Ai

SP 180Ai

1080i Modelll
Now 150 cps
Draft Mode

NLQ Mode

$157

$14995
<s> BLUE CHIP
PERSONAL
COMPUTER
100% IBM

<D BLUE CHIP special

PC
COMPATIBLE
HARDWARE
PC 5vi Drive
MS DOS

t

• Blue Chip
Personal Computer
• Seagate 20 Meg

$119

Basic Soft

$59

BCM 12G Gr TTL Monitor

$79

BCM 12A Am. TTL Monitor

$89

Hard Drive

$749 95

BCM 14C Color RGB Monitor .. $259.95

(Green, amber
& color monitors
available)

AATARI
PC

SCC CG Color Card

$94.99

SCPC PCXT Comp

$559

Avatex Graphics Card

$169

Zuckertoard

$CALL

lomege Bernoulli

$CALL

Hercules

$CALL

AST

SCALL

(Hard drive musl
be installed)

m BLUE CHIP PC
Double Floppy

&P Seagate

System

Second Drive +

2U meg kit

$275.95"

30 meg kit

$315.95"

40 meg kit

$489.95'

"Drives include controller

WE WILL NOT
BE UNDERSOLD!

40 meg w/o controller

$425.95

Join the thousands who shop Lyco and Save!

Installation

Kit Included

$579 95

the interrupt vectors when executed. This is necessary

screen and press Scroll Lock, the display pauses after

for the reboot process to work properly.

showing 22 lines. Press the right Shift key to display

REMOVE [xl:]filename[.ext] [xl:] /E/N/P/Q/X/!

This command can be used to remove files from
drives or subdirectories in two different ways. It
builds a list of the files on drive xl: which have the

same name as the files on drive xl: and deletes all of
these duplicate files from x2: (unless you use the /N
switch; see below). If you don't specify x2:, EZDOS

defaults to the current drive or directory. The filename
and extension can include wildcard characters.
Example 1. Suppose you have a large program

subdirectory (C: \ PROGRAMS) which contains all of
the programs you normally use. You've received an
update to one of the software packages and wish to

22 more lines. Press the left Shift key to advance 1
line at a time.

When you've paused the display with Scroll
Lock, you'll see a message in the top right corner of
the screen. Since SCROLL installs itself as a memoryresident DOS extension, it terminates EZDOS; you'll
have to reload EZDOS if you wish.
Note: SCROLL uses the computer's Basic Input/
Output System (BIOS), which varies between systems.
It may not work correctly on some computers. It also
takes over the INT 10 interrupt vector, so it may con

flict with the color commands.
SET

remove the files associated with the older version.

This shows the current DOS environment, including

These files are scattered throughout the subdirectory

the PATH and the value of the COMSPEC variable.

and will take quite some time to identify and delete

Unlike the DOS SET command, it cannot be used to

individually.

change the environment. EZDOS uses only the envi

The REMOVE command can help with this prob

ronment it inherits when it is loaded, so this must be

lem. Put the original software disk for the old version

set before loading EZDOS. (See your DOS manual for

in drive A. Change directories to the directory with the

more details on SET and PATH.)

programs you want to delete (in this case, CD

SETCODE /C

C: \ PROGRAMS). Then enter the command REMOVE

A:*.* C.\ This tells EZDOS to build a list of all of the
files in the directory of drive A, and then to delete any
file from drive C which has the same filename and ex
tension. For safety, add the /Q switch to the com
mand. EZDOS then prompts you before each deletion.

Example 2. You have two disks, or a disk and
subdirectory, that should contain the same files. A di

rectory listing of the first disk shows 185 files, while
the second contains only 183 files. You want to iden
tify and remove the two extra files without deleting
and recopying all 183 files. REMOVE with the /N
switch can help here. The command REMOVE A:*.* C:

/N tells EZDOS to read the directory on drive A; to
check drive C to see if each of the files found on drive
A are also contained in its directory; and, finally, to
delete from drive A any file that is not in the drive C

directory. Again, use the /Q option for added safety.
REName [x:]present—name[.ext] [x:]new-Jtame[.ext]
/A/C/D/E/T/Q/X

This command uses EZDOS to get user input in a

batch file. This allows you to put menus into batch
files. You can display menu choices with the ECHO
command and then call EZDOS to get a response
from the user. When the user enters one or two digits,
SETCODE sets the return ERRORLEVEL to the value
the user selected. DOS then compares the return code
to the ERRORLEVELs in subsequent lines of the batch
file and sends control to a specified batch-file label.
For example, here's a batch file you might pre
pare for a new or inexperienced user (or even for
yourself, to save time and trouble):
ECHO OFF
:SELECT
ECHO Select program to run:
ECHO 1. Word processor

ECHO 2. Spreadsheet
ECHO 3. Database manager
EZ SETCODE
IF ERRORLEVEL==3 GOTO DB
IF ERRORLEVEL==2 GOTO SS
IF ERRORLEVEL==1 GOTO WP

This command is similar to the DOS RENAME com
mand, but the switches add flexibility. It also displays
filenames as they are changed. Unlike the DOS RE

NAME command, however, it cannot handle a path
name (inclusion of a backslash). If the command
contains a backslash, EZDOS passes it along to DOS
for execution and the effect of the switches is lost.
If you append the /D switch, you can rename
subdirectories instead of files. Only subdirectories in
the current directory are renamed. Only one directory

level can be renamed at a time, since the RENAME
function can't handle a path specification.

GOTO SELECT
:DB
B:DBASE
GOTO SELECT

:SS
C: \ PROGRAMS \ LOTUS
GOTO SELECT
:WP

C:WORD

GOTO SELECT

When the user enters 1, 2, or 3, the batch file
sends control to the labels WP, SS, or DB, respective
ly. Following these labels are commands to run the
appropriate programs.

Notice that ERRORLEVEL codes must always be

SCROLL

inserted in the batch file in descending order, since

The SCROLL command installs a DOS extension that

DOS searches for an ERRORLEVEL which is either

honors the Scroll Lock key. When you list data on the

equal to or less than the code returned by SETCODE.
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COMPUTER CREATIONS INC.
COMPARISON SHOPPING?

STOP

MOST FEATURES FOR THE BEST PRIC

CONNEXION

Personal Computer
Systems

BUSINESS SYSTEM - MINI AT

PERSONAL SYSTEM - XT

$699

$399

'*Bi

Turbo 8088-2 CPU - 4.77/8 MHZ

B0286 CPU-6/10 MHZ
1 MB Motherboard at 120NS (512K Installed)

640K Ram Motherboard (256K Installed)
One DS/DD 360K Floppy Drive
Floppy Drive Controller

Mini AT Style Case w/Keylock Protection

Power 8 Hard Disk Indication LEDS
Hardware Reset Button

Monochrome (Hercules Compatible) or Color Graphics Card
Heavy Duty 150 Watt Power Supply

Clock/Calendar w/Battery Back-Up

64 Key AT Style Keyboard

84 Key AT Style Keyboard

Eight Slots: Six 16 Bit/Two 8 Bit

180 Watt Power Supply
Monochrome (Hercules Compatible) or Color Graphics Card
Fully Compatible BIOS Installed

Optional 80287 Math Co-Processor Socket

Eight Expansion Slots
Slide Metal Case

Fully Compatible BIOS Installed
Optional 8087-2 Math Co-Processor Socket
Ready tor Network Interlace

Speaker for Audio Use
Guaranteed to Operate Commercial Software
Assembled and Fully Tested

Ready for Network Interface
Speaker for Audio Use

Systems Manual

One Year Warranty - Parts 8 Labor

Guaranteed to Operate Commercial Software
Assembled and Fully Tested

One Year Warranty - Paris 8 Labor

AOD THESE ITEMS TO ENHANCE YOUR SYSTEM

XT or AT OPTIONS
Additional Memory Up to IMS
1.2MB DS/DD Floppy Drive
1.2MB/36OK Floppy Drive Controller
360K DS/DD Floppy Drive

3M Inch 72OK DS/DD Floppy Drive
Seagate 20 Meg Hard Drive
Seagate 40 Meg Hard Drive
Seagate 80 Meg Hard Drive
Floppy/Hard Drive Controller
SerlBl/Paraiiel Card
Multi I/O Card O/K Memory
12 MHZ Motherboard

$
S
$
S

59
99
65
79

$129
$229
$469
$999
$139
$ 49
$189
$ 49

O Walt State

S 49

80287 Math Co-Procesaor

$219

Tape Back-Up 60 Meg

$599

X/T OP

104 Key Enhanced Keyboard

$ 20

Internal 2400 Baud Modem

$199

Internal 300/1200 Baud Modern

$ 69

EGAGraphicsCard(Hercu!esComp.} $129
TTL Green Monitor
$ 69

TTL Amber Monitor
Color RGB (540 x 200) Monitor
Color EGA Monitor
US-DOS 3.21 & GW Basic
MS-DOS Joysllck
MS-DOS Mouse
Vertical CPU Stand

$ 89
$269
$399
$ 69
$ 24
$ 49
$ 29

Keyboard Slideawsy
AC Center Surge Pad

$ 35
$ 39

Additional Memory to 640K
Multll/OCard Includes

Clock/Calendar w/Bartery Back-up
Pare! lei/Serial/Game Ports

S 79

1.2MB Floppy Drive Conirolier
3Vi Inch 720K DS/OO Floppy Drive

$ 65
$129

1.2MB/360K DS/DD Floppy Drive

Seagate 20 Meg Hard Disk & Controller
Soagale30Meg Hard Disks Controller

S 99
$299
$359

10 MHZ Motherboard

S 29

Serial Card

$ 25

Mini AT Style Case
8087-2 Math Co-Processor
V-20 8 MHZ Chip

S 19
$169
$ 12

PORTABLE XT

$699

$999
802S6 CPU-6/10 MHZ
1 MB Motherboard at 120NS (512K Installed)

Turbo 8088-2 CPU - 4.77/8 MHZ
640K Ram Motherboard (265K Installed)

Power 4 Hard Disk Indication LEDS

One Ds/DD 360K Floppy Drive

Keylock Protection

Keylock Protection

Hardware Reset Button
Clock/Calandar w/Battery Back-Up

\

AT Style Keyboard

180 Watt Power Supply
Monochrome (Hercules Compatible)
Fully Compatible BIOS Installed

$ 39

Second 360K DS/DD Floppy Drive

PORTABLE AT

Six Slots: Five IS Bit/One 8 Bit

$ 49

III

Optional 80287 Math Co-Processor Socket
Speaker for Audio Use

Floppy Drive Controller
Monochrome {Hercules Compatible)
Heavy Duty 150 Watl Power Supply
AT Style Keyboard

Six Expansion Slots
Fulry Compatible BIOS Installed

Optional 8087-2 Matn Co-Processor Socket

Speaker lor Audio Use
TTL Amber Monitor

Systems Manual

TTL Amber Monitor

**

COMPUTER CREATIONS, INC.
P.O. Box 493 - Dayton, Ohio 45459

For information. order inquires, or lor Ohio orders (513) 435-6868
Order lines Open 9:00 a.m. !o 8:00 p. m. Mon-Fri; 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Sot (Eastern Standard Time), Prices
and specifications aro subject lo change without not ice. Call toll free number to verify prices and availability
Include 4% shipping on all hardware oroefs. No entra charge (or Visa or Mastercard We ship C O.D. lo
Continental U.S. adflresses ony. Aciuat freight will be charged outside U.S. lo include Canada, Alaska.
Hawaii, Puerto Rico and APO. Ohio residents add 6% sales lax. All foreign orders, pteasa add 15% tor shipping,
nan a I Ing an o Insurance. For Immediate delivery send cashier's check, money order or direct bank transfers.
Personal and company checks allow 3 weeks to clear. Corporate and university purchase orders are
welcome. Due to our low prices, all sales are final. NO CREDITS. All defective returns must have a return
authorization number. Please call (513)435-6866 la obtain an RAN or your return will not be accepted tor
replacement or repair. FOR YOUR PROTECTION, WE CHECK FOR CREDIT CARD FRAUD.

15 DAY
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE
We want you lo bo happy with
our comp met system. Call us If a
proolam mists II not satisfied,

let us know within 15 days ol

receipt and. upon return, we will

(jive you a refund (less Snlpplnfl,
handling and insurance).

ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-824-7506

V

If the ERRORLEVELs aren't in descending order, DOS

the section on hard drive management in the main

executes every ERRORLEVEL line.

part of the article.)

Note: All batch files that include EZDOS com

Note that REPEAT operates only on subdirec

mands normally require you to append the /E switch

tories within the current directory. That's why, to

to the line which contains the EZDOS command. As

make changes throughout all hard drive directories,

seen above, this isn't necessary with SETCODE.

it's necessary to change to the root directory.

SFfl -definition' /A/C/E

If a command such as DELETE is used with RE

This command sets the Shift-function key definitions.

PEAT, it's advisable to append the /Q (query) switch

Specify a number in the range 1-10 for n representing

so EZDOS requests confirmation before each deletion.

the function key being defined. Substitute your own

T [x:]filcname[.ext] /C/E

string for definition, surrounded by single quotation
marks. EZDOS automatically types the string when
Shift and function key n are pressed at the same time.
Use WRITEZ to make them permanent.

You can include a carriage return in the key defi
nition by including the caret ("). This makes it possible
to execute a command by simply pressing Shift and

key Fn. The STATUS command displays the first 20
characters of this string.
Without ANSI.SYS installed, the definition is lim
ited to 20 characters. Strings longer than 20 characters
can be stored when ANSI.SYS is installed and EZDOS

This command is similar to the DOS TYPE command,

except it allows the use of wildcards in the file specifi
cation. All of the files specified are typed on the mon
itor; unlike TYPE, T doesn't allow you to redirect
output to a printer. Use the P command for hardcopy
instead.
Unlike TYPE, T won't accept a path in the

filename.
UNHIDE [x:]filettame[.ext] /C/E

This command turns off the hidden-file attribute for
the named file or subdirectory. When a file or directo

has been notified of that fact with the ANSI com

ry is hidden, it won't show in a normal directory list

mand. Also, with ANSI.SYS installed, key definitions
may be used after you exit EZDOS. The ANSI driver
has a limit of around 200 characters, so your defini

ing, and the DOS COPY command won't copy it to
another drive. Use HIDE to turn it back on.
TIMEON /C/E

tions can't total more than that.

NOTIME /C/E

Status /C/E/F/P

These commands include or exclude the current time

This command displays how much free random access
memory (RAM) is available in the computer; the num

in the system prompt.
WRITEZ /C/E

ber of floppy disk drives; the highest drive letter in

This writes a new copy of EZDOS (including all set

stalled or the highest drive letter available (depending

tings) to the default disk drive. This is useful when

on your DOS version); the addresses of the serial and

you've changed any internal defaults, such as the

parallel ports; whether or not the system has a game

prompt, Ctrl- or Shift-function keys, ANSI command

adapter; and the first 20 characters of the Shift- and

setting, or HELPON/OFF. The new version on the

Ctrl-function key definitions. If the DSTAT command

default disk incorporates these settings so they don't

has been executed, the status counters for disk activity

have to be reentered when EZDOS is loaded.

are also displayed.

Xeq DOScommand /A/C/E

If you're running a DOS version below 3.0, STA

TUS shows the drive letter of the last drive actually
available. When running DOS 3.0 or higher, STATUS
shows the current setting of the DOS LASTDRIVE
command (the default is drive E).

Some EZDOS and DOS commands have the same

name, but have different effects (COPY and DELETE,
for example). The Xeq command sends the command
following it to DOS for execution, rather than to

EZDOS. For example, this provides a way to use the

REPEAT[H] command /E

DOS COPY command to copy files between subdirec

REPEAT executes the specified command in not only
the current directory, but also all of its subdirectories.

tories, which the EZDOS command can't do.
Note that the switches which can be used with

If REPEATH is entered, hidden subdirectories will be
accessed also.

For example, to copy an entire hard drive to flop
pies, and at the same time preserve the directory
structure, first enter CD \ to get to the root directory
of the hard drive. Then enter the command REPEAT
COPY •„• x: /P where x: is the target floppy drive.
Any switches that are allowed when a command

is used alone can also be used when the command is
REPEATed.

If /E is specified, EZDOS exits after the command

has been executed in all appropriate directories. (See
M
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the EZDOS commands have no effect when passed to
DOS. In fact, they'll provoke an error message.

PC

Trapping Disk Errors In
Turbo Pascal
Doug Burger

Here's an indispensable aid for pro
grammers who use Turbo Pascal: an
error handler that makes sure your

• Attempting to read from or write

programs won't crash when accessing

• Sending data to a printer that's

a disk drive or printer that doesn't

to a drive in which the user for
got to insert a disk.
not hooked up.

respond for some reason. The error
handling routines are included on
this issue's magazine disk and can be
added to any Turbo Pascal program.

You've spent weeks, perhaps

months, writing an important pro

When a critical error occurs,

DOS takes control of the computer
away from your Turbo Pascal pro
gram and issues its infamous ulti
matum—Abort, Retry, Ignore?. This
message not only defaces your

carefully designed screen, but can
also have more serious conse
finally finished. Whether you wrote
quences. If users press A for Abort,
it for yourself or someone else,
they'll find themselves back at the
you're proud of your handiwork
DOS prompt. When this happens,
and anxious to show it off.
important data created with the
gram in Turbo Pascal, and now, it's

But the first time your program

sees the light of day, the unthink
able happens—it crashes. Embar
rassed, you realize there is no
provision in your program for an
unusual input/output error that

Turbo Pascal can't handle. These
critical errors include

program may be lost, disk files may
remain open, and important low-

memory addresses may be dis

turbed. Users need better protection
than Turbo Pascal and DOS permit.
Wouldn't it be nice if your Tur
bo Pascal program could retain con

trol of the computer when a critical

• Attempting to read from or write
to an unformatted disk.

error happens? That way, you could
arrange for users to see a message

• Attempting to write on a write-

such as Please close the drive door or
Your printer is not connected instead
of the DOS ultimatum. The result
would be a more professional-look

protected disk.

• Trying to read or write a file
when the drive door is open.

ing program that protects users
against lost data.
Retaining this kind of control

isn't difficult. Adding two proce
dures and a function to your pro

gram will do the job. These
routines are included on this issue's
magazine disk, and we'll explain in
detail how to use them.

An Error-Trapping Demo
You'll find the source code for the
error-handling routines on the
magazine disk in a file called

ERRORPRF.PAS. A compiled ver
sion is also included in the file
ERRORPRF.COM. The latter file
demonstrates how a Turbo Pascal
program can retain control of the
computer when a critical error oc

curs. This demo requires a system
with two floppy disk drives, but
the general principle applies to all
types of systems.
To run the demo, insert the

disk with ERRORPRF.COM in
drive A and put another disk in
drive B. When you run ERRORPRF,
it prompts you to open the door on

drive B and press Enter/Return.
Then it attempts to write a file
called TEST on the disk in drive B.
January 1988
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Naturally, it won't succeed, since

the source code from ERRORPRF

Write, for example). If zero is re

the drive's read/write head isn't in

.PAS and insert it at the correct

turned, there is no critical error. A

contact with the disk unless the

point in your program. (If you

nonzero value indicates a critical

door is closed. But instead of the

aren't sure how to do this, refer to

error, so your program can display

error message from DOS you might

page 28 of your Turbo Pascal man

an appropriate message and take

expect to see, you'll receive the fol

ual.) Include the code for both pro

corrective action.

lowing message from the Turbo

cedures, the function, and their

Pascal program:

related declarations, but omit the

a second call to Extended—Result in

Create File failed
"Normal" error is 241

lines pertaining to the demo

sequence always returns a zero.

program.

And because the new error handler

Extended error code is 23

As with the IOResult function,

Another way to include the

also generates a Turbo Pascal error,

code in your own program is to use

a call to IOResult is also necessary

the $1 compiler directive. This in

to reset Turbo Pascal's own error

closed, on the other hand,

structs the compiler to include

routines. Calling Extended—Result

ERRORPRF writes the file TEST to

source code from a separate disk

alone is not enough.

drive B and prompts you to open

file—in this case, ERRORPRF.PAS.

the door. ERRORPRF then attempts

See the section on the $1 directive

reported by Extended—Result:
19

Then, the program ends.
If you leave the drive door

to close the file while the door is

in Chapter 17 of your Turbo Pascal

open. When that obviously fails,

manual. Again, don't forget to omit

you'll get another error message,

the lines pertaining to the demo.

Here are the new error codes

Attempt to write on write-protected
disk.

20

Unknown unit.

again, from the Turbo Pascal pro

21
22

Drive not ready.
Unknown command.

gram—not from DOS.

23

Data error.

Setting The Error Traps

24

Bad request structure length.

demo, the Turbo Pascal program re

Here's a quick rundown on how to

25

Seek error.

26

Unknown media type.

mains firmly in control of the com

use the critical error handler. The

27

Sector not found.

puter, never relinquishing its grip

first step is to call the Enable24

to DOS. The user need never en

procedure. This replaces the DOS

counter the ominous Abort, Retry,

critical error routine which prints

Ignore? message.

the Abort, Retry, Ignore? message.

Notice that throughout this

Next, whenever your program

Two New Procedures
The source code file ERRORPRF
.PAS contains the routines you'll
need to add critical error handling

to your own programs: the proce
dures Enable24 and Disable24, and
the function Extended—Error. Their
variable and constant declarations
must also be included in your own
programs.

Enable24 is the procedure that
installs the new critical error han
dler; Disable24 removes it. Exten
ded—Error is a function that reads

the new error codes returned by

reads or writes to disk, call the Tur
bo Pascal IOResult function to trap
any ordinary errors. Then, call the
new Extended—Error function to
trap any critical errors. Finally, call
the Disable24 procedure to rein
state DOS's original critical error
handler, just to tidy up.
IOResult, as you probably

know, is a standard function in
Turbo Pascal that allows you to
check for errors that occur when
reading or writing files to disk. Or

dinarily, the function is inserted in

28

Printer out of paper.

29

Write fault.

30

Read fault.

31

General failure.

For example, your program can

now issue the message Drive not
ready when the drive door is open
(Extended—Error returns a 21). Or

General failure—check disk when an
unformatted disk is accessed (Ex
tended—Error returns a 31). Or Your
disk is write-protected when a piece

of tape covers the write-enable
notch. If your program tries to ac
cess a printer that's not turned on,
the message Printer error can be
displayed (error 28). Such messages

make your program more friendly
and safe to use.

the program immediately after the
code which performs the I/O. If

How It Works

IOResult returns a zero, no prob

The machine language code for the

lems have occurred. If IOResult re

critical error handler is set up in an

turns a nonzero value, the number

array constant of bytes called Int24.

Int24 constant array of bytes, the

indicates the type of error so your

Interrupt vector number 24h is

register record, and integer variable

program can react accordingly. A

originally set to point to the DOS

declarations. The encode integer

complete listing of the IOResult

critical error-handling routine locat

variable and the Int24 array must

error codes can be found in your

ed in COMMAND.COM. This is

be global variables—they need to

Turbo Pascal manual.

the routine that prints the Abort, Ig

the error handler. All three must be
included in your program.

You must also include the

be declared in the main program.

The new Extended

Error func

nore, Retry? message. The Enable24

Be sure to enter this code exactly as

tion works much like the standard

procedure changes the Interrupt

shown, or the procedure won't work.

IOResult function. Within your pro

24h vector to point to the Int24

Use the block commands in
the Turbo Pascal text editor to read
4b
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gram, call Extended—Result after

array, and hence to the new error

every I/O operation (Reset or

handler.

VISA, MASTERCARD.DISCOVER,

In addition, the address of the

FREE
30 DAY

Turbo Pascal variable errornum is
inserted into the routine so it can
save the error number. The code in
the Int24 array is thus executed

whenever there is a critical error,

PREVIEW

and control of the computer stays
within the Turbo Pascal program.
For example, suppose the user

& AMERICAN EXPRESS CARDS WELCOME

Wexecut/ve
PHOTO & SUPPLY CORP.

120 W. 31 St.(bet. 6th &7th. Ave.)
N.Y., N.Y. 10001

CALL TOLL FREE 800-882-2802
IN N.Y. STATE CALL 212-947-5290

IN YOUR OWN HOME

IBM
NEW! IBM PS/2 MODEL 25 Color System. . . 1329.00
IBM MODEL 60, 80266. 1 MB Ram. 1-3'A"1.4 MB

leaves the drive door open. When

Disk Drive, 1-40 MB Hard Drive

your program attempts to access

3575.00*

'When Purchased w/an IBM Color Monitor

COMPATIBLES

the disk, it calls the DOS routine

IBM-XT Compatible. 640K, 1-360K Disk Drive,

that performs the disk operation.

1-30 MB Hard Drive

.749.00

HERTZ AT Compatible 8MH2, 512K.1-1.2 Floppy

When this DOS function encoun

Drive, 1-40 MB Seagate Hard Drive

ters the critical error, it makes an

1345.00

COMPAQ

other DOS call to the Interrupt 24

DESK PRO 266, 12MHZ. 1-1.2 Floppy Drive.
1-40 MB Seagate Hard Drive

2799.00

vector, which in turn has been reset

DESK PRO MODEL 40,
w/40 MB Hard Drive

4469.00

to point to the error handler in the

PORTABLE III MODEL 20

w/20 MB Hard Drive

Int24 array.

3549.00

PORTABLE III MODEL 40

w/40 MB Hard Drive

The machine language code in
the array removes the return ad

dress of the system call from the
stack by adding to the stack point
er; puts the error code from the DI
register into the AX register and ex

tends it by adding 19; stores the AX
register value in the Turbo Pascal

variable errornum; sets the AX reg
ister to OOFFh, which is an error

flag recognized by Version 1 DOS
function calls; and, finally, sets the
carry flag, which is an error flag
recognized by later (version 2.0 + )
DOS function calls.
When the RET 2 instruction is
executed, the program resumes at

the address now at the top of the
stack. This is the address of Turbo
Pascal's original call to DOS.
Note that in terminating the

TOSHIBA T1000

SHARE THE TOTAL
EXPERIENCE OF
PICTURE TAKING
WITH TODAY'S TOP
PROFESSIONALS

ZENITH 181-93

which would tell DOS to ignore the
error. This would return control to
DOS instead of Turbo Pascal—how

ever, just as if the user pressed the
I key at the Abort, Retry, Ignore?
prompt. If this method were used,
DOS might or might not set the

carry flag to indicate an error. The

BROOKLYN

comes alive in each quarterly video issue

—the perfect complement to your regular

reading. Each video shows 60 minutes

with MODERN PHOTOGRAPHY'S staff
and some of the greatest figures in the

photographic world. Feature stories and

regular columns all designed to make
you a better photographer. Plus, free
bonus video segments from leading

photographic equipment and service
companies.

529.00

INTEL Above Board 286

319.00

159.00

EVEHEX 2400B Modem

169.99

TECMAR Jr. Captain 512K

STOCK

COPY II Option Board

.

Rush orders call 1-800-999-8783
Send my FREE 30 DAY PREVIEW,
and sign me up for a full year of MODERN
PHOTOGRAPHY VIDEO MAGAZINE for
$79.95. I'll receive 4 quarterly video cassettes

at a 20% savings off tlie single copy price. If I

ain not completely satisfied with the premiere
video, I can return the tape within 30 days
and owe nothing.

79.00

TOSHIBA 3V;" Drive For XT/AT. . .

119.00

PLUS 20 MB Hardcard

559.00

LOGITECH Mouse
IBM PS/2 Mouse

79.00
79.00

NEW! MICROSOFT Bus Mouse

99.00

.

PARADISE AutoSwitch 480

159.00

QUAD EGA Prosync w/Mouse

.265.00

ATI EGA Wonder. . .

.189.00

PRINTERS

EPSON
Lx-eoo

IN

STOCK

FX-86e

FX-286e

IN

STOCK

EX-BOO.

515.00

LQ-2500

EX-1000 .
LQ-1000

Box 11368, Des Moines IA 50340-1368

CALL
419.95
699.00

w/Tractor

CALL
1299.00

NEC
2200

355.00

P660

. .

. .

439.00

PANASONIC
10801

Model II

.159.95

109H Model II

10921

179.95
265.00

TOSHIBA
321SL

479.00

341e

499.00

341SL

679.00

PRINTER BLOWOUT
APPLE imagewriter II
IBM Proprinter II.

379.00

CALL
STAR

NX-10

OKIDATA 193 PLUS
H.P. LASER JET II

155.00

449.00
1689.00

SOFTWARE FOR IBM
LOTUS 123 2.01 .299.00

LOTUS HAI

TORNADO Notes

NEWSMASTER

31.00

LOTUS Freelance Plus

Account #:

SIERRA 3D Helicopter Simulator
CHUCK YEAGER Flight Simulator
WRITE FOR

FREE

Expire date

COMPUTER CATALOG

Signature:

INCLUDES

CAMERAS

Name:

DARKROOM
VIDEO

Address:

in systems running DOS 3.3; other

Citv:

systems would be excluded.

Phone No

PC

NEC MULTISYNC Monitor. . .
AST 6-PACK w/384K....

GQ-3500 Laser Printer

_j Hill me £79.95 for 4 quarterly issues.

This return code would work only

90.99
295.00

HARDWARE

New equipment and methods too difficult
to capture in words and still pictures
alone. MODERN PHOTOGRAPHY

Q Bill my J VISA ~J MASTERCARD

(moving a 3 into the AL register).

1809.00

BRIDGE

DICONIX Portable Primer

location, in the studio and in the lab.

the carry flag is set. DOS versions
failing the system call in progress

. 2379.00
IN STOCK

SHARP PC-7100

Close-up views of the pros at work on

method presented here insures that

3.0 and higher have the option of

1599.00

ZENITH 183 w/Hard Drive. . .
NEC MULTISPEED EL

MODERN PHOTOGRAPHY
VIDEO MAGAZINE

have set the AL register to zero,

849.00

TOSHIBA T3100/20 w/LOTUS SYMPHONY.3199.00

FREE 30 DAY PREVIEW OFFER

error handler, the routine could

4099.90

LAPTOPS

.State:.

Allow 6 to 8 weeks lor delivery.

ELECTRONICS
& TELEPHONES

.Zip:

Licensed By Dept. ol Coiumer Attain MB00193

GPC13

Shipping a Handling Exlri
Call For Exact Quote

Not Responsible For T(typographical Errors

A Flight Simulator Adventure

A Winter's Tale

nation is disabled, which means

you and your Cessna are surround

that on the ground, you'll steer

ed by a world of snow, as we'll see

with the rudder pedals (though

Microsoft's Flight Simulator is one of in a moment.
The Editor parameters should
the most popular programs available

you'll probably have no steering to
do on this takeoff because you're

an occasional tour through the

have your plane correctly trimmed
for the high-performance takeoff I
described in the September issue of

clouds. This article guides you on a

COMPUTED PC Magazine. The ele

ture as you execute this flight, read

flight in the San Francisco Bay Area

vator is adjusted as if you had

ing a bit ahead to anticipate what

and provides tips for polishing your

manually trimmed it down five

happens next, Then unpause (if

flying techniques. A copy of Micro

quick presses from its full-up posi

there was never such a word, there

soft's Flight Simulator and Sub-

tion. Your flaps are extended ten

is now) and continue at your own

LOGJC's San Francisco Star Scenery

degrees. Note also that auto-coordi

pace.

for IBM PCs and compatibles, and
many thousands of PC owners enjoy

already lined up with the runway).
Feel free to use the Pause fea

Disk is required. Charles Gulick is

the author of 40 Great Flight Simu
lator Adventures (COMPUTE! Books,
19851 40 More Great Flight Simula
tor Adventures (COMPUTE! Books,

Note: To begin this adventure, run your copy of Flight Simulator

and remove the disk from the drive. Then insert the San Francisco
Star Scenery Disk and press Ctrl~E. When the program says Press

1986), Flight Simulator Co-pilot

any key to continue, hit a key and then quickly press Esc to reach

(Microsoft Press, 1986), and Runway

the Editor screen. (If your scenery disk is like mine, you may

USA (Microsoft Press, 1987).

wind up at the bottom of Lake Michigan if you don't press the
Esc key soon enough. Hit Esc as soon as you see the water out

When you set the accompanying

there. That way you beat the simulator at one of its own many

parameters and exit the Editor,

games.) Leave the scenery disk in the drive.

you'll find yourself on a little finger

Next, enter the following parameters on the Editor screen. If

of land just north of the San Fran

no parameter is given, use the default setting. Press Ins to save

cisco-Oakland Bay Bridge. Switch

the parameters. You may have to press the PrtSc key to correct

on the radar and zoom out (press

the simulator's heading.

the minus key) six times to get an

We recommend using keyboard controls instead of the joy

idea of your situation. The airport

stick for this flight. Also, you may want to read through the exer

south of the bridge is Nimitz Field.

cise before you start flying, so you'll know what the flight

Looking out the windshield
again, the Golden Gate Bridge is on
the horizon. Behind the high-rise is

Mt. Tamalpais, on the north side of
the Golden Gate.

If you're using a composite
rather than an RGB monitor (in my
opinion, the only way to go), the

color green is, of course, one you're
all too familiar with. Along with
blue, it's the simulator's favorite
hue. But on this bitter winter morn
ing, this particular little patch of
green is a rarity. It might almost be
deemed precious. Why? Because

Editor Parameters
Auto-coordination:
North position

January 1988

Off 0
17418

5117

East position

Altitude

0

Heading

250

Flaps

8192

Elevators

44799

Time: Hours

8
0

Minutes

Season: Winter

1

Cloud layer 1 tops

7

Cloud layer 1 bottoms

5

Surface wind: Knots
Degrees

Charles Gulick
COMPUTE!'! PC Magazine

involves.

3
250

Time For Takeoff
Make sure your carb heat is off and
begin your takeoff run. When the
airspeed reads 50 knots, rotate with
one notch of elevator back pres
sure. Cancel that notch as soon as

you leave the ground, then retract

sulting glare may render them vir

Selector) to center the needle, and

tually unreadable, as it has mine. If

you'll find you're on, or close to,

you can't read the instruments, and

radial 138 with a TO reading. Note

you need to check the engine rpm

the DME (Distance Measuring

or something, go briefly into radar

Equipment) reading, too—you're

mode; the panel lights up like a

probably about a dozen miles out.

Christmas tree.

the landing gear and zero your
flaps. Trim the aircraft with six sets

of two quick presses of down ele
vator (that's 12 presses in all), ap
plying each set as the horizon
seems to move downward on your
windshield. Then reduce power to
2105 rpm. You'll settle into a climb

at about 500 fpm (feet per minute).
You should be trimmed out

(elevator at operational neutral) by
the time you've climbed to about
1000 feet. Just fly toward the Gold
en Gate Bridge for the moment,
planning to level off at 1500 feet.
That will simply require a power
reduction to 1905 rpm.

Look out your windows. Not
only is the ground covered by

snow, but the Bay is too; it is appar
ently completely sheathed in ice.
Be aware that you're flying
over a singular landscape, one
which occurs only when using the

San Francisco Star Scenery Disk. It is
doubtful that you'll ever see snow
like this again, in any simulation or

with any Scenery Disk, in any sea
son (unless, of course, you write
letters to your congressman—with
copies to Microsoft and Sub-

LOGIC—demanding they make
this beautiful snow a standard

weather option). Why? Because this
wasn't meant to be snow. It was

meant to be fog, according to the
instructions with the disk. I much
prefer to think of it as snow, how
ever. On the latest scenery disks,
fog has become just a faint haze

over the usual landscape, which you
can experience in the otherwise
splendid Scenery Disk 7, if you care

to. It doesn't look anything like fog
to me.

So the simulator snows only in

San Francisco. That may make your

Frozen Ocean
Our purpose this morning, besides
enjoying the winter world, is to see

if there's somewhere else in the
area—besides the patch of green
we just left—where we can set the
airplane down on terra firma. (I
once thought I saw one of Nimitz's

runways plowed clean, but it may
have been an illusion.)
As you approach the ocean,

note that it, too, is completely
snow-covered. This is the first time

in history the Pacific Ocean has
frozen over, and many skaters are
out there enjoying the novelty.
When you no longer see the
Golden Gate Bridge, turn left to a

heading of 163 degrees. This
should keep you to the right of San
Bruno Mountain. Take a look out
all sides of the aircraft and observe
the extent of the white stuff.
Magnificent.
When the last snippet of San
Bruno Mountain disappears, you'll
see nothing but white on the land
scape. You might as well be on top

at 1500 feet, even though this is a
cloudless day.

Turn left just a bit now to a
heading of about 137 degrees. Be
respectful of the mountain. Out the
left front window you would nor
mally see San Francisco Interna
tional Airport, but today it's

Perhaps you've also noticed

needle centered. If you're not famil
iar with the technique of "flying

the needle," the idea is to turn to
ward the needle whenever it is left
or right of center. When the needle
is centered, you're on the radial, so
you then turn to the DG (Direction
al Gyro), or compass heading, that

agrees with the OBS. If the wind or
some other factor causes the needle
to further deviate from center, you
make another (small) correction to
bring it back.

Your ultimate heading and the
radial number may disagree by a
few degrees when things settle

down, but as long as the needle re
mains centered with a TO indica
tion, you're on the radial and

headed straight for the Woodside
OMNI (slang for VOR station).
The best way to make a minor
course correction, since auto-coordi

nation is switched off and your rud
der control is independent of
aileron, is to turn the rudder and

yaw the nose left or right a degree
or so. When you're securely on the
desired radial and your DG heading
is a higher or lower number than
the radial, you are crabbing—the air

plane is flying slightly sideways
through the air in order to maintain

a straight course over the ground.

completely obliterated by snow.

And out the right front window, far

away, is Half Moon Bay Airport,
also buried.
Although you can't see it,

you're actually paralleling Interstate
280. (You can assess the whole sit
uation on radar any time the deso

lation up here gets to you.)

San Francisco Star Scenery Disk

something of a collector's item.

We'll stay on this radial for the

moment, so if you're not already
on it, set the OBS to R138 (R is
short for radial) and fly to get the

Navigating By VOR

Changing Course
When the DME reads about eight

miles, another mountain will erupt
out of the snow, slightly left of
your course. Pause at this point un
til you've read the next two
paragraphs.

When you're close (within a
few miles) of an OMNI, the needle
goes haywire and should be ig

Tune in the Woodside VOR station

nored. The radials all come togeth

that there's even some snow on the

on your NAV radio; its frequency is

er at this point, and the needle

edges of your instruments; the re

113.90. Set the OBS (Omni-Bearing

ultimately pins in the direction of
January 1988
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the VOR station itself. Many stu

Plotting Your Position

DME shows you're approximately

dent pilots have become disorient

Although you're flying toward the

ten miles from San Jose, some

ed by emphatic needle movements

San Jose OMNI, your DME is still

mountains rear up. Dimly etched

at this stage of a flight, turning far

reading the distance to or from the

against them are a few of the build

off course in order to "catch up" to

Woodside OMNI, since the DME is

ings of downtown San Jose.

the OBI (Omni-Bearing Indicator).

associated only with the NAV 1 ra

So the moral is, if you've been un
eventfully tracking a radial for a

while, and suddenly observe ex

dio. Let's correct that situation.
Press the 1 key to unlock the

If you listen closely, you'll hear
the simulator access the scenery

disk for more information. At this

prior NAV 2 connection and retune

point, look out of your left front

treme needle movements to the left

NAV 1 to the San Jose frequency,

window and pause the simulation.

or right, check your DME before

114.10. Then set the OBS (again,

making any corrections. Usually

press 1 first or you'll be setting

your desired flight path is straight

OBS 2) to R080. The OBI 1 needle

ahead.
This morning, however, we're
going to fly the Woodside VOR

only to a certain point—half a mile
or so this side of the station—then
intercept a radial to another VOR at

San Jose, California. The intercep
tion technique we'll use is of inesti
mable value in precise cross
country VOR navigation.
Unpause the simulator now
and tune the NAV 2 radio to the

San Jose VOR frequency, 114.10
(press 2 before you press N for
NAV). Next, crank the OBS around
(again, press 2 before you press V)

until it reads 080 degrees TO. The

OBI needle will probably read offscale at this time.

You're now ready for the inter
ception. You're continuing to fly
R138 to Woodside, using NAV 1.
But your NAV 2 is set to tell you
when you intercept R080 to the

San Jose VOR.
approximately four miles from the
Woodside OMNI, the OBI associat
ed with NAV 2 starts to move. Ig
nore NAV 1 at this point, hold
your present heading, and regularly
check NAV 2. When the NAV 2
OBI needle is a needle's width from

the dot at the center of the indica
tor, turn left to a heading of 080
degrees (use the DG instead of
your compass, since the latter tends

to lag considerably in a turn).
You've now intercepted R080
to San Jose and are flying straight

now comes to (or close to) the cen

ter of the instrument, the DME

Zoom in to find that distinct feature

reads your distance from San Jose,

at about ten o'clock from your posi

and you're in business. Ignore NAV

tion, then pause again.

2 and fly the NAV 1 needle as pre
viously described.
When you're on R080, pause a
moment.

To understand a little better

OMNI is located at San Jose Inter
national Airport.
50
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Use your area chart to deter
mine what you're looking at. Don't
read any further until you're satis

fied you know exactly what it is.
Unpause, exit radar, and return

what we've done with this course

to your 45-degree out-the-window

change, let's plot our position on
the San Francisco area chart. Using

view. Pause again. That's surely

Moffett Field NAS (Naval Air Sta

a straightedge, draw a light pencil

tion), and it looks as though one or

line through the center of the
Woodside VOR so that it intersects
Woodside compass rose. Zeros are

both of its parallel runways might
just be plowed. Certainly the old
dirigible hangars are distinctly visi
ble, and there are some vague indi

dropped on the rose, so draw the

cations of centerline markings.

approximately 138 degrees on the

line to intersect what would be 138
(14 is close enough) if the zeros

Let's fly over there and see
what's up.

were added. Now draw a line that
intersects your first line, the center

of the San Jose compass rose, and
San Jose R080. (The runways at

San Jose hide the center of the rose

Also, each major division of the
rose marks off ten degrees, so sim
ply count back from 12—or 120 de
grees—to find 080.)
The line through Woodside
represents the course you were fol
lowing before you turned east.
Where the lines intersect, slightly
north of Woodside, is where you
intercepted San Jose R080 and
turned toward that station. The line

to San Jose, of course, marks the
course you're flying along now.

Unpause the simulator and
continue flying the needle.

toward the San Jose OMNI. As you
can see on your area chart, the

Unpause again just long
enough to get into radar mode.

on the area chart, so just eyeball it.

When the DME shows you're

There's something over there
that isn't white!

Aiming For Moffett Field
Unpause the simulator and turn to

ward Moffett, aiming in the general

direction of the hangars. {Flight
Simulator is always full of surprises.
Until I tried this flight, I didn't
know that a routine landing at
Moffett—or any other airport—
might be possible.)
As you come closer, the run

ways certainly seem to be there.

And even some grassy areas
around the hangars.

When the runways disappear
under the plane's nose, switch to
your ground view (straight down)

and take a look. Sure enough, both

the runways and the hangars are
visible. Then check your rear view
to confirm that it's no optical
illusion,

Approaching San Jose

So let's shoot a landing at Mof

For a short while you'll see nothing

fett. Since the wind is from 250 de

but snow ahead. Then, when the

grees and the runway numbers are

14/32, this will be a cross wind

great point of departure in the fu

landing either way we go, but Run

ture when the white stuff falls, and

way 32R or 32L will give us a

even a trio of hangers where we

slight advantage.

can keep our Cessna high and dry.

Ignore the outer marker signal
if you get one, and turn right to a

But why is Moffett singled out
Francisco International is blanketed

ing, the reciprocal of 320 degrees,

with snow? Is it because Moffett, el

puts you downwind for a righthand

evation 34 feet, is above the drifts?

pattern for either of the parallel

(SF1, at ten feet, is also above the

runways. We'll use 32R. When

snow line). If elevation is the deter

you're on heading 140, you should

mining factor, then San Jose Inter

be able to see the airport from your

national, at 56 feet, should also be

right windows. Elevation at Moffett

plowed. Let's find out.

letdown.

Applying carburetor heat alone
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Go into the Editor and set
North 17186, East 5163, Altitude 0

STOCK BROKER

(that altitude is always a good idea;

should set up a descent rate of

it prevents crashing and burning,

about 350 fpm, so turn on the heat.

and the resultant melting of the

u«M no tum mrwwu. "*« TDU «*■!■'

But further, trade off gradually low

snow), and Heading 30. This places

to cab- ai thi iTon xuia i') nu

ered throttle settings and gradual

you at a 90-degree angle just

elevator back-pressure to slow the

alongside where runway 12R/30L

plane to about 100 kilometers indi

should be.

cated air speed, all the while main
taining a descent rate consistent

■UT»a 0000 OUALITI.

way anywhere in sight, except on

the right window, turn right to a

radar, Taxi ahead, observing radar,

base leg heading of 230 degrees.

until it indicates you're on the cen

Now you should be able to see

ter of the runway. Then exit radar

Moffett Field from the right side,

and look to all sides. Still no

shouldn't you?

runway.

Conclusion: Except for Moffett
San Francisco Star Scenery Disk fog

What happened? Did Moffett disap

leave it to your ingenuity, if you're

brought it back—but back it came.

Remember to drop your land
ing gear on the base leg or final leg,
whichever suits your situation and
your relationship to the runway.

(Hint: A few notches of throttle
before lowering the gear helps pre
vent excess loss of altitude resulting
from the increased drag.) Make your
final approach (a right turn to 320
degrees) at a point which is consis
tent with your out-the-windshield
perspective and your best judg
ment—then take her down.
So it looks like there is a run

way in the San Francisco area
which gets plowed immediately
after a snowstorm. This gives us a
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ACORN OF INDIANA, INC.
MICHIGAN CITY. IN 46360

219-879-2284

800-521-4536
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DUST COVERS
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Field, the snow job afforded by the

Case Of The
Disappearing Runway

radar, until a simulator disk access

.

2721 OHIO STREET

airport can no longer be seen out

temporarily vanished, even from

I
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the windshield.
No runway 12R/30L. No run

During my flight, anyway, Moffett
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Exit the Editor and look out

with a good approach. When the

pear—and if so, where did it go?
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* CUSTOM MADE TO FIT
it HEAVY 32-oi. VINYL ANTI-STATIC
* EXTENDS EQUIPMENT LIFE

feature seems to be complete. I

-A- Choice of Colart Light Tan or Brawn

of such mind, to explore other air

Wholesale Quantity Discounts Available
(CHOICE OF COLOR IN

QUANTITY

RUNS)

COMPUTERS

ports in the area and see what you

IBM PC XT i. Clones

can find. If you come across anoth

Leading Edge

er plowed strip in your search, let

PC XT AT & Clone Keyboard 8.00 Kimtron Terminol 3B.O0
Coven for IBM Clonei requires inai make and model,
dimensions of monitor. CPU unii t, keyboard! be sup

the Federal Aviation Administration

38.00 Tcndy 1000 TX .38.00
.35.00 C-PC 10-2
.31.00
38.00 Amiga 1000 . .28.00

IBM AT & Clonei

plied with ordar.

know so they can issue a NOTAM

DISK DRIVES

(Notices to Airmen)—or maybe a

External Floppy (Dble) 13.00

white paper.

PC

MONITORS

External Floppy (Single) B.OO

External Hord Drive

13.00

PRINTERS

13.00

Ponasonic 1090/1091 13.00
Star NX 10

13.00

Okidata 120/192
Okimote 10/20

13.00
8.00

Epson

13.00

80-86

Epion LQ 800EX800 13.00

Epion F<386
Star 10ri
Star

19.00

Princeton (State Model 19.00
Thompson CM 365-66 19.00

Gemini Siai 10s

FX

NEC (Slate Mode!) ....19.00
Magnavo* 80 RGB

16.00

13.00
16.00

15'i

HP Laier Jot

29.00

ProPrinler

16.00

Cm--. MSP

10

13.00

Taxan (Slate Model)

19.00

Solcoto SC-100

19.00

Zenith [State Model)

19.00

Atari SC 1224RGB

19.00

Atari 124

19.00

Allother- 13" Monitor* 19.00

(State Make & Model)
VIDEO RECORDERS
13.00
Stale Moke & Model
Dimension! required
including dock

Order i, lilting MIKE. MODEL tni COLOR CHOICE

cut-out
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SPECIAL COVERS WILL BE MADE TO YOUR
DIMENSIONS.

SEND TOUR REQUIREMENTS

FOR OUR IOW PRICE QUOTES.

Crown Custom Covers
24621 PAIGE CIRCLE

LAGUNA HIU.S. CA 92653
(714)472-6362

DEPT.

PT

We Won't Be UNDERSOLD
• On Items marked "No One Sells This

For Less". Copy of valid ad required,

15 Day Free Trial • 90 Day Immediate Replacement Policy • Prices Expire 12-31-87

Professional IBM® XT Compatible System
Computer, Drive, Monitor,
Printer A Software

No One Sells This
System For Less!

Sale $6 49
List $2695

160-180 CPS Hi-Speed Printer Option
(with Near Letter Quality)
Plus Color Monitor Options Available

(Add $35.00 shipping.*)

• 4.77/8 MHz / 512K Super Turbo XT Computer
Clock/Calendar; Parallel, Serial & Game Ports
• MS DOS 3.2 & G.W. Basic Included
• Hi-Res 12" Monochrome Monitor
• Big Blue 8Va" Printer With Interface & Paper
• Software Package: Word Processor,
Spreadsheet & Data Base
IBM;."

it tr-.t) r*gln«isd trademark ol Inivrrvoiional Buiin*ii Machinal. Inc.

Compatible System

15" NLQ Business
Printer Sale

Computer, Drive, Monitor, Printer & Software

Wide Carriage Star Micronics LV-1215 Printer

Complete Turbo IBM® XT

Sale

Sale

$599
List $2495

List $499

(Add $35.00 shipping.*)

(Add $17.50 shipping.*)

•120 CPS Print Speed

• 10 MHz / 512K Super Turbo XT Computer

Video, Parallel & Serial Cards Included

• MS DOS 3.2 & G.W. Basic Included
• HI-Res 12" Monochrome Monitor
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RoboKey
Tim Midkiff, Editorial Programmer

Now you can set up your computer to perform
almost any task completely unattended—quick
ly, efficiently, and automatically. This short
program lets you define as many as 200 key
strokes that will be entered for you at a time
you specify within the following 24 hours. You
can automate DOS operations or virtually any
application program. It works with any IBM
PC, PCjr, XT, AT, or compatible with DOS 2.0
or higher.

There are thousands of uses for a program like
RoboKey. In an office, you could set up your com
puter to automatically back up important files at the
end of the day so you don't waste time doing it your
self. At home, you could instruct your favorite termi
nal program to dial up an information service in the

middle of the night when rates are low, download
stock quotes or electronic mail, log off, and print
everything out so it's waiting for you by breakfast. In
fact, you can set up a computer to perform any routine
task during off-hours in order to maximize

Personal computers are supposed to automate some of
the tasks we used to do manually and thereby make
life a little easier. And indeed, word processors, elec
tronic spreadsheets, database managers, and numer

productivity.

You've probably heard of virtual memory and

virtual disks. Now, with RoboKey, you can have a vir
tual user.

ous other programs can be marvelously productive in
the hands of an experienced user.

But that's the catch—it takes the hands of an ex
perienced user on the keyboard to really make things
happen. Until now.
"RoboKey" is a handy little program that types
your instructions and commands on the computer
whether you're there or not. You can be in the next
room watching TV, across town visiting a client, or
even fast asleep. Before leaving the computer unat
tended, you simply tell RoboKey which keys to press

and at what time to press them. RoboKey is flawlessly
punctual; when its "alarm" goes off (anytime in the
following 24 hours), RoboKey types the keypresses on
the keyboard just as if you typed them yourself.
The predefined keypresses can be DOS com

Setting The Alarm
Not many programs as useful as RoboKey are as easy
to use. There aren't any tricky commands to learn,
and you can be up and running with it in minutes.

This issue's magazine disk contains a file named
ROBOKEY.COM. This is the RoboKey program. No
tice how short it is—about 1.5K. RoboKey is written
completely in machine language to be compact and
efficient.
Before running RoboKey, we recommend making

a backup copy on another disk. Also, if your computer
lacks a battery-powered realtime clock, use the DOS
commands DATE and TIME to set the current date

and time of day.

mands, instructions to run programs, commands with

To run RoboKey, simply insert a disk with

in programs, or anything. You can set multiple alarms

ROBOKEY.COM in the current drive and then type

so RoboKey will perform several operations at differ

ROBOKEY. The program displays the current time

ent times. You can even tell RoboKey to run batch

and asks you to specify a time for the "alarm"—in

files, which in turn may carry out their own lists of

other words, when the automated commands are to

commands.

be carried out. Enter the time in the format HH:MM
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for hours and minutes, and follow this with AM for

All RoboKey alarms currently in memory are

the morning hours or PM for the afternoon/evening

aborted and all scripts erased if you reboot the com

hours. For example, you'd enter 12:15 PM for 12:15

puter by simultaneously pressing Ctrl-Alt-Del.

p.m., 02:20 AM for 1:10 a.m., and so on.
If you omit the AM or PM, the alarm goes off at

Be sure the computer is in the proper state to ac

cept RoboKey's keypresses when the alarm goes off.

the next occurrence of the time you enter. For in

For example, if you tell RoboKey to run a certain pro

stance, if it's 5 p.m. and you enter the alarm setting as

gram by entering its filename on the DOS command

07:00, the alarm will go off two hours later, at 7 p.m.

line, make sure the correct disk is in the drive and the
DOS prompt is on the screen before leaving the com

puter unattended.

Entering Commands
After you set the alarm, RoboKey asks you to enter
the characters you want typed on the keyboard at the
appointed time. You can enter anything you want—
DOS commands, the names of programs to be loaded
and run, commands within programs—anything. Robo
Key remembers every keypress you enter and auto

matically repeats them when the alarm goes off. In
effect, you're writing a script that RoboKey will follow
to the letter.

To include a carriage return in this script, simply
press Enter/Return as you normally would. RoboKey
memorizes everything you type, with one exception:

the Backspace key. If you make a typing mistake and
need to make a correction, press Backspace; as usual,
the cursor backs up one space and erases the previous
character. You may continue pressing Backspace to

If you continue using the computer after setting
an alarm, don't forget what's going to happen when
the alarm expires. It might be embarrassing, for in
stance, if RoboKey suddenly springs to life and tries to
run a telecommunications program on top of your
spreadsheet. Remember, when RoboKey activates, it's

just as if someone bumped you off the keyboard and
took control of the computer. Before using RoboKey
for something important, test it first so you know ex
actly how it works and to make sure it's compatible
with your other software.
Also on the magazine disk is a file named ROBO-

KEY.S. This is the machine language source code for
ROBOKEY.COM. The source code is not required to
run RoboKey; it's included for programmers who wish
to study how the program works. RoboKey was writ

ten with A86, a shareware assembler.

erase the whole line, if you wish. If you want to in

clude the Backspace key in a script for some reason,
enter it by pressing Shift-Backspace.
If you really mess things up, you can abort the
whole script by pressing Ctrl-Break and then start
over.

You can enter as many as 200 characters in a
RoboKey script. To mark the end of the script, press
the Esc key three times. At this point, the alarm is set.
You can continue using the computer for any

thing you want after setting an alarm. RoboKey in
stalls itself in memory and stays out of the way,
silently waiting for the alarm to go off. At the prear
ranged time, RoboKey stirs to life and types the key
strokes it memorized on the keyboard, just as if you

typed them yourself. When RoboKey is done, it re
turns manual control to the keyboard.

Additional Notes
You can set multiple alarms merely by repeating the
process described above. For instance, you could make

RoboKey perform some task at 1 a.m. and make it do
something else at 3 a.m. Leave enough time for the
computer to carry out the first job before beginning
the next.

If the commands you want RoboKey to execute
won't fit within the 200-character limit, either set ad
ditional alarms to finish the job or have RoboKey run
a batch file. By chaining together batch files and mul
tiple RoboKey scripts, you can make the computer do
almost anything.
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Wrimage
John W. Ratcliff

Here's a word-guessing game for those long
zvinter evenings, and it helps improve spelling
and vocabulary skills, too. Four difficulty levels
make it suitable for anyone from children to
professors. One to six people can play, so it's an
ideal party game. The program runs on any
IBM PC, PCjr, XT, AT, or compatible with DOS
2.0 or higher and a color/graphics adapter or
equivalent hardware.

Figure 1: It's the beginning of a round, and empty
squares representing the mystery word appear at

the top of the screen.

Guessing words and phrases is the fashion on TV

game shows. But you have to wait until your favorite
show is on—or worse, miss it if you're busy. How
about a word game that's always ready to play when
you are and isn't interrupted by commercials?

"Wrimage" (short for word image) is both educa
tional and fun—a game that helps people of all ages
improve their spelling and vocabulary skills. Multiple
difficulty levels make it suitable for youngsters or old
sters. You can play Wrimage by yourself or with up to
five other people.
The Wrimage word list provided on the magazine
disk contains about 3000 words. The easier words
were collected from elementary- and middle-school
spelling books, and the harder ones were culled from
a variety of dictionaries. You can also prepare your
own word lists to drill students on spelling words or
special terminology.
Best of all, Wrimage is easy to play. The rules can
be mastered in a few minutes, yet it can provide
hours of entertainment.

Wrimage runs on any IBM PC, PCjr, XT, AT, or com

patible with DOS 2.0 or higher and a color/graphics
adapter (CGA) card. Some compatibles have the
equivalent of a CGA card built into their hardware;
COMPUTEI's PC Magazine

Before running Wrimage for the first time, we rec
ommend making a backup copy on another disk.

You'll need to copy two files: WRIMAGE.EXE (the
game program) and WRIMAGE.LST (the word list). If
you copy WRIMAGE.EXE into a subdirectory, make
sure WRIMAGE.LST is copied into the same subdirec

tory. The program automatically loads the word list
from the current directory when it runs.
You'll find two other related files on the maga

zine disk: WRIMAGE.C and WRIMAGE.ASM. These
are source code files for programmers who wish to

study how the program works. They aren't executable
programs, and they're not required for playing Wrimage.

Running The Program
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WRIMAGE.C is the main source code file, written in

Borland International's Turbo C. WRIMAGE.ASM is a
machine language routine for printing text on the
CGA screen.
To play Wrimage, run the program from DOS;
simply enter WRIMAGE at the DOS prompt.
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Choosing Game Options
The opening screens allow you to set up the game.

Figure 2: The player must choose from the three
letters displayed in the center of the screen—or pass.

The first screen asks if you want sound effects; press
Y for Yes or N for No.
Next, Wrimage displays this menu:
Play at what level?
1. Easy words.
2. Medium words.
3. Hard words.

4. Mixed levels.

Choose 1, 2, 3, or 4 and press Enter/Return.

After this, Wrimage prompts you for the number
of players (1-6) and the names of the players. If you
make a typing mistake, you can press the Esc key to
redo the previous entry. Also, after all of the players'
names are entered, the program asks you to confirm
your entries. If you made any mistakes, type N to
start over.

You can break out of the program and return to
DOS at any time by holding down the Ctrl key and
pressing C.

Figure 3: After a player makes a correct choice,
the program shows the letter's position (or posi
tions) within the word.

Playing The Game
The rules of Wrimage are simple. The object is to be
the first player to fill the horizontal fuel gauge to the
right of your name. You gain points by picking letters

and spelling words correctly, and you lose points by
picking wrong letters and spelling words incorrectly.
A blue line on the fuel gauge indicates a positive
score; a red line means your score is less than zero.
At the beginning of each round, blank squares

appear at the top of the screen. Each square repre
sents one letter in the word the players are trying to
guess. (See Figure 1.) During each turn, a player can
either choose letters (press C) or attempt to spell the
word (press S). In either case, a 30-second timer be
gins counting down; if it expires, you don't lose
points, but you lose your turn.

When a round begins, no letters in the word are
known, so the logical way to start is to press C to
choose letters. As shown in Figure 2, three letters ap
pear in the center of the screen. At least one of the
three letters is guaranteed to be part of the word; the
program picks the other two at random.

To make a guess, press the key which corre
sponds to the letter you're choosing. If you guess right

and the letter appears in the word, the program dis
plays the letter in its proper position and you get an
other turn (Figure 3). If the letter appears more than
once in the word, it is shown in every position.

If you guess wrong, it's the next player's turn.

Choosing a letter that already appears in the
word counts as an incorrect choice. This has important

implications for strategy. If the three letters you have
to pick from include a letter that's already been cor

rectly chosen, remember that the program displays
two letters at random. One of the other letters may or
may not be a letter in the word, so you're taking your

chances if you pick one of them. If you don't want to
risk picking an incorrect letter and lose points, you

can skip your turn by pressing the space bar.
As long as you continue guessing letters correctly,
your turn continues. But when you miss a letter, pass

with the space bar, or run out of time, it's the next
player's turn.
Eventually, enough correct letters are filled in to

encourage a player to guess the word. To spell the
word, enter only the missing letters. If the word is cor

rect, you gain points; if you guess wrong, you lose
points. You earn a higher bonus for guessing a word

The Scarlet Letter
Different letters have different point values based on
the frequency with which they occur in the English

that has relatively few letters filled in.
The game ends when a player's blue fuel gauge

language. You can find each letter's point value by

stretches all the way across the screen. You then have

matching its color with the color scale at the bottom

the option of playing another game (with different

of the screen. Thus, a Z is worth more than, say, an E.

players, if you wish) or returning to DOS.
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Customized Word Lists
The 3000-word file supplied on the magazine disk is
sufficient for most purposes, but you may want to cre
ate your own word list for some reason. Perhaps

you're a parent or teacher who wants to drill a child
or student on a list of spelling words or special terms.
Or maybe you want to use Wrimage as a party game,
and you'd like to prepare a list of special words relat
ed to the occasion for the party. Wrimage is specially
designed to make this easy to do, and absolutely no
programming skills are required.
A Wrimage word list is simply a text file adhering
to these five rules:

1. The text file must be saved on disk in ASCII for
mat. ASCII stands for American Standard Code for
Information Interchange and simply means a plain
text file with no special word processing codes. Al
most all word processors and text editors have an
option for saving files in ASCII format. Consult
your word processor manual for details.

2. The text file must consist of one word per line,

your word list. Wrimage automatically loads your list
when it runs.
Be sure your word-list file is in the same directory

as WRIMAGE.EXE. If the program can't find the file
name you specify, it tries to load the regular word list,

WRIMAGE.LST. If it can't find that file in the current
directory, you'll get an error message.

You'll also see error messages if the program de
tects any illegal words in your list—that is, words too

short or too long, or words which contain invalid
characters. As mentioned above, you have a choice of
continuing on to the game or aborting so you can cor

rect the list. (Note: Some word processors put an endof-file character at the end of ASCII files which may
trigger an error. This error can be safely ignored.)
Note that when a custom word list is loaded, the
program won't ask you to choose a difficulty level,
since the levels apply only to the standard word list. If
you want to create your own levels, sort your words
into different files according to their difficulty. You
might want to assign them different filenames, such as
EASY.LST, MEDIUM.LST, HARD.LST, and so on.

each line terminated with a carriage return. Just

Important: Do not attempt to modify the regular

type each word and press Enter/Return.

word list, WRIMAGE.LST, by either adding or delet

3.

A word list must contain at least 20 words.

ing words. The program expects the list to be in its

4.

Words in the list may not contain spaces or numer

ic characters. Only the alphabetic characters A-Z

present format to correctly assign the words to the
various difficulty levels.

PC

are permitted. Both uppercase and lowercase letters
are allowed.
5.

Words must be from 4 to 12 letters long. Words

shorter than 4 letters or longer than 12 letters are

Q-2-Q

flagged as errors when the program loads the word
list. Wrimage then gives you the option of aborting

the program or starting the game. If you start the

DECISION TOOLS

game, the words which triggered the errors are
ignored.

Qualitative - to - Quantitative

To prepare a customized word list, then, simply

Subjective - to - Objective

type the words into your favorite word processor or

If you have the QUESTIONS, bul not the ANSWERS!

text editor and save the file in ASCII format. You can
use any filename. It's probably a good idea to use a

different filename than WRIMAGE.LST, though, be
cause you might accidentally erase the existing
WRIMAGE.LST file if it's in the same directory.

Be extra careful when entering your words to ver

ify the spelling. Nothing is more frustrating for a
Wrimage player than to encounter a misspelled word
in the middle of a game. (The word list on the maga
zine disk, incidentally, has been carefully checked.
You'll discover that many of the words on the hard
level are quite bizarre, but be assured they are valid
words.)

Loading A Custom List

Q-2-Q converts your thought process into hard data. Q-2-Q uses

Three Factor-Rating Systems which provide a mechanism to combine
diverse factors into an easy-io-undersland format.
Create an unlimited amount of your own topics and/or use the topics

already on disk. These topics were created by professionals in their
fields. All are Owners, Presidents, C.E.O.'s, M.B.A.'s, Attorneys, or
Ph.D.'s.
*

PROPERTIES (RESIDENTIAL

&

COMMERCIAL)

*

RESTAURANTS

*

*
*

PERSONALITIES * VACATION SPOTS * PET BREEDS * MUSIC
EDUCATION (COLLEGE & DAY CARE) * PLUS SEVERAL MORE

*
*

* SPORTS * CAREERS * EMPLOYEES * AUTOMOBILES * STOCKS *

All for $49.95 (add $2 S&H)
Order by Check. Visa, MC, AMEX, or C.O.D. to:

BANANA SOFTWARE, INC.
ORDERS:

Dept. QA

INQUIRIES:

(216) 673-6969

6531 Park Avenue

(216) 673-6434

(24 hours)

Kent, Ohio 44240

(recording)

To play a game of Wrimage with the customized word
list, run the program from DOS with this command:
WRIMAGE filename.ext

MODELS:
RELEASED

IBM

COMMODORE

SOON

FOR:

ST

APPLE
AMIGA

ATARI
MAC

where filename.ext is the filename you assigned to
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Keyboard Lock-Out
Paul W. Carlson

Maybe you've got nosy coworkers, and you'd
like to walk away from your computer for a mo
ment without leaving important information on
the screen. Or maybe your computer is at home,
unattended during the day, and you're afraid
your toddler might be tempted to press a key
that would accidentally destroy valuable data.

This security program—instantly available with

a keystroke—is the solution. It works on any
IBM PC, XT, AT, or compatible with DOS 2.0
or higher.

Ready And Waiting
Lock-Out is always available for use because it installs
itself as a memory-resident program, also known as a

terminate-and-stay-resident (TSR) utility. Like other
memory-resident programs, it needs to be run only

once after the computer is switched on or reset; then,
it quietly waits to be activated by a specific combina
tion of keypresses. Another combination deactivates it
until you need it again.

To install Lock-Out in memory, simply type
LOCKOUT at the DOS prompt. (Make sure the file
LOCKOUT.COM is on the disk in the current drive.)

The prompt disappears for about a second, then reap
If you've ever had to leave your computer with sensi

pears. Although nothing else seems to happen, Lock-

tive information on the screen, or if you've ever

Out is hovering in the background, ready to be

wished you could put a program on hold in order to

activated,

do something else, without fear of someone interfer
ing with your program, this article is for you.
It never fails—when you're busy working on a

Normally, the keys that activate Lock-Out are the
Alt and L keys. When you press Alt-L simultaneously,

Lock-Out clears the screen and displays the flashing

computer, interruptions seem to occur at the worst

message COMPUTER IN USE, so no one will think the

possible times. What's needed is a "hold button" for

machine is idle and turn it off. To unlock the com

your computer so you can deal with interruptions. In

puter, press Alt-L again. Lock-Out is deactivated until

some situations, simply pressing the Ctrl and Num

you need it the next time. Lock-Out remains in mem

Lock keys simultaneously will do the trick. However,

ory until you turn off or reset the computer.

programs paused this way will be restarted when any
key is pressed. Also, you may have something on the
screen you don't want others to see.

To be effective in all situations, the computer's
hold button should do three things: first, clear the
screen; second, let others know the computer is in

use; and third, minimize the possibility of anyone
(like an inquisitive three-year-old) accidentally taking
the computer off hold. "Lock-Out" does all this, and
it's always available when you need it.
You'll find two files on the magazine disk for
Lock-Out. LOCKOUT.COM is the actual program, a

machine language file that's ready to install in your

While Lock-Out is active, any keys that are

pressed, other than Alt-L, will have no effect. It works
in both text and graphics modes, it works while

you're running other programs (except those that take
total control of the keyboard), and it even works
while a text or graphics display is rapidly changing on
the screen. When Lock-Out is deactivated, it restores

your screen exactly as it was before, and your applica
tion program continues as if it nothing had happened.
(Note: When Lock-Out restores a graphics screen
that has a colored background, occasionally the back
ground color may change.)

system. LOCKOUT.BAS is a BASIC program that,

when executed, creates the LOCKOUT.COM file on

Customizing Lock-Out

disk. Even though we've already provided LOCK-

The special key combination that activates a memory-

OUT.COM on the disk, we've also included LOCK

resident program is called the hot key. Occasionally, a

OUT.BAS, so you can customize the program, as we'll

problem arises when another program—either an ap

describe in a moment.

plication or another memory-resident utility—uses the
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$569

The one STop shop

BLC PC512/1100% IBM PCXT compatibility and 512 K
RAM. Includes 5VT 360 KB
floppy disk drive, low profile
keyboard, high resolution

ORDERS ONLY
call toll free

1-800-CALL TRU

output (720x350 pixels),

Centronics parallel and RS232
printer ports, six expansion
slots. Includes abbreviated
MS-DOS.

(1-800-225-5878)

ORDER STATUS, INFORMATION, R.A.'s
CALL 1-313-595-0788

DATA CASE SPECIAL
50 DS/DD DI5KETTES
PACKED IN A FLIP TOP

SUPER SPECIAL SEAGATE
Panasonic Dot Matrix Printer
KXP-1080i $179 (120 CPS) FREE STARTER KIT PC-XT HARD DRIVE KIT
KXP-10911 $219 (160 CPS)

DATA CASE WITH
SLEEVES, LABELS 6
WRITE PROTECTS
All Just

$24.95

$049

200 pack paper

Heavy duty metal
printer stand
Vinyl dust cover

Complete with
western Digital Controller
and Mounting Hardware

5VT

FREE CATALOG!
1200 BAUD MODEM KIT
Access Bulletin Boards & Information Services

ALL JUST

$119

WITH ANY $10.00 PURCHASE-COMPLETE WITH PICTURES, DESCRIPTIONS
AND MORE. THOUSANDS OF ITEMS AT LOW. LOW PRICES!

COLOR PAPER
500 Sheets (Any Color)
2W LZCui. 3.5*11
6.95
Rainbow Pack II (P-Y-B)

6.95

Rainbow Pack 12 [Gr-S-Go)

6.95

CONTINUOUS CARD STOCK

3x5

4.99

4x6
7.99
5xT
9.99
CONTINUOUS LABELS
.

IBM HARDWARE

DISKETTES

BLUE. YELLOW.GREEN. PINK
WHITE, SALMON A GOLD

Audio Cassetie.WMIs

9.99

Bulk 3.5" SSDD
Bulk3 5-OSOD
Bulk5.25"0SDj
8ASF3.5-SS0D
BASF3.5"DSOD
BASF 5.25" DSDD
BASF5.25"DSHD
Mi.aH 3.5-SSDD
MjibII3 5"DS DD
MaBli5.J5"SS0u
Maull 5 25" OS 00
MailH 5.25" DSHD

Disk l!.75x2) Z5QWhi1«

4.99

KkFaMai3'hx5/i)75<>

9.99

Sony 3.5" SS DO
Sony 3.5" DS DO

Mjil(3Vjx15/16)1OOO

G.99

Sony 5.25" SSOD

.99
1.29

.39

• RS 232 CABLE M-F
• PHONE CORD

57T Disk Drive

CABLES.INTERFACES
Afi Switch B0» Panliel

39.95

AB Switch Box flS-232

39.95

AB-X Crossover Boi Pit

49.95

IBM ST Prinltr CiLls 1111

IBM ST Printer Cabta 6"

19.95
9 95
19 95
14.95
71 95

Game Controner Port

10.95

Hird Disk Control
10 Pint II C«d . .

11.95

26.95

Chp Anw.3-N«wsioom
Ciouialk

19.95
129.95

Dbaio II
Dbiia III Plus

333.95
466.95
170.95
19.95
Z3.95

Keyboard-AT Style
Keyboard ■ RT Style

75.00
95.00

8 95

Keyboard-XT Style
Mlin Board-Turbo

54.00
149.00

Dollars & Sense h/ Forecait
Donald Duck s Playground
F-15 Strike Eagh

9 95

Main Board

116.00

23.95

14.95
22.95

Fight Simulator

33.95

Gakj

26.95

Graphic* Library I or II

23.95

22 95

MultilOCard

86.95

3M5.Z5"SSDD

10,95
11 95
29.95

Printer Card
RS-232Card

29,95
38 95

IS. Talk...
Jet

39.95
33.95

3M5.25"DS0D

THOMSON MONITORS

Lrtut 1-2-3
Mark Williams C

23.95

33.95
333.95
333.95

MasHrtype

26.95

469.00

MathBlattet...

33.95

629.00
119.00

Mean IB ..
Ntwiroom

26.95
40.95

Z170

299.00

Pawn
Print Shop
Print Shop Companion

?9.95
40.95
33.95

199.00
259.00
335.00

Badn Basebil

27.95

399.00

Sargonlil
Shanghai
Sidekick

26.95
29.95
43.95

489.00
399.00

Silent Service
Space Quasi

23.95
33.95

255.00

Summer Games II

Disk FUa 60-5.75"

library Caw-315.25')
library Case-5 (3.5")
PocUI Pack |3.5"|

22.99
699
6 99

14.95

7.95
14.95

4.95
7.95
12.95
14.95

PRINTERS

99
.99
14.99

RIBBONS

339.00

Klng'i OiMttl.ilKill

4375H Ultra Scan
TTLMonflor

DISK STORAGE

..

Klltttka

4350 EGA Dual Scan

9.95

No surcharge for MasterCard

19.95

CipArtVol.2-N<wsroom

75.95

ACCESSORIES

$149

27.95

Clip MVoi. 1-NewiTDom

75.95

RS-232MME'

Sn QuiM Surg« Strip
TAC-10I8M4APPLE

23.95

Ch«ssmaster2DO0

Multifunction Cird lor PC-XT

MISCELLANEOUS

E.G.A. Card

Championttiip Lod« Runnai

Mo rtorj ra ph ics Card

Disk Directory [3.5")
Oilk FIW 40 ■ 3.5"

Printer Stand 2-Pc

26.95

15.95

9-95

Mouse Mat

Black Cauldron

3M3.5-SSD0
3M 3.5" OS DO

RS-Z32MFG-

Mouse House

110.00
. 75.95

33.95

450AMnnochrome-132CLM 159.00

9.95
12.95

Am a ray Printer SUitd

29.95

10.95

Ba la nci ol Power

4160CGAColor

RS-232FF6' ....
RS-232MF10' .

5.25" Disk Notchar

75.95
35.95
B9.95
;99.00

26.95

Archon

6-95
59.95

Head Cleaners

Boca Research

119.00
389.00
59.95

Color Graphic Primer Card
Disk Drive Card
OS DO 1/2 HI. 3E0K Drive
E.G.A.Carfl

IBM SOFTWARE
Alternate Reality. City

9.95

Micrustuffer

14" Twill-N-Till

1200Blud Inttrrul Madam
20 Meg Seagata Kit
C.G.V.Card

Sany5.2S"DSHD

• AVATEX 1200 HC

PC-XT

13 95

Sony 5.25" DS OD

• PC TALK SOFTWARE
• COMPUSERVE STARTER KIT

Includes
MS-DOS!

Pin (ntcKX-P3131

26.95

Epson FX MX RX-BO
ISM Propriniar

5.99

Tsmple o( Apihal Trilogy

26.95

Panasonic 1090 90

999
2.99

Gemini 10

6.95

Ultima 111

39.95

IBM PC Kaytoard

6.95

Wlnnia The Pooh

15.95

7.99
7.99

IBM PC System

Winter Games.
Wizard ly Provin gGrounds
Wotd Attack

26.95
40.95
33.95

Star 0 kid jU

XMMB01 Legend BHC
SMMB04

27.95

9.95

Symphony

DUST COVERS

Panasonic 1080 90 91

23.95

6.95

466.95

WHO- Perfect

330.95

Wjrdsiart 2000

395.95

VWld Games
Zork Tntogy

26 95
4G 95

or Visa

All orders are considered verbal contracts and adhere lo all laws as sei by Ihe Federal Trade Commission. All otder cancellations will be charged 5%. Ordarlng Information: Credit Card Hb»S number, expiration date, shipping address and DAY phone number resdy wllh order. Paraonal and company ■ im<:k«: Call order In - you will receive an order number. Send order
number and check lo the P.O. Bo* listed. Allow 14 Business Days (or check lo clear. Money om.r»: Call order In - you will receive an order number. Send number with money order lo

P.O. Box Haled. Shipping: Continental USA - All Ord.n add 3%, minimum $3.00. HI. AK, Canada add 5%. minimum S5.0O. All other order areas add 15%. minimum I1O.0O. No C.O.D.'s over
SIM CO, add an additional S3.00 shipping charge for ecu. All areas not serviced by U.P.S. will be shipped first class Insured mall. All shipping charges in excess of Ihe above Hems will be
added. All orders are shipped on a first come Mrs! served basis and are usually shipped Immediately. Please allow 2-3 weeks delivery time. All goods are new and Include factory warranty.
All dafKtlvM must have a return authorization numb* r. Please call (313}59S<0768 to obtain an Ft A • or return will not be accepted. Prices end availability subject to change without notice.
All correspondence should be senl to P.O. Sox 75 • Wayne, Ml 481B4. 'SATISFACTION REFUND - IS LESS SHIPPING & HANDLING - Call lor Details.
Not responsible lor typographical errors.

same hot key for some purpose. If you happen to
have, say, a memory-resident notepad that also is ac
tivated with Alt-L, the results are likely to be unfortu

35

nate when both the notepad and Lock-Out try to seize
control of the screen and keyboard at the same time.

That's why we've provided a way to customize
Lock-Out so it can be activated with any hot key you

choose. To do this, you have to modify the file
LOCKOUT.BAS—the BASIC program mentioned ear
lier. When you run LOCKOUT.BAS, it creates a new

Alt-H

23

AIM

36

Alt-J

37

Alt-K

38

Alt-L

50

Alt-M

49

Alt-N

24
25
16

Alt-O
Alt-P
Alt-Q

19

Alt-R

31
20

Alt-5
Alt-T

version of LOCKOUT.COM on disk that answers to

22

Alt-U

47

your chosen hot key.

17

Alt-V
Alt-W

45

Alt-X

21

Alt-Y

44

Alt-Z

To begin, run BASIC and load LOCKOUT.BAS.
When you type LIST 30, you should see this program
line:

For example, let's say you want to activate Lock-

30 PRINT#1,CHR$(38);

Out with the hot key Alt-F (for "freeze"). Referring to

The number inside the parentheses is the extend

the chart, simply change line 30 in LOCKOUT.BAS

ed scan code of the key which, when pressed with Alt,

like this:

will trigger Lock-Out. The current number is 38, the

30 PRINT#1,CHR$(33);

extended scan code for the Alt-L combination. You

can change this number to the extended scan code for
some other Alt-letter combination as shown in the fol
lowing table:
30
48
46
32
18
33

Alt-A

34

Alt-G

(Be sure to press the Enter key on the program line

after making the change.)
Now type RUN. The BASIC program will create a
file on the current drive named LOCKOUT.COM. (If

the disk in the current drive contains the regular ver

Alt-B
Alt-C

sion of LOCKOUT.COM, it will be replaced.) To in

Alt-D

stall your customized version of Lock-Out, reboot or

Alt-E

reset the computer and type LOCKOUT at the DOS

Alt-F

prompt, as described above.

Be the TRAIN

Available for:

IBM PC, XT, AT& jr.
[Color Graphics Card ReQuiredl

TRAIN DISPATCHER

$25.00
TRACK BUILDER

$15.00

+ postage and handling
send to:

SIGNAL Computer Consultants

P.O. Box 18222. Oept. 15
Pittsburgh. PA 15236

(412)655-7727

Automatic Installation
Memory-resident utilities such as Lock-Out are so
handy, it's often desirable to have them available
every time you use the computer. This is easily done

by including them in your AUTOEXEC.BAT file to
save yourself the trouble of installing them manually.
To make Lock-Out install itself automatically
whenever you boot up or reset the computer, simply
include the command LOCKOUT as a separate line in

your AUTOEXEC.BAT file. If you aren't familiar with
AUTOEXEC.BAT files, see the article "Getting Started
with Batch Files" elsewhere in this issue, or consult
your DOS manual.

There's one precaution to observe before using
Adapted for personal com

puters by designers of control
systems for major railroads, TRAIN DISPATCHER faithfully simulates
operations in a centralized traffic control office. In an accelerated 8

Lock-Out. The MS-DOS operating system used by
IBM PCs and compatibles was not really designed
with memory-resident programs in mind. These pro

hour shift you must move trains in both directions through a 1 50 mile

grams rely on programming tricks to install them

territory-throwing switches and clearing signals to limit train delays.

selves in memory and respond to hot keys. Because of

Use TRACK BUILDER, to design your own territories for use with

the IBM PC version of the TRAIN DISPATCHER simulator. This al
lows you to simulate actual railroad territories and build an entire rail
road library.

Versions of TRAIN DISPATCHER are also available for Commodore,
Apple and Atari computers.

Please inquire.

TO OUR CUSTOMERS: We appreciate the many complimentary
letters we have received and will be translating our other railroad

simulations to the IBM PC.
U.S.A. & Canada add S2.50 postage and handling ($4.00 foreign) for each game ordered. All
checks or money orders must be in U.S.A. funds, all foreign payments must be against U.S.A
banks. PA residents add 6% state sales tax. Visa. Mastercard also accepted, show card number
expiration date and signature.

We guarantee and support our products

this, there are sometimes conflicts between memoryresident utilities and application programs, or between

two or more memory-resident utilities that are in
stalled simultaneously.

To avoid problems, you should test Lock-Out on
your system with your application software and other
memory-resident utilities before doing any important

work. It's a wise idea to take this precaution when
using any new memory-resident program on your sys

tem for the first time.

PC

The Miracle
of Near Laser Printing
FROM A DOT MATRIX PRINTER
^Typesetter PC (TS)

allows you to do much
of what is available on
laser printers, but on a
dot matrix printer"

feel Typesetter PC

has set the standard for
output that other
trailing edge programs
of this genre will have

Computer Digest

trouble in trying to
equal "

PC Publishing

** I Ik- font capabilities
will amaze you"

"This can be lots of
fun"

PC Publishing

Computer Digest

"The font production is
unequaled in any other

CHOICE OF

VECTORIZED (SIROKEl

"This program really is
good and deserves to

FONTS AND BIT-

package of this price

MAI'PLI) ION IS

range**

be shown off a

PC Publishing

Computer Digest

Why spend thousands of dollars on expensive software and hardware or purchase a
new computer just to create effective page layouts, newsletters and flyers?
Typesetter PC can replace expensive publishing systems. . .

Every PC user with a compatible dot matrix printer will benefit from
Typesetter PC. Typesetter PC is designed to be a powerful design and

PC Publishing refers to the results of Typesetter PC as "the miracle of
what XLENT calls Near Laser Printing." No other software product can
honestly claim to acheive higher resolution results from Epson FX, IBM.

layout tool for creating labels, flyers, newsletters, ads and more. Not only
is Typesetter PC easy to use. it's fun to use.

C. Itoh. Gemini I0X and compatible printers.

Typesetter PC is a complete font and graphics generation tool

needs...

with high resolution output. . .

Typesetter PC provides a complete graphics environment plus the

capability' to import graphics from most popular graphics programs.
There are far loo many features in Typesetter PC to describe here.
However. PC Publishing stated that the "Font capabilities will amaze
you" and that the graphics capabilities are "quite impressive."

Typesetter PC is better than the competition
Typesetter PC is a new. exciting, innovative software

package that allows even people with miniscule
publishing budgets to create near typeset
quality output from their IBM or compatible

Typesetter PC is the "missing link" for your publishing
All you need to create what PC Publishing called "impressive output to
a dot matrix printer that will astound the user with its resolution" is an
IBM compatible computer with 512KB (640KB for the Hercules and EGA
versions) and a compatible dot matrix printer. Typesetter PC is only
$79.95. Additional font disks are available for 515.00 each. If PC
Publishing, a magazine dedicated to Document Design and Delivery (D3)

productivity was impressed with Typesetter PC. you will surely be
impressed loo.
XLEnt Software is dedicated to providing XLEnt products and XLEn!
support. Please add $3.00 for snipping & handling in Ihc U.S. and

Canada. Please add SI0.00 for shipping lo foreign addresses. Virginia

residents, add 4.5% tan. Check or money order accepted. Call for COD.

computer and dot matrix printer that looks as

if it was produced on an expensive publishing
system. Typesetter PC produces pages with a
resolution of 240 x 145 dots per inch. This is

four limes the output of most other dot matrix

CITV/STAItfZIP

printing packages which produce only 72 X 72 dots

typesetter pc

per inch.

FontPackagtl

PHONt

179 95

i>im« ipcciij

SIS.00 DCCA vinion (req. SI2KB)

P-O. BOX 847

Springfield, VA 22150
Tech ?s
56&8881
?'s (703) 56&-8881

Language PJtlJSC I SIS.00 Qlercuteivcrvion |rcq 6-10KB) Orders f7031 644-8881
□EGA veision |ieq.640KB|

l
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Burger Blaster
Scott Ramsay

Here's a fast-paced arcade-style game with a
surrealistic twist. Hamburger parts are flying
through the air, and you must shoot them down
in the correct order to make complete hamburg
ers and score points. The program works on any
IBM PC, PCjr, XT, AT, or compatible with at
least 256K of memory, DOS 2.0 or higher, and a
color/graphics adapter or equivalent hardware.
It won't run on monochrome systems.

Figure 1: The opening screen in "Burger Blaster'
identifies your targets.
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It's far into the future, and centralization, automation,
and mass merchandising have reached new heights.

The giant fast-food chains now make all of their ham
burgers in a central factory in the Asteroid Belt and

1

ship them ready-made to the farthest corners of the
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solar system. Millions of hamburgers an hour are sent
to Earth, the Moon, Mars, Jupiter, and the new colony
on Pluto. The right to a daily burger is an important

part of the Pan-Planetary Constitution.
But even in the 23rd century, Murphy's law holds
true; something could go wrong—so it did. The artifi

cially intelligent Cyburger-XMP computer that makes
the hamburgers has gone genuinely berserk, and no
body can do anything to stop it. Hamburger parts are
flying through space at near-light speeds, posing a se
rious threat to interplanetary navigation. Here a beef
patty, there a tomato, and everywhere the halves of
buns. There's even an occasional aerial hotdog.
How can the people of the planets be fed their
daily burger under such circumstances? The Federal
Department of Nonpassive Resistance has a solution:
The army, using laser guns, will shoot down the ham
burger parts in the correct order and collect them into

a special tray. First they'll shoot the lower half of a
bun, then the patty, then the lettuce, maybe a tomato,
and finally, the top bun. A crazy scheme, to be sure,
but the government thinks it will work.
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Figure 2: Hamburger parts fly across the screen as
the player tries to build the burger shown in the
upper left corner.

Beginning The Game
You can participate in this mission with "Burger Blast

For instance, in the opening round, you must first
shoot down the bottom bun, then the beef patty, and

er," an arcade-style action game on this issue's maga

finally the top bun. If you successfully complete this

zine disk. You can run the game from the disk menu

round, you progress to a more difficult one with a

program or from DOS. To run it from DOS, just type

bigger burger to construct—possibly with lettuce, to

BURGER at the DOS prompt. Remember that Burger

matoes, and additional beef patties. Be careful not to

Blaster requires at least 256K of memory, DOS 2.0 or

shoot a piece that doesn't belong on the hamburger,

higher, and a color/graphics adapter or equivalent

or else you'll lose a life.

built-in hardware.
Before running Burger Blaster, we recommend

Keyboard Controls

making a backup copy on another disk. Copy the data

At the bottom of the screen is the laser tray you use

file BURGER.SHP as well as the program file

to fire shots and catch the falling hamburger parts.

BURGER.COM. (The data file defines the graphics

Press the left- and right-arrow keys to move the laser

shapes.)

tray left or right along the bottom of the screen. The

A related file on the magazine disk is BURGER

Return key stops the tray from moving. Press the space

.PAS. This file isn't required to run Burger Blaster; it's

bar to fire the laser. The Q key lets you quit a game in

the Turbo Pascal source code for programmers who

progress.

are interested in studying how the program works. It
is not an executable program.
When you run Burger Blaster, an opening screen

Each time you shoot a burger part, it drops
straight down toward the bottom of the screen. You

must catch the part to add it to your burger. If you

shows what the hamburger parts look like. {See Fig

shoot down a piece out of order, shoot a piece you

ure 1.) Press Return to reach the game screen.

can't use, or fail to catch a falling piece, you lose one

At the upper left corner of the game screen, you'll

life. After five mistakes, the game is over. Press the

see a picture of a completed hamburger. (Figure 2.)

spacebar to play another game, or press Q to quit to

This defines the type of burger you must build in the

DOS.

current round. The object of the game is to shoot

Sometimes, you'll notice, the berserk burger com

down the flying hamburger parts in the proper order

puter ejects hotdogs. You can shoot them for extra

to build this burger. The fewer mistakes you make,

points. You can also earn more points by shooting the

the more points you score.

faster-moving burger parts.

PC

PRINTER MANIA !!!!
EPSON

FX86E

EX800

Attention Programmers
COMPUTED PC Magazine is looking for the
very best original software to publish on

our disk. We welcome every kind of soft

AMIGA 500 CALL

office, DOS utilities, programming utilities,

1080i
1091i
1092i

educational programs for youngsters, tele

1592

ware: full-scale applications for home or

communications programs, memory-

resident accessories, games. We pay $200
to $2000 upon acceptance. Submit pro
grams on disk with source code and docu
mentation to: Submissions Reviewer,
COMPUTED PC Magazine, P.O. Box 5406,
Greensboro, NC 27403. For more details,
write for a free copy of our Author's
Guide.

$540.00
$375.00

EX1000
AMIGA 2000 CALL
PANASONIC
$155.00

$175.00
CALL

CALL

$445.00
$395.00

FX286E

LQ800

$490.00
$499.00
LQ1Q50
$660.00
HARD DRIVES SEAGATE
LQ850

LQ1000

CALL

WE WILL MEET OR

CALL
$419.00 BEA TANYADVER TISED
PRINTER PRICE
CALL
MISCELLANEOUS
$399.00

1595
3131
3151

SOFTWARE

HP CALCS

LOTUS

CALL HP LASER II
WORDPERFECT CALL TOSHIBA T1000
DBASE III

CALL

1895.00
$1075.00

PFS FILE

CALL ZENITH 181 LAPTOP $1595.00
CALL
CALL WYSE PC OR AT

PFS WRITE

CALL

FIRST CHOICE

CALL

CALL FOR OTHER
SOFTWARE AND
HARDWARE

10 DISKS $9.00!!!
EXELLENT PRICES ON 300
1200B MODEMS AND COLOR

MONITORS

3.5 / 5.25 Incompatibility???
NOW SOLVED!

with our MW-777 Switch

MICRO WORLD ELECTRONS, INC.3333 S. WADSWORTH BLVD LAKEWOOD, CO 80227
SALES 1-800-288-8088 CUST. SVC. (303) 988-5907
Manufacturer's warranty honored, prices subject to change.

COMPUTE!'s PC Magazine
For IBM PCs & Compatibles

Author's Guide
Most of the following suggestions serve to improve the
speed and accuracy of publication. We are much more

concerned with the content of an article than with its
style, but articles should be clear and well-explained.
The guidelines below will permit your good ideas and
programs to be more easily edited and published.
1. The upper left corner of the first page of your
article should contain your name, address, daytime
telephone number, and the date of submission.
2. The following information should appear in
the upper right corner of the first page: the language
in which your program was written and the maker of
that language, if applicable (for example, if your pro
gram was written in C, which compiler was used); the
size, in kilobytes, of both your source code and exe
cutable object code; and any special requirements for
your program (memory size, color or monochrome

display card, hard disk, printer, modem, and so on).
3. The underlined title of the article should be
placed about 2A of the way down the first page.
4. Following pages should be typed normally,
except that in the upper right corner there should be
an abbreviation of the title, your last name, and the

page number—for example: Memory Map / Smith / 2.
5. All lines within the text of the article must be
double- or triple-spaced. A one-inch margin should be
left at the right, left, top, and bottom of each page. No
words should be divided at the ends of lines. And
please do not right-justify. Leave the lines ragged.

without incurring licensing fees or other obligations to
the maker of the language. Check with the maker if
you aren't sure about licensing fees. If your article was
written with a word processor, we also appreciate a
copy of the ASCII text file on the disk. The disk
should be labeled with both your name and the title
of the article. For their safety, disks should be en
closed within plastic or cardboard mailers (available at
photography, stationery, or computer supply stores).
10. For greater clarity, use all capitals when refer
ring to language commands (LIST, RND, GOTO,
CASE OF) and languages which are acronyms (such
as BASIC, PILOT, and FORTRAN, but not Forth, Pas
cal, or Logo). Headlines and subheads should, how
ever, be initial caps only. Do not capitalize words for
emphasis; instead, underline words you wish to
emphasize, thus indicating italics.
11. Articles can be of any length—from a singleline routine to a multiple-issue series. The average
article is four to eight double-spaced, typed pages,

12. If you want to include photographs, they
should be either color slides or 5 X 7 black-and-white
glossies.
13. We do not consider articles which are submit
ted simultaneously to other publishers. If you wish to
send an article to another magazine for consideration,
please do not submit it to us.

able, onionskin, or other thin paper), and type on one

14. COMPUTED PC Magazine pays between $200
and $2,000 for published program articles. Payment is
made upon acceptance. Following submission (to Sub
missions Reviewer, COMPUTED PC Magazine, P.O. Box

side of the paper only (upper- and lowercase).

5406, Greensboro, NC 27403), allow four to eight

7. Sheets should be attached with a paper clip,
not stapled.

weeks for a reply. If your work is accepted, you will

6. Please use standard typing paper (no eras

8. If you are submitting more than one article,
send each one in a separate mailer with its own disk.
9. Short programs (under 20 lines) can be in

cluded within the text. Longer programs should be
stored twice on disk and submitted with the article.
For compiled programs or machine language, include
the executable object code, source code, and any files
needed to recompile the program. Compiled object
code must be a self-standing runtime file that can be
used by readers who do not own a copy of the lan
guage in which the program was written, In addition,
we must be able to legally distribute the runtime code
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be notified by a letter which will include a contract for
you to sign and return. Rejected manuscripts are re
turned only to authors who enclose a self-addressed,
stamped envelope.

15. If your article is accepted and you sub
sequently make improvements to the program, please
submit an entirely new disk and a new copy of the
article reflecting the update. Send the revised version
as if it were a new submission entirely, but be sure to
indicate that your submission is a revised version by
writing Revision on both the envelope and the article.
16. COMPUTERS PC Magazine does not accept un
solicited product reviews.

COMPUTE! Books

introduces a new line of
easy-to-use computer books.
COMPUTEI's Quick and Easy Guides are effective,
dependable reference guides to using applications
on your personal computer. From command sum
maries and quick-reference charts to tips for
power users, you'll have the information you need
right at your fingertips. Each book is specially de
signed to be convenient and easy to understand.

COMPUTEI'S

COMPUTEI's

QUICK
&EASY

QUICK
&EASY

USING

LEARNING
LOTUS 1-2-3

MS-DOS

SBM-rr saw to Bn Drw

COMPuTEi's Quick and Easy Guide
lo Using MS-DOS

COMPUTEI's Quick and Easy Guide

to offer. This is not a manual for

lo AppleWorks

Bonnie Deiman and Strawberry Software
ISBN 0-87455-105-6
$1295

Tom and Ellen Dougher

dBase, rather, it's a guide that makes
getting started with dBase easy and

Whether you're an experienced MSDOS user or just starting out, this
book is your easy-to-use reference to

AppieWorks, the unchallenged leader
in personal productivity software on
the Apple II series, is an integrated

this powerful and flexible operating

package combining a word processor,

system for IBM and compatible com
puters. No longer will you need to
wade through hundreds of pages to
find just the right DOS command.
COMPUTB's Quick and Easy Guide
to Using MS-DOS puts the infor
mation right at your fingertips. With
two indices and an expanded table of

database, and spreadsheet. It's a

contents, simply look up the task you

use each of the three major applica
tions. A Command Summary, Key
board Template, and Quick-Reference
Chart provide information in one-stop

want to accomplish or the DOS com
mand you need—and you'll find an
explanation of exactly what to do.
COMPUTEI's Quick and Easy Guide
lo Learning Lotus 1-2-3
Doug V*lf
ISBN 0-87455-* 06-4

$12.95

The perfect guide for the novice user
of the popular and powerful Lotus 12-3. this book assumes no previous
computer experience whatsoever.
COMPUTEI's Quick and Easy Guide
to Learning Lotus 1-2-3 covers
everything from building a spread
sheet model, setting up a database,
and using 1-2-3 for word processing,
to creating graphs and powerful mac
ros. Also included are discussions on

how to start 1-2-3 and available add
on software that can be used with
Lotus 1-2-3.

ISBN 0-87455-109-9

$10.95

complete program that lets you do

everything from writing letters and re
ports to keeping extensive files and
projecting financial earnings. With

COMPUTEI's Quick and Easy Guide
to Appleworks, you'll see how to get
started with AppleWorks. and how to

finding specrfic information quick. For
all users of dBase III Plus on the IBM
PC, PC XT, PC AT, or compatible
computer.

computei's Quick and Easy Guide
lo WordPerfect
Patricia Farrell
ISBN 0-87155-011-4

$10.95

Write, edit, format, and print with
WordPerfect your first day, using this
simple-to-use guide to the most
popular word processor for the IBM

defined sections apply to novices and

and IBM compatibles. Organized so
that you can immediately begin to
use this impressive software, this
book covers all the basics and many
of the program's advanced features.
Read what you need and then start to
work with WordPerfect. Learn how to
enter, edit, shift, and print text. Use
the more advanced techniques when
you're ready. See how to prepare a

power users alike.

complete report, set text columns,

locations. Numerous ideas offer prac
tical examples on new ways to use
AppleWorks. And there's even all the
latest information on AppleWorks
add-ons and enhancements. Clearly

COMPUTEI's Quick and Easy Guide
lo dBase III Plus
Chuck Doherty
ISBN 0-87455-107-2

$1095

For the beginning or experienced user
of this popular database management
program. Ashton-Tate has sold more
than a million copies of dBase, and

COMPUTE'S Quick and Easy Guide
to dBase III Plus is the guide and ref
erence to help you tap all the power
and flexibility that dBase III Plus has

GUIDE TO

GUIDE TO

merge information to create form let
ters, and create special forms.
COMPUTEI's Quick and Easy Guide
to Desktop Publishing
Dan McNeil!
ISBN 0-87455-112-9

easy-to-use reference guide explains
the ins and outs of desktop publish
ing, shows what you can do with the
variety of available software, and
even helps you select your system. If
you're tired of wading through long

and technical manuals, this guide and
Moral will get you started today with
desktop publishing.

COMPUTEI's Quick and Easy Guide
lo Dow Jones News/Retrieval
Donald B. Tnvetle
ISBN 0-87455-113-7

S1095

Learn how to more efficiently use the
Oow Jones Information Service, a
powerful business and stock infor
mation database. Access up-to-date'

stock quotations, financial infor
mation, company background data,
and more—all with Dow Jones.
Using a personal computer, a mo

dem, the phone, and the right soft
ware, you can search through back
issues of publications like the Vfalt
Street Journal or directly place or
ders. This simplrfied guide to the pre
eminent business information service
puts everything within easy reach,
and gets you started faster and more
easily than any manual.

$1095

With a computer, a printer, and the
right software, you can turn out docu
ments, flyers, brochures, and moreall of the highest quality available out
side a professional print shop. This

Look for COMPUTEI's Quick and Easy Guides at your local book or computer store.
To order any COMPUTE! book, call toll free 1-800-346-6767 (in NY call 212-887-8525)
or write COMPUTE! Books, Customer Service, P.O. Box 5038, F.D.R. Station, New York, NY 10150.
Customer Service hours are 10:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m. and 1:30 p.m.-3:00 p.m. EST Mon. through Fri.

COMPUTE! Publfcationsjnc.®
A Cactal Cities/ABC. Inc Ccmoanv

COMPUTE! books ore available outside tne United States from subsidiaries of

WcGraw-Hill internal icnal Book Company-

REVIEWS

Nota Bene

A less obvious answer is

at its primary purpose: it's a fast,

customization to particular needs. It's

powerful, sophisticated word pro

one thing to process text and then

cessor. This isn't surprising, be

format it to meet stylistic or profes

cause the engine within Nota Bene

sional requirements. It's quite an

is the popular XyWrite word proces

other thing to encounter a word

sor, licensed from XyQuest. But

processor that addresses some

Nota Bene is much more than just

standard style sheets and comes

Base operations); 640K of RAM and a

an enhanced version of XyWrite.

with those sheets built-in. Nota

hard disk are recommended.

Dragonfly has taken an outstanding

Bene includes the Chicago Manual of

word processor and made it into

Style, the style manual of the

something even more special.

Keith Ferrell, Features Editor

System requirements: Any IBM PC,
XT, AT, Personal System/2, or com
patible with at least 256K of RAM

(384K required for concurrent Text-

If you're one of those people who

American Psychological Associa

looks at cost before reading a soft

tion, Turabian's style guide for aca

XyWrite's much-vaunted speed and

ware review, don't be disheartened

demic papers, as well as generic

ease of use. JVofa Bene is rich

by Nota Bene's price. Not only is

style manuals. You can even cus

enough that even months of experi

this program worth every penny

tomize a style manual to suit your

mentation and customization won't

Dragonfly charges, it's a bargain—

own preferences.

and it would be at an even steeper
price.

Admittedly, the range of prices
for application software raises some

Some programs so thoroughly

Dragonfly has retained all of

exhaust all of its potential, yet be
ginners can be processing text with

address all of the possible applica

in a few minutes of installation.

tions that it's clear from the mo

And Nota Bene is fast. Searching

ment they're installed that even a

and replacing are accomplished in

questions. Since you can now buy

high price can be reasonable. Nota

seconds, even with long files.

powerful word processing software

Bene is one of those programs. It is

The Nota Bene screen is sim

for under $100, why should you

by a good measure the most pow

plicity itself. A command line

spend five or six times that much?

erful word processor I've used.

across the top serves as an infor

What makes one word processor

Nota Bene accomplishes so many

mation panel and interface with the

worth more than another?

different things in so many differ

program. Below the command line,

One obvious answer is fea

ent user-definable ways that it al

a ruler line separates you from a

tures. For more money you expect

most becomes an extension of your

blank screen. Once you begin typ

more conveniences. A more com

personality.

ing, hard carriage returns are indi

plex program may require more
time to learn, but once mastered, it
will let you fly through your text,
simplifying both entry and editing.

Nota Bene meets these criteria, and
then some.
Documentation is another an
swer. If you're making an invest
ment, rather than just a purchase,
you should expect a thorough man

You can be up and running
with Nota Bene in a few minutes
and still be discovering new fea
tures a few months later. In Nota

Bene, Dragonfly has provided a
full-featured word processor, a dy
namic text-retrieval system, and a
customized professional tool.
This is a valuable program.

cated by a left-pointing arrow,
although these can be hidden if
you prefer. Formatting codes and
special features are embedded in
deltas—solid triangles that appear

onscreen or can be suppressed. Be
yond this, the appearance of your
screen is determined by your deci
sions during installation.

ual and accessible technical sup

port. Nota Bene's manual contains

The XyWrite Engine

Memory-Hungry

close to a thousand loose-leaf pages

Above all, a word processor has to

Installation is simple and takes less

which answer questions I doubt I

be a useful tool for working with

than an hour. Even this process

would ever have thought of. And a

words. All of the add-on features in

hints of Nota Bene's power. The in

contextual help-screen system with

the world won't overcome an an

stallation program guides you

in the program is far more helpful

noying interface or slow response

through its stages easily and infor

than most such screens in other

to standard commands.

matively. You configure the screen

Nota Bene succeeds beautifully

programs.
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to suit your needs, setting attributes

A Baseball Lover's
Dream!

The only strategy
computer game licensed
by Major League Baseball
" . . it's like being
in the dugout."

See action unfold on
realistic color <

WfK "GRANDSTAND MANAGERS!..

would you do managing your favorite real team against a.,
challenger? Take on the '27 Yanks, with Ruth & Gehrig, the

75 Cincy Big Red Machine, the '86 World Champion Me
or any current powerhouse team!
Manage any team, past or present, in the MicroLeague
• Not a "pretend," joystick game! MicroLeague is a con

simulation game using real players and their performs
with stats licensed by the Players Asociation.

• You manage a real team, with all the strategies of big I
managers! Pick your lineups, choose your spots for stea
pinchhitters, relief pitchers, bunts, and much more!

MicroLeague—//
I was like being in
my own dugout!"

• For 2 players, or if no ones around play against the "Baseball
Buddha," the computer's built-in manager.
Other MicroLeague Disks—World Series teams, All-Star Rosters,
Season Disks with all 26 (earns (S19.95)
"Franchise History" Team Disks for any club ($24.95)

GMIOwner Disk—to update roster, trades & more ($29.95)
Box score/stat compiler Disk—Sox scores compile automatically

Manager. Deliol Tigers

for teams you store ($24.95)

MLB II- Great new features, park effects, injuries etc.
For the Atari St., Amiga, and MAC.

Disks for

Apple II series, IBM PC/PCjr, Commodore 64/128,
Atari 65/130XE (eooxg.
Check with your retailer, or for direct VISA/MC orders,

Call toll-free 1-800-PLAYBAL or (302) 368-9990.

MICRO LEAGUE

SPORTS ASSOCIATION
2201 Drummond Plaza,
Newark, DE19711-5711

The logos and msiqwas depicted are !He exclusive property ol Major League Baseball, ihe American League, fne Nalional League,
and the respective Maior League CluDs. and may nal be reproduced wltioul their written consenl

fci2?£jritj£5

for boldface, italic, and footnotes.

the book into subsections, each ad

tion, the combination of Ctrl-Shift

Italics, for example, appear on a

dressing a specific area, Each sec

monochrome monitor as underlined

tion is prefaced by a summary of

text. You get a choice of style man

operations that includes a keyboard

lets you work with short sections or
phrases of text. The command keys
work on the same linguistic units in

uals, as well as a generic format.

diagram; the summaries are indis

concert with the arrow, Home, and

There are dozens of printer drivers

pensable when approaching a new

End keys. This is a sensible com

included with the program, and se

section.

mand-key structure that is easily

lecting one is as easy as scrolling

The manual uses plenty of

through the choices until you find

keyboard diagrams which are clear

the one you want.

ly labeled and reproduced. Index

assimilated and quickly becomes
second nature.

Likewise, the program's use of

priately, the index to the manual is

function keys makes sense and is
easily learned. The function key
menu differs in some respects' from

is needed to fully take advantage of

complete, with only a few idiosyn

that of XyWrite; for instance, Nota

Nota Bern's, features. Because the

cratic identifiers. When I needed

Bene doesn't offer the function keys

Nota Bene program sits in memory

clarification or help, the index guid

onscreen as does XyWrite.

rather than shuffling back and forth

ed me to my answers quickly.

This much power requires a lot
of memory. A minimum of 256K
gets you started, but more memory

ing, as we'll see shortly, is one of
Nota Bene's great strengths; appro

Basic function commands are

(I'd note as well that the man

easy to learn. The F5 key saves the

word processors to the point of in-

ual is literate without being stuffy.

tolerability—it is fast and works

Examples illustrate the operations

best with the full 640K of RAM ad

discussed, and many of the exam

dressable by DOS.

ples make interesting reading on

document in progress; Fl both be
gins and ends a defined block, and
the defined portion is highlighted
on the screen. Pressing F9 gets you

to disk—a process that slows many

Due to memory conflicts, you

their own. My favorite was a nod

may find that some of your memo

to the sadly underappreciated nov

ry-resident programs don't work or

elist Mervyn Peake.)

crash when Nota Bene is up and

There is a great deal to learn in

running. To fix this, experiment

Nota Bene, but the manual takes a

with the order in which the resi

lot of the effort out of the learning

dent programs are loaded. Nota

process. You can concentrate on ab

Bene has a command which can be

sorbing the information rather than

included in your AUTOEXEC.BAT

finding or deciphering it, as is still

file that allows resident programs

the case with many other software

to coexist comfortably with the

manuals.

to the command line; F10 executes
the command you enter; F8 returns
you to the stopping point in your
text. F6 gives you access to style

manuals, layouts, contextual help,
and more. ¥7 lets you open as
many as nine windows. And so on.

A few minutes with the tutori
al gives you the tools you need to
start building documents. Deeper
involvement with Nota Bene gives
you more and more text-manipula

word processor.
For those who wish to get
started quickly, there's a good,
thorough tutorial program that

touches on many of the most com
monly used functions of word pro
cessing, as well as offering glimpses

of the power that resides beneath
Nota Bene's surface. By all means
walk through the tutorial, but don't

let the convenience of simply being
able to process words with Nota

Bene blind you to all the other
things the program can do.

Sensible Command
Structure
Nota Bene is command-driven,
meaning that the Ctrl, Shift, and

Alt keys get a real workout as you
move through a document. No

pull-down menus here. Again,
though, Dragonfly has applied
common sense as well as uncom
mon power to its command

interface.
Ctrl-key commands work on
words. In combination with the ap
propriate key, Ctrl moves the cur

A Labor-Saving Manual

sor to the beginning or end of a

To discover those other features,

word, deletes the word, or defines

you must turn to the manual. In

it. There's a Ctrl-key command for

fact, Nota Bene's manual is proba

transposing words as well.

bly the first thing you'll notice

Shift-key commands are re

tion tools of many types.

Windows On Your Work
Access to multiple windows is one
of those tools. Nota Bene doesn't re
strict you to a couple of working

documents at a time. With up to
nine open windows, you can shut

tle among all the various projects
that even the most multitasking of
writers could require. Opening and
closing windows is a breeze; type a
function key and the window num
ber, and it's done. The windows
menu tells you the amount of mem
ory each open window occupies.

Typically, Nota Bene offers a
variety of display formats for the
windows. The screen can be bi

about the program. It's heavy. It is

served for sentence operations: de

sected horizontally for page dis

also thorough to the point of being

leting sentences, defining, them,

plays or vertically to let you

exhaustive. What saves the manual

and transposing whole sentences.

compare columns. Or you can draw

from being exhausting as well is

the care its writers took in dividing
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Alt-key commands give you
control over paragraphs. In addi

windows to any size you want.

Nota Bene's cut and paste func-

^
emen Prefer
Qentu

JsdundJZuJter

COMPATIBLES
***—"^THE NEW MUSIC CARD U^J FOR PC, XT, AT COMPAT
No other music system can
give you so much for so
little. SoundBuster turns

Record your song by
phone
You call the number, se
lect a song, and sing along
with the background mu
sic. Then listen to the
playback immediately.

your computer into a syn

thesizer that anyone can

use. With sound quality so
good you can take it cen
ter stage—as was done in a
London all-SoundBuster
concert, shown on Ameri
can TV.

This service is available
only to callers in the 415,
408, and 707 areas at 55
cents per call (added to
your phone bill). Franchise applications are be
ing considered for similar

Great for beginners
SoundBuster is so easy to

use, you'll be making mu
sic before you can say
scooby-do-wah. Press a key
to pick any of 30 instru
ments. Use the 3-voice fea
ture to be a one-man
band. Capture the sound
from any source and play
back special effects.

services in other states.

Get discounts and regular
lists of songs and lyrics.
Join our Tele-Studio Club
for $12 a year.

(415)9SONG-4U
(415)976-6448

MIDI Interface Built-in
Play up to five octaves,

'To hear SoundBuster

three note chords, pitch

bend, vibrato and trem
olo—all from your com
puter keyboard. MIDI
connections to synthesiz
ers and music keyboards
are provided. This com
bines computer power
with music power to give

you velocity and pressure
effects, plus numerous

programs for educational
and professional
applications.

Sing along with
SoundBuster
Don't bother about hiring
a studio by the hour. Just
follow SoundBuster's

in action call

(415) 347-1174
Apple II + and lie
versions available.
The SoundBuster Package
comes complete with:
■ SoundBuster Card with
stereo/speaker
connections

■ MIDI interface built in
■ Software with Synthesiz
er (30 instruments), Sam
pler (record and playback
any sound, sampling rate
32Khz), and Sequencer
(for composition)
■ Complete user's guide

background music and
record your own singing

on cassettes. SoundBuster
can put hundreds of back
tracks and lyrics on a sin
gle disk.

Order today at our special
introductory price of
$249.95 Check or money
order accepted

To order your Sound
Buster, or for further in
formation, call

(415) 579-0822

Stereo, microphone
MIDi-in, MIDI-out ports

SoundBuster
Breaking the Sound Barrier.

YAM EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

1432 LAGUNA AVE. BURLINGAME, CA 94010

tions are also simple to master. In

some time, the manual notes; still,

Bene. The note is recorded, and all

fact, moving or copying a block is

preparing 6000 words of text on

that remains in your text is its

perhaps simpler here than on any

my 80286-based system required

number. When you're ready to do

word processor I've used. Simply

only a couple of minutes. If your

whatever additional research or ex

define the block using Fl, move the

computer has enough memory,

pansion is required, you can scan

cursor to the destination, and type

Text-Base can be run concurrently

the manuscript for the notes made

the numeric keypad's minus key to

with word processing operations.

while hurrying through the early

cut and move the block; press the

Essentially, Text-Base provides

draft.

keypad's plus key to copy the

you with a hypertextual perspective

block. It works as well for moving

on your work. It can be informative

text between windows as within a

to view sections of text via their

from three standard outline formats

single document.

central ideas or concepts as revealed

or two legal outline formats. Each

by key words with which they are

entry and subentry is thereafter

expressed. Reviewing a manuscript

automatically numbered or, if addi

Macros have their own feel in
Nota Bene. For one thing, the au

thors refer to them as phrases. Nota
Bene lets you assign phrases to 35
different keys; the phrases are

with Text-Base can help you not

tions or deletions are made,

only clarify your writing, but also

renumbered.

sharpen the focus of your thinking.

in libraries which can be overlaid,

providing a near-infinite supply of
tailored phrases for specialized pur

poses. Phrase libraries can hold up
to 50,000 characters.

It almost goes without saying

that Nota Bene's capabilities extend

called up by pressing Alt and the
assigned key. Phrases can be stored

Nota Bene's outline processor is
equally powerful. You can choose

Footnotes And Endnotes
JVoffl Bene is often cited as an aca
demic word processor. But don't in
terpret this to mean that Nota Bene

is stuffy or restrictive.
True, Nota Bene was put togeth

to the generation of tables of con
tents, bibliographies, and indexes.
As with all other aspects of this
package, these functions can be

adapted to your particular style re
quirements or needs.

er with an academic market in

The Text-Base Feature

mind. The presence of the style

Formatting And Printing

So far we've seen only a glimpse of

manuals is one example of this

Nota Bene offers a variety of meth

Nota Bene's word processing power,

slant; others are the provisions for

ods to prepare your work for print

and we haven't even mentioned

sophisticated outlining, footnotes,

ing. The program supports page

the program's other features. There

and endnotes. However, Nota Bene

layouts of virtually any type, from

are many, all impressive, but one

is not just an academic and techni

standard pages to snaking columns,

that stands out is Text-Base. This

cal word processor, although it cer

tabular columns, flush center, cellu

feature is based on the program

tainly succeeds at that. The program

lar tables, and more. You can

FYI, but takes on its own character

might more appropriately be consid

ered a professional tool for any ap

choose running headers and foot

within Nota Bene.
Put simply, Text-Base indexes
your document, making possible

plication that is text-intensive.
Nota Bene has built-in format

ers, footnote and endnote formats,

and footnote separators. Formatting
commands are easily mastered, and

not only rapid searches—Nota Bene,

controls for footnotes and endnotes,

you can preview documents before

of course, has a more traditional

insuring that those notes are print

printing.

search-and-replace function in its

ed in accordance with style-manual

word processing mode—but also

requirements. Considering how

standard formats and call them up

text retrieval based upon a variety

much time graduate students have

as needed. Nota Bene even comes

of elements.

spent using tab commands on other

with several formats built-in, in

word processors to make their pa
pers match a professor's expecta
tions, it's hard to imagine anyone
going to school without Nota Bene.
And obviously, a sophisticated

cluding memo, letter, and generic

printers and automatic leading (be-

paragraphs of text containing refer

footnote/endnote capability also
has applications in a number of of

ences to Norman Mailer and John

fices and professions.

several documents from a queue,

Text retrieval is determined by

the number and nature of the
keywords you select to retrieve.
You can even use Boolean opera
tors such as AND, OR, and NOT.
For instance, you could retrieve

Updike, but not those which refer
to Mailer, Updike, and Saul Bellow.

Even if you're not a student,

You can build a library of

footnoted formats. It's a snap to set
up your own formats and store
them for future use.

The program supports laser
tween-line spacing), You can print
print one page at a time, print the

the footnote capability is a means

file that's on the screen, or print

of augmenting your writing. When

the file to disk. With enough mem
ory, you can print one or more files

indexed. This aspect of Nota Bene is

drafting a piece, sections may take
sketchy form at first. Making a

menu-driven, with each step clearly

footnote at the appropriate point is

delineated onscreen. Indexing takes

just two keystrokes away with Nota

Text-Base is a powerful tool.
To invoke it, the text must first be
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while working on another.
The printer instructions are

clearly presented. I had no trouble

formatting a document to my speci
fications and then printing it with
out format problems—a first in my
experience with word processors.

tional points to think about if
you're considering Nota Bene:

• You can access DOS and even run
other programs from within Nota
Bene. When you're done, return to
the document and pick up where

nal tucked safely away.
There's more, but the point is
made. For academics, lawyers, and

technical writers, Nota Bene's value
is obvious. I make my living work

bilities.) Considering the number

ing with words and consider Nota

of unprecedented features Nota
Bene already offers, this might not
be considered a major drawback,

Bene the most valuable program

even at Nota Bene's price. Nota

to investing in a professional tool

Bene worked well with several offthe-shelf commercial spellers I

processors, computers, ideas, and

tested.

how they come together.

I've ever seen. If words figure high

ly in your work, give some thought
whose designers understand word

Take note of Nota Bene.

• Paragraphs automatically reformat
as you alter them. But inserting a
letter in an italicized word does

Nota Bene
Dragonfly Software
285 W. Broadway

not automatically italicize the let

files, while Nota Bene held my
document file in memory.
• Nota Bene offers an extended key
board that includes foreign-

ing a copy while keeping the origi

thesaurus in the current version of
Nota Bene. (However, Dragonfly
has announced an upgrade with
spellchecking and thesaurus capa

This review can't cover everything
in detail, but here are some addi

age to upload and download long

so you can experiment with alter

keyboard in forthcoming editions.
• There is no spelling checker or

Still More Features—And
Some Drawbacks

you left off. I had no trouble run
ning a telecommunications pack

altering the access to the extended

Suite 500
New York, NY 10013

ter. This is one drawback I did
find annoying.

$495
PC

• Nota Bene provides a programming

language characters, monetary
symbols, and so on. This feature
can be turned on accidentally via
the Esc key, resulting in a line or

two of odd symbols. Dragonfly is

language so you can further tailor
the program to your own needs.
This is an intriguing feature if you
have the nerve to try it. Fortunate
ly, Nota Bene isn't copy-protected,

BLACKSHIP TRADING CO.

IBM SHAREWARE $4.00/DISK
2000 - PC-WRITE

2016-2017 - SST

me most popular word processor ever

statistics for market surveys (set ol 2|

written

S10 0Q

2001 - N.Y. WORD

splii-screen editing, very powerful

2002 - PC DESKTEAM
calculator, calendar, noiepat). more

2003-2006 - ENABLE READER
speech synthesis (set of 4] S20.00 set

2007 - HOST-MI
unattended telecommunications

2008 - PC-SELL
point ol sale program lor retailers

2009 - PROCOMM
best communications program available

2010 - XLSIP

oaject oriented programming language

2011 - PC-OUTLINE
outline and planner

2012 - FREECOPY

better than Diskcopy, very fast

2013 - EBL

extended batch language adds (unctions
for batch files

2014 - CURVEFIT
fit x, y to 25 equations

2015 - SIDE WRITER
print text files sideways

385 OYSTER POINT BLVD. 410

2018 - ALAN'S EDITOR
lull screen ASCII editor

2019-2020 - KWIKSTAT
graphics oriented statistical analysis (set

of 2} S10 00

2021 - EZ FORMS

create and print any type of form

2022 - SOFT-TOUCH
user defined macros

2023 - QUECALC

54 ■ 64 ■ 64 spreadsheet

2024 - STOCK TRADER
meru driven stock trading program

2025-2027 - FREEWAY PAYROLL
complete payroll system (sel of 3) Si 5 00

2028 - INSTANT RECALL
memory resident database

Call or write for our free catalog.
2033 - GANTT

2053 - PDS QUOTE

2034 - TSHELL

2054 - HI-RES RAINBOW

scheduling and prefect managemeni
excellent visible DOS shell

640 x 200 hi-res color paint program

2035-2038 - DANCAD 3D

2055 - AMY'S FIRST PRIMER

2039 - 1MAGEPRINT

2056 - PiANOMAN

3-dimensional drafting {set ol 4) S20 00

produce high qualrty print on dot matrix
printers

2040-2041 - DATABOSS
2042 - PC PAYROLL

2061 - BACKGAMMON

2043-2046 - RBBS

challenge your computer

remole bulletin board system (set Of 4)
S20 00

2032 - HOM-II

DOS shell with 10 page menu ot macros

diskette cataloging for use with hard disk

2048 - RELIANCE MAILING LIST
mailing lists and mail merge

SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO. CA 94080

2063/2064 - DRAFTSMAN
graphics from 1-2-3, Symphony, Visicalc
2 disk sel

2065 - FREEFILE
relational database management

detective game

graph data from DBASE, Lotus. Multipian

(set of 2) SID 00

2066 - FREECALC
fantastic spreadsheet

2067 - FREEWORD
menu driven word processc

2052 - TURBO SPRITES/

2068 - PC ART

ANIMATION
create animated graphics

2062 - PC PROMPT

supples DG5 syntax as you type

2047 - DBS-KAT

2050-2051 - GRAPHTIME II

Pascal compiler

2059/2060 - BUDGETRAK

encumbrance accounting 2 disk set

menu driven payroll system

2030 - BONZOWARE
2031 - VISIBLE PASCAL

compose play edit piano music

memory resident calculator

database program (set of 2) S10.00

2049 - SLEUTH

adult games

games to teach basic skills to kids

2058 - RESICALC

2029 - MASTER KEY

file utilities, unerase erased file

prepare proiect quotations

...*,-»

color graphics drawing

Add $4.00 shipping & handling.
NATIONAL: 1-800-431-6249 IN CALIFORNIA CALL: 1-800-654-7955
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Personal Portfolio Manager

hard disk, drive C.
One curious exception to the
easy installation is that, late in the

Buddy Cooper

process, you're required to copy
certain files to your hard drive. It's

Requirements: Any IBM PC, XT, AT,

share of securities held by a person

PS/2, or compatible with at least

who had recently passed away. The

384K of RAM, DOS 2.0 or higher,

Internal Revenue Code defines fair

and two floppy disk drives or one

market value as the mean average

floppy disk drive and one hard drive.

between the highest and lowest

prompt begins the program in man

Both 3Vi- and 5'A-inch disks included.

selling prices on the date of the

ual mode, while STARTAUTO ini

Hayes-compatible modem required to

person's death.

use telecommunication features.

Printer recommended.

After entering all of the securi
ties in a portfolio, I dialed up

Warner (which keeps historical
Personal Portfolio Manager is a com

quotes) and watched Personal Port

plete securities-portfolio manage

folio Manager quickly download the

ment tool. As the manual points

highs and lows for that date. I then

out, this program is intended for

used the program's report feature

managing investments once they

to perform the necessary math. The

are made—not for choosing which

report feature is powerful, allowing

investments to make.

you to select information from a se

odd that this procedure wasn't
automated like most of the others.
Entering START at the DOS

tiates an automatic mode that goes
online, updates quotes, prints re
ports, and returns to DOS.

Personal Portfolio Manager is a

little bit tricky to get up and run
ning, and the manual is a bit weak
in this area. It does come with a
demonstration portfolio from which

you can learn a lot, but remember
to delete it before entering real

curities data record and then per

information. Otherwise you'll have
to work around or put up with the

open several portfolios—one for

form mathematical functions on the

demonstration securities where you

each broker you use, for example—

information. The mathematical op

don't want them.

and to add new portfolios at later

erations are performed between or

dates. You can enter cash transac

among columns of data, and the re

The manual is also not clear on
how to define reports—I found the

tions and options, add securities to

sults are entered in another col

instructions confusing. Fortunately,

your database, and keep track of

umn. This function is so versatile

the examples in the back of the

other kinds of transactions, includ

that you can do things that aren't

The program allows you to

ing sales and income/capital gain
distributions. Personal Portfolio Man
ager accurately keeps track of all of
your entries and makes the infor

mation quickly and easily available.
But this program is more than
just a database manager for shuf
fling around your securities infor
mation. Its beauty and power
comes from its ability to dial up an
online database such as Warner
Communications Systems or Dow

Jones News/Retrieval, to download
quotes for each security (current or
historical), and to generate reports
based on this data. All of this can
be accomplished manually or auto
matically.

Another handy feature updates
all quotes in the master securities
file, so all of your individual portfo
lios are similarly kept up to date.

Portfolio Portraits
Personal Portfolio Manager can save
you a lot of time just by automat
ing tedious tasks. For instance,
while testing the program, 1 needed
to know the fair market value per
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manual are a saving grace. It turns
out that defining a report is quick,
even listed in the manual.
In this case, it was necessary to simple, and easy, once you get the
hang of it. The best way to learn is
average the highs and the lows of
to define a report while reading the
the various securities. Rather than
instructions and referring to the
compute them individually, I creat
ed a new column in the report and examples.
assigned it a value of 2. I then used
Once you have defined a re
the report feature to add the high
port or have picked a predefined
column to the low column and di
report, you're ready to go online

vide by the new column. The result
was the mean price of the securities
for that date.
Personal Portfolio Manager per
formed all of these functions quick
ly and accurately. By contrast, I

and watch this efficient program do
its stuff.

Online Operations

For updating quotes by telephone,
you'll have to sign up with a finan
me with the same information, and cial service such as Warner's or
Dow Jones, of course. If you try
I'm still waiting.
Warner's, as I did, beware of con
flicting advice. Upon signing up,
Easy Installation
Warner's assigns you an account
Installing Personal Portfolio Manager number and a password. When log
on your system is straightforward,
ging onto their data retrieval ser
thanks to the manual's good stepvice, Warner's may tell you to use
by-step instructions. When install
your password. Customer support
ing the program on a hard disk,
at Abacus may tell you to use your
you can choose any drive from
account number. Personal Portfolio
C-Z. This is a worthwhile fea
Manager's manual tells you to use
ture—too many programs assume
your account number, a hyphen,
requested a stockbroker to supply

all computers come with just one

and your password. All three are

wrong. Use your account number,

followed by a space, followed by

sonal Portfolio Manager is such a
powerful, complete, easy-to-use

your password.

management tool that you'll won

In auto mode, Personal Portfolio

Manager can log onto the service,
retrieve the information you need,

log off, and present you with a fin
ished report—all with little or no
intervention on your part. This is a

der how you got along without it.
Personal Portfolio Manager
Abacus
P.O. Box 7219

WIN YOUR
STATE LOTTO
WITH YOUR COMPUTER!

"The home computer is the most power
ful tool ever held by man" (or woman

Grand Rapids, Ml 49510
S150

(or that matter)!

Are you still wasting money with ran

boon for busy business people as
well as small-volume investors who
need to keep their online costs

dom guesswork?

This amazing program will analyze the
past winning lotto numbers and pro

down.

duce a powerful probability study on

Personal Portfolio Manager has

easy to read charts in just seconds. With

Attention
User Groups

some additional features to make
life easier, including a pop-up cal
culator that's available at certain
times and a function key menu that

single key presses from a menu you'll
see trends, patterns, odd/even, sum

totals, number frequency and more on

COMPUTED PC Magazine
is compiling a comprehen
sive list of user groups
serving the IBM-compat
ible community. Send
your mailing address to:

changes depending on the opera
tion you're performing.

The program is a bit quirky in
some of its keystrokes and in its se

User Group Coordinator
COMPUTED PC Magazine
P.O. Box 5406
Greensboro, NC 27403.

curity editing procedures, but the

quirks are easy to assimilate. Once
you become familiar with the pro
gram, it's very smooth to operate.

We also appreciate receiv
ing your newsletters on a
regular basis.

Overall, if you need to track
more than just a few securities, Per

either your screen or printer. Includes
automatic number wheeling, instant
updating and a built-in tutorial to get
you started fast and easy!

CHECKS & CHARGE CARDS ACCEPTED
WITH NO SURCHARGE.
All orders shipped same day
(except personal checks).

APPLES IBM Compatibles.

Macintosh (requires M/S Basic) ..

Commodore. Atari & Radio Shack .
Back-Up Copies - S3.00

$24.95
S29.95

S21.95

Please add $2.00 lor shipping and handling.

Phone credrt given with orders.

(513) 233-2200

SOFT-BYTE
P.O. Box 5701. Forest Park

VISA'

Daylon, Ohio 45405
CPC

Save Your Copies of COMPUTE!
Protect your back issues
of COMPUTE! in durable
binders or library cases.

Each binder or case is

custom-made in flagblue binding with em

bossed white lettering.
Each holds a year of
COMPUTE!. Order several

and keep your issues of
COMPUTE! neatly organized for quick reference.

bidding and play plus many new features and refinements including
auto-play and being able !o request an opening hand. Only $29.95

CQMPUBRIDGE is our bridge tutorial. Learn lo play bridge the easy way
with 10 text chapters and 8 random quizzes. Only 124.95

Binders

$9.95 each;

INTERNATIONAL HOCKEY bnngs the excitement of the rink into your own

3 for $27.95;
6 for $52 95

6 for $39.95

home. Complete with passing, fights and penalty shots' Only 529.95
MINIGOLF lets you relax with a fun game ol miniature golt on any of
three challenging courses. Only $29.95
STflIP POKER is the classic computer program. Play against Suzi and
Melissa; the more you win. the more they take off! Only $39.95
LINKWORD LANGUAGES let you learn a foreign language fast! Available for
Spanish, French, German. Italian, Russian. Dutch. Greek and

(Please add $2.50 per unit for orders outside the U.S.)
Send in your prepaid order with the attached coupon

Mail to: Jesse Jones Industries, P.O. Box 5120,

Dept, Code COTE,Philadelphia, PA 19141

Please send me

Examine Ariworx' unique line of software lor the IBM and all compatibles'
BRIDGE 5.0—our popular bridge playing program now has improved

(These binders make great gifts, too!)
Cases:
$7.95 each;
3 for $21.95;

You'll score
a grand slam
with Bridge 5.0
for the IBM.

Portuguese All languages come with audio tape. Only $29.95 each.

COMPUTE! D cases1 D binders.

Enclosed is my check or money order for $

,

LIGHTNING LEARNING has 9 sections that provide techniques to better
understand and improve your memory. Only $29.95

(U.S. funds only.)
Name
Address.

Artwwx Software Co., Ire, 1844 PenteM toad. Penfidd. NY H526

City

State

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.

(715) 38MG0 0» 82M573

ZiP

Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.
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Sub Battle

best way to start a mission in Sub

Allies and the Germans made im

Battle.

provements to their subs and torpe

After two bombs narrowly miss

Ed Ferrell
System requirements: IBM PC, XT,
AT, or compatible with at least 128K

of memory and a color/graphics
adapter (CGA) or equivalent hard
ware. Latest version (untested) also
works with the enhanced graphics

improvements are reflected in the

with several bursts of antiaircraft
fire. Your crew whoops and cheers,

year you pick. Later-model subs of

but you barely crack a smile. You're

fuel capacity, and other features.

the captain, and you know that a

The submarine you command in
1944 is quite different from the one

nearby. The whole crew depends on

used at the beginning of the war.

you for their lives, and the folks

adapter (HGC).

back home are counting on you,

too. It's time to unroll the charts
and try to outguess the enemy.
One of the lookouts spots

ago and your Tench Class subma
rine now cruises calm waters at 15
knots, bound for Java, where you're
to patrol the western shore until re

smoke on the horizon. For you and
your sub, that means battle stations
again. You're ready for anything.

Choose Your Vessel

might get an hour or two of shut-

Sub Battle is the first release in

eye, you hear that now-too-familiar

cry: "Battle stations, battle stations!"

In addition to picking a year,

you can also choose from more

than 60 different missions. It could
be a short ten-day patrol off the
coast of Java to help rescue downed
bomber pilots, or a hazardous ven

ture into an enemy harbor to lay
mines. If you command a U-boat,

chances are you'll He in wait for

ceiving further orders. It's 30 hours
to Java. Just when you figure you

fer more torpedos, sonar, greater

Zero means an enemy convoy is

adapter (EGA) and Hercules graphics

You received your orders six hours

does during the war, and these

your sub, the Zero is brought down

Epyx's new Master's Collection,

merchant ships near busy British
shipping lanes.
None of the missions is easy.

and it puts you in command of a

Even a seemingly simple assign

World War II submarine. You can

ment such as cruising to Corregidor

the antiaircraft gun is unlimbered.

choose to command either an

to land a shore party with supplies

You must draw a bead on the Zero

American sub or a German U-boat,

demands sharp and constant vigi

diving in for a bombing run—and

and you can pick any year of the

lance. Enemy ships and planes

do it fast. Bomb damage is not the

war, from 1939 to 1945. Both the

could be anywhere.

The crew takes position, and

When embarking on your mis
sion, you must set your course and
speed to reach the destination in

UTILITIES UNLIMITED ,/nc.
12305 N.E. 152nd Street
Brush Prairie, Washington 98606

Orders taken

24 hrs. a day;
seven days a week.

VISA, M/C accepted If you
wish to place your order by

phone, please ca'l 206-

254-6530 Add S300 shipping
& handling on all orders:
additional $2.00 tor COD

Commodore and ST utilities and hacker stuff
Is now In the IBM market. . . and more to come!

You get 100 of the best parameters .. .
Anywhere . . . these parameters are
professionally done, easy to use and
menu driven for fast, reliable perform

ance. This package will remove all

protection Includea are titles from all

the major software publishers for the

IBM. #2 available scon for the same low
price: $29.95 These are all

IBM 10 Pack
These are early releases fo the next 100

Adult Graphics Data Disk
master Please, you must be 10 to order

$24*5

£>■ QQ
v*f *»**

Super File Copy PC £
programs before know the quality we

strive for, and this program is no
exception. Copy selected files, scratch

files, copy sub-directions by file, rename
restore scratched files, create paths,

copy hiaden files and includes a hard

drive menu program. Ths program is

menu anven and so easy to operate that
we suggest those who love digging

second of actual time equals one
second of game time—to a ratio in

which one second of actual time
equals four hours of game time.
Once cm station, you can continue
using time compression while wait
ing for the enemy. The radar and
sonar views help you spot enemy
activity.

program

SUBMISSIONS INVITED!
COMPUTEl't PC Magazine

the longitude and latitude indicated
in the mission briefing.

toggle from realtime—where one

has on it.

We are looking for hacker stuff. . . parameters, print
utilities, telecommunications and the unusual.
76

ling speed and heading and reach

IBM. So if you can't wai; for the next

volume, call us—we'll tei

through the large DOS
book not use this

SOFTWARE

tive is to steer your sub by control

you what the next 10 pack

Those of you that have used our copy

This is an unusual yet very popular data
disk that works with Print Shop and Prnt-

across to 2000 miles. Using the

The duration of long voyages
can be reduced with a time-com
pression feature. This allows you to

pack These will be available every lew
weeks—whenever there are 10 good
new software releases available for the

quality products—no _ 6aaae

filter or |unk.r<S5r\ *2995

map views ranging from 7 miles

largest map view, your first objec

Utilities Unlimited, a long-time supplier of

IBM 100 Pack Volume 1

the most efficient manner. To help
with navigation, the program offers

January 1968

Stalking Enemy Ships
When you have the enemy in visu
al range, Sub Battle rewards you
with some admirable graphics.

®

Get the very best in educational software!
Choose classic softwarefor
your childfeaturing
that lovable adventurer,
Stickybear!

Stickybear Numbers brings the screen to life with hundreds of jolly ani
mated objects. The program teaches numbers, counting and simple arithme
tic to children from 3 to 6 years old. Parents'Choice Award, Best Software of
the Year—Learning Magazine (Apple, IBM. Commodore).
Stickybear Reading uses animation to turn sentences into whimsical ac
tion on-screen while focusing on reading and vocabulary skills for 5 to

Weekly Reader programs

from Optimum Resource
have been winning awards
and raves from educators,
parents and children since
the day Stickybearfirst
appeared on the screen.

8-year-olds. Best of the Best — Electronic Learning. Parents' Choice Award.
NEA Certified (Apple. IBM. Commodore).
Stickybear Math is a best-seller that makes learning to add and subtract
great fun for 6 to 9-year-olds. "Destined to be a classic ... " — Electronic
Learning, NEA Certified. Software Showcase and Parents' Choice Award
(Apple. IBM. Commodore).

Stickybear Math 2 sharpens multiplication and division skills for children
ages 7 and up. "Excellent insight into the needs of the classroom teacher."

— Teaching and Computers. Rated A + + — Educational Software Report
(Apple. IBM. Commodore).

More than half a million

These and other Weekly Reader Family Software programs are available for

Stickybear programs are in

use on IBM-PC/XT/AT and compatibles (EGA, CGA or equivalent required).

use by millions of children.
You can join thefun!

Look for the complete line of Weekly Reader Family Software programs for

pre-school through junior high children in finer computer stores everywhere.
Or call toll free 800 327-1473 (in Connecticut, call (203) 542-5553).

one bear
bests

I

There are battleships, aircraft carri

hit on an aircraft carrier, only to be

ers, destroyers, merchantmen, es

revealed as a dud. And if your first

navigator is available to quickly

corts, transports, tankers, and patrol

shots miss and you want to try an

move your sub to its destination. At

boats. And in the air, you're likely

other, don't forget that enemy look

the highest levels, the navigator is

to spot Aichi seaplanes, Zeros,

outs have probably spotted the

absent; you must rely on your own

Grumman Avengers, or Catalina

torpedo trails and it takes time to

navigational skills. The time re

PBYs—depending, of course, on

reload your tubes.

quired to repair damage escalates

the color of your uniform.

In 1939, your submarine is

For instance, at the lower levels, a

as the level of play increases, and

equipped with only eight torpe

features like weather effects and

you can toggle from a conning tow

does, so a successful 20-day mis

sea conditions exercise more influ

er view to a 7X binocular view—or

sion might consist of firing at two

ence in the higher levels. The map

if submerged, to the periscope

carefully chosen targets in a con

view doesn't show enemy ships

view. When you're close enough,

voy, submerging until the enemy

and planes in levels three and four,

the ship type and range flashes

passes, and then seeking to surprise

and the overall ability of the enemy

across your message board. But

another enemy convoy.

increases with each level.

Once the enemy is spotted,

you'll soon learn that when you
can see the enemy, most likely they
can see you, too.

Despite the fact that subma
rines can dive and hide, they're

You'll also discover that only

illustrated booklet and quick refer

jor factor in your favor is surprise,

manual explains the different speci

not firepower.

torical perspective on submarine

guns of a small patrol boat or de

warfare.

stroyer, not to mention depth

In sum, Sub Battle is a detailed

charges and aerial bombs, can easi

simulation that captures the flavor

ly cripple or destroy your sub. Ene

of World War II submarine combat.

my fire can damage your deck guns

You fire your torpedoes and deck

or torpedo tubes, dive planes, rud

weapons with satisfying arcade-type

der, pressure hull, battery, and

actions, while each mission also

more. Each component must be in

tests your strategic and tactical abili

good order for your submarine to

repair requires time—time you

don't have while under attack. You
can dive and wait until the convoy
passes and repairs are made, but
you'd better be sure the batteries
are fully charged. It can be a long
wait before enemy ships give up
the opportunity to sink an enemy
submarine.

Taking The Offense
Attacking enemy ships isn't easy,
either. Rising to periscope depth,

ties. If you're successful, you'll learn

The Real War

a greai deal about surprising your

The reality of ocean combat seems

enemy, exercising patience, and

to be the main criteria for scoring

knowing when it's necessary to cut
your losses as you dive and hide.

each mission of Sub Battle. If your

submarine is destroyed, you lose

practice you can become the kind

other mission. If you survive the

of sub captain of which legends are

mission, your score is based on
ships and planes sighted and sunk,

made.

rounds fired, days on station, and

600 Galveston Dr.

Sub Battle can be played on an
individual mission basis or, when
you feel ready, you can try your

Redwood City, CA 94063

forward torpedo tubes (aft tubes are

mission. As the years pass, the na

Once launched, torpedos streak to

ture of the war changes, and the

ward the enemy target until they

submarines to which you are as
signed acquire new characteristics.

ing message, "Torpedo has stopped
running, sir!"

Real-life frustrations are accu
rately recreated in Sub Battle. For

Since this takes hours, games can
be saved and reloaded for later
play.

instance, there's always the chance

There are four difficulty levels
in Sub Battle and certain functions

that your torpedo will score a direct

are enabled only on certain levels.
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Sub Battle
Epyx

so on.

available in later years of the war).

either hit or you see the disappoint

It's a delicate balance, but with

your command and must pick an

hand at a War Command. In this
mode, you begin early in the war
and progress with each successful

you center your target and fire the

fications of both the American and
good, if brief, chapter offering his

when on the surface. The main

When something is damaged,

ence card of commands. The

German submarines as well as a

really very fragile crafts, especially

work at peak effectiveness.

Sub Battle comes with a well-

rarely can a submarine successfully
slug it out with warships. The ma

S39.95

PC

GM/
YOU CAN COUNT ON!
NEW for the IBM* PC and compatible microcomputer!

asterPlan'
MasterPlan™ is an inexpensive, power
ful spreadsheet with graphs using com
mands similar to Lotus 1-2-3. This ex
tremely user friendly package will
save business color presentation
graphs as GEM Files, which can then
be transferred to any of the popular
GEM applications already in wide use.
MasterPlan also reads and writes
Professional and Lotus 1-2-3 la files.
MasterPlan includes Lotus' 50 plus
built in mathematical and financial
functions and a giant 8192 x 256
spreadsheet grid. Although the user
may elect to use the keyboard for all
commands, MasterPlan also provides
a full featured mouse interface with
icons, dialog boxes, pull down menus,
mouse ranging and scroll bars. What
were once complex command
sequences with Lotus are now only a
mouse click away. MasterPlan is avail
able now, for a suggested retail of
$149.95.

ccounts
Accounts™ is an integrated accounting
package written for people not com
puters. Accounts is a new concept for
solving the accounting headaches of
small and medium size businesses.
Accounts Receivable, Accounts Pay
able, Inventory Control and General
Ledger are all totally integrated, allow
ing full and immediate communica
tion within the program. Batch invoic
ing and order entry for both sales and
purchases are handled by Accounts as
well as a complete check writing cap
ability. All reports are displayed on the
screen prior to printing and can be
altered, amended or entirely recon
figured by the user to suit their specific
needs by utilizing the powerful built in
Report Generator. Accounts is avail
able now, fora suggested retail price
of $299.95.

j^rofessionaT
Professional'" is a powerful, easy to
use, integrated spreadsheet combining

Lotus commands, macro's, database
and enhanced color graphics within
the GEM environment. This enhance
ment to the Lotus 1-2-3 standard will
be available in the first quarter of
1988. Professional has a suggested re
tail of $299.95.

Call or write
ISD, Incorporated for the name of the
dealer or distributor nearest you.
IBM is the registered trademark or' International

Business Machines Corp.; Lotus 1-2-3 is the trademark
of Lotus Development Corp., GEM is a
registered trademark of Digital Research Inc.: Other
computer and software names are trademarks and/or
tradenames of their respective manufacturers.
ISD MARKETING, INC., 2651 |OHN STREFT, UNIT 3,
MARKHAM, ONTARIO L.SR 2WS, CANADA.

TEL: 1416) 479-1880

Specifications are suhject to change without notice.
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HOW TO USE THE DISK

Every issue of COMPUTED PC Magazine includes a 5Y*- or 3#-inch disk as part of
the package (newsstand copies contain SVi-inch disks only; subscribers get their
choice). If you experience a problem with the disk, please contact us at (919)
275-9809 from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Eastern time, Monday through Friday.
Before you begin using the magazine disk, we highly recommend making a
backup copy and keeping the original in a safe place. Follow these instructions:

Computers with two floppy disk drives: Put your working copy of DOS in drive A
and enter DISKCOPY A: B: at the DOS prompt. When DOS prompts you, re
move the DOS disk from drive A and replace it with the magazine disk. Put a
blank disk in drive B and press any key to make the copy. If the blank disk
was not previously formatted, DISKCOPY formats it for you.
Computers with hard disk drives: Put the magazine disk in drive A and enter
COPY A:*.* OMrectory (substituting your own directory name for directory).
You can specify any directory of your choice, but it must already exist on the
hard disk. For instructions on creating directories, see your DOS manual.
Computers with one floppy disk drive: Put your DOS disk in the drive and enter
DISKCOPY. Then follow the instructions on the screen.

Running Magazine Programs
Important: Previous magazine disks had a special menu program which dis
played descriptions for each file and allowed you to run some programs direct

ly from the menu. To save disk space and reduce confusion, the menu program

has been replaced with a README file. This file contains the same kind of de
scriptions as the old disk menu.
You can display the README file on the screen by entering TYPE

README at the DOS prompt. (You can also type RUN or DISKMENU.) Hold
down the Ctrl key and press NumLock to pause scrolling; press any other key
to resume it. (Some compatibles have a special Pause key for this purpose.)
You can read the README file more easily by loading it into your word pro
cessor, or by printing it with the DOS command COPY README LPT1.

To run the magazine programs, follow the instructions in the correspond
ing magazine articles. Remember that some files on the magazine disk are not
executable programs—for instance, some files contain source code for programs
included elsewhere on the disk in compiled, executable form. Please consult the

articles for instructions before running the programs.

Programs That Require DOS

23
76

Some programs on PCs and compatibles require COMMAND.COM (a DOS

63
71

so it's best to keep a disk with C0MMAND.COM in drive A. If there's room

file) to operate. Floppy drive systems look for COMMAND.COM on drive A,
on your backup copy of the magazine disk, you can copy COMMAND.COM
onto it and run the magazine programs from drive A. If there isn't room, put a

COMPUTE! Books' Inside the
IBM Personal System/2 . 37
COMPUTE! Books' Quick &
Easy Books
67
COMPUTED Buyer's Guide to
IBM PCs
36
COMPUTED PC Magazine
Subscription
17

COMMAND.COM disk in drive A and the backup copy of the magazine disk
in drive B. Then run the magazine programs from drive B.

If the system you're using has one floppy drive and no hard drive, copy
COMMAND.COM onto your backup disk if there is room. If there isn't room,
copy some of the programs you want to use from your backup disk to a disk

with COMMAND.COM. Then run the programs from this disk.
If the system you're using boots from a hard drive, the computer can find
C0MMAND.COM on the hard drive. If you boot a hard drive system from a
floppy disk in drive A, you should keep a COMMAND.COM disk in drive A.
With the exception of the featured programs in our "Best of the Boards"
column, the entire contents of COMPUTERS PC Magazine and the disk are copy
right 1988 by COMPUTE! Publications, Inc., all rights reserved. The programs

are intended for use by the purchaser of the magazine and may not be distrib
uted to others in any form. We ask that you respect the copyright.
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And
theri

A computer for
the left brain.

File

Edit

Gallery

Until now. cfaoosfng a computer typically
meant choosing between capabilities. If you

needed a computer primarily for serious
business needs, then a computer with IBM
compatibility was the only rational (left

brain) choice, right?

Hut If you were looking for desktop pub

lishing capabilities to display your creativity

(right brain), then a computer designed for

mouse-driven, windowing, graphics software

was the way to go. Right?

Options

Font >peface

Typestyle

The dilemma of choosing
one or the other is history.
Now there's a computer that offers in

credible performance in both realms — the
AMSTRAD PC 1640.
Our remarkable new computer runs vir

tually ail IBM software, including CAD,
which makes it ideally suited for business

;tnd engineering as well :ts for personal use

(Sure, a lot of computers offer that, but

here's where AMSTRAD leaves them in the dust.)

The PC 1640 also conies with the
capabilities built in to run the mouse-driven,

1640. After all. what's the point of limiting
the output of your genius, when one

computer can show off all of it!
Visit your dealer soon and see the

complete line of remarkable products that
has made AMSTRAD Europe's best seller.'
You'll see for yourself, an AMSTRAD is the
next best thing to having an I.Q. of 200!
Please send >m> the name of my nearest dealer.
NAME
ADDRESS

windowing software it takes to create spec

CITY

tacular desktop publishing. In fact. PC 1640
is spectacular when it comes to expressing all

Mail to: AMSTRAD, 1915 Westridge Dr..

STATE

ZIP

Irving. Texas "5038. Or call: 214/518-0668.

kinds of creative ideas. We even include the
mouse and the software you'll need.
Built in brillancc
Plus, the PC ICwl) ingeniously
Incorporates monochrome (Hercules). CGA
and EGA capabilities into a single mother

board. When you're ready to upgrade your
graphics, all you do is merely pop on a more
sophisticated AMSTRAD high quality monitor.

And now for the best feature of all:

prices for a complete PC 16-iO range from

only $900 to a modest 11900. Like we said,

it's a remarkable computer.
If you're about to make that all-important

computer decision, choose the incredible PC
'Source: International Data Corp.

Strokes Of Genius.
London • Dallas * Paris * Madrid

Sydney * Hoitg Kang • Milan
Tb
ie name and logt> AMSTRAD Is a trademark ofAMSTRAD PIC
nd Us iubudiartcs IBM. GUM and Hercules are registered Irnile
tarksofInternational Business Machines, Digital Research. Inc.
nd Hercules Computer Co. respectively.

From Origin comes the long-awaited sequel
to the award-winning
i
Ultima™ III

Available on Apple®

Quest of the

/watar

A state-of-the-art fantasy roleplaying game of unprecedented
magnitude by Lord British™.
repare yourself for a grand
adventure: Ultima™ IV,
sixteen times larger than
Ultima III, is a milestone in
computer gaming—one that challenges
your physical and mental skills while
testing the true fabric of your character.
Enter Britannia, kingdom of Lord
British. Journey through terrain of infinite
proportions, conversing with characters
on hundreds of topics. Unravel the
mysteries of a superior magic system. At each turn beware of daemons, dragons and
long-dead wizards haunting the most tranquil of places. Encounters with parties of
mixed enemy types test your strategic abilities. Shrewd use of terrain can lead to
victory against seemingly impossible odds.
Survive this multi-quest fantasy, then begin the final conflict, your quest of the
Avatar. The ultimate challenge—the self—awaits—

>S¥ST£MS WC. /136 HARVEY ROAD, LONDONDERRY, NH p3053 (603) 644-3360
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MOEBIUS™ takes you

AUTODUEL™ is a futuristic,

playing journey through

planes of a colorful Orien
tal world of fantasy and
adventure in search of the
Orb of Celestial Harmony.

right of way goes to the
biggest guns.

monster-plagued Sosaria in
search of the elusive

Exodus.

through the elemental

i

fin

ULTIMA™ III sends you on

an incredible fantasy role-

OGRE

fast-paced strategy roleplaying game where the

OGRE™ is a strategy game

fought on the nuclear bat
tlefield of tomorrow as an
■ pi human juggernaut Cybertank battles conventional

Ultima and Lord Brilish are trademarks of Richard Gamott/Moebitis is a trademark of Greg M alone/AutoDuel and Ogre are trademarks

of Steve Jackson/Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc/Previous Ultimas are no! needed lo enjoy Ultima IV

Authors wanted. Call as today.

!

